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Abstract
This research introduces a novel approach to the analysis of relative motion modelling 
of free and tethered satellites. For relative motion of free satellites the variational 
Kepler problem is considered and a geometrical method is developed in which the 
general solution of the variational Kepler problem is solved in the physically relevant 
relative position coordinates and expressed only in terms of the constants of motions. 
The method also allows for variations of parameters which is relevant in dust comet 
tail modelhng where the diEerent sizes of the dust particles relative to the nucleus in 
turn gives rise to a diEerence in mass parameter.
In the part of the research devoted to tethered satellites, different conservative 
models of tethered satellites are related mathematically to provide a unified frame- 
work and it is established in what limit they may provide useful insight into the un- 
derlying dynamics. First, the infinite dimensional model is regularised through the 
resistance against bending and then linked to a finite dimensional model, the slack- 
spring model, through a conjecture on the singular perturbation of tether thickness. 
Using a developed variational, symplectic integrator of the regularised system, nu­
merical evidence is provided for the validity of the conjecture. Moreover, numerical 
computations of an orbiting tether system document tha t bending may be significant 
in regions of phase space. The slack-spring model is then naturally related to a bil- 
liard model in the limit of an inextensible spring. Next, the motion of a dumbbell 
model, which is lowest in the hierarchy of models, is identified within the motion of 
the bilhard model through a theorem on the existence of invariant curves by exploit- 
ing Moser’s twist map theorem. Numerical computations provide insight into the 
dynamics of the billiard model.
To investigate the slack-spring limit further, a Galerkin approximation of the full 
massive tether model is considered. Here it is shown th a t the the slack-spring dynam­
ics can be identified with the slow dynamics on a normally elliptic slow manifold with 
bifurcations. Using averaging and a blow-up near the bifurcation it is in this thesis 
proven th a t the slow manifold persists adiabatically. It is believed th a t extending 
and generalising this result to more degrees of freedoms would a ttract considerable 
interest within both academia and industry.
The research also focuses attention on optimal attitude control. The research in 
this direction develops a novel geometrical and coordinate-independent approach to 
variational attitude dynamics and obtains within the linear approximation explicit, 
analytic expressions for the constrained X^-optimal torque. The optimal torque is 
applied to two different formation flying missions scenarios where the range of va­
lidity of the linear approximation was also quantified. The results demonstrate an 
error of % 1® for a net rotation of 25°. A feedback law is also suggested in which 
the optimal control is updated via measurements of the instantaneous attitude and 
angular velocities.
Finally, this research considers a gravitational two-body problem where one of the 
bodies is modelled as a pseudo-rigid body. The other body is assumed to be a rigid 
sphere. Due to the rotational and “re-labelling” symmetries, the system is shown 
to  possess conservation of angular momentum and “circulation” . By following the 
classical reduction procedure undertaken in the study of the two-body problem of 
a  general rigid body and a rigid sphere, a similar reduced non-canonical Hamilto­
nian system is computed. The classical two-body problem then becomes a natural 
subsystem. Then relative equilibria of the system are considered and it is shown 
th a t the notions of locally central and planar equilibria coincide. Finally, it is shown 
th a t Riemann’s theorem on pseudo-rigid bodies has an extension to planar relative 
equilibrium of this system.
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C h a p t e r 1
Introduction
The thesis focuses on relative motion of satellites. In the following section we shall 
give a short overview of the topic. At the end of the chapter the scope of the research 
and its aims and objectives will be described along with the research’s novelties.
1.1 Overview and m otivation
There is a general trend in satellite mission designs to replace larger satellites with 
smaller satellites in formation. The coordination of smaller satellites has several 
benefits over single laiger satellites. For one thing, the mission risk is decreased by 
allowing for cheaper replacements and therefore higher redundancy. Furthermore, 
with the development of small satellite technology and corresponding increase in 
their capabilities, formations have become feasible financially. Finally, and perhaps 
most importantly, a formation provides a more flexible mission platform by allowing 
reconfiguration for adaptive mission objectives so th a t for example research targets 
can be viewed from multiple angles at the same time providing unprecedent high 
measurement resolutions [60].
Several missions are already flying in formation. In the CLUSTER II space 
weather and environment mission [38], for example, now flying successfully in its 
ninth year, four satellites are placed in a tetrahedral formation. This allows for an
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optimal resolution of the three dimensional gradients of the space measurements. 
Other existing successful formation flying missions include the NASA EO-1 remote 
sensing mission [48, 57] and the GRACE mission mapping the E arth’s gravity field 
[140]. Xiang and Jprgensen recent survey [157] also highlights a significant interest 
in this area by listing other planned and existing missions.
A particular way of keeping satellites in close proximity is to tether them to­
gether. The potential of such a system has recently been highlighted by the NASA’s 
proposed SPECS (Submillimeter Probe of the Evolution of Cosmic Structure) inter­
ferometer mission [95, 40, 28, 24] using tether formation flight to detect submillimeter- 
wavelength light from the early universe. Here the tethered formation would make up 
a very large scale, yet relatively light-weight, almost rigid structure of apertures in a 
controlled formation. This structure meets the requirements of a large interferomet- 
ric baseline with adaptive baseline changes with minimal fuel consumption. As for 
the CLUSTER II mission, the formation again allow for a flexible platform in which 
a finer resolution may be attained compared to a large monolithic satellite system.
The initial interest in tethered satellites was probably due to the discovery of an 
orbitally stable relative equilibrium. In such a relative equilibrium or steady motion 
the system is normal to a circular orbit on which the centre of mass moves. A 
rigid satellite with a boom has a similar equilibrium and this is in general referred 
to as the effect of gravity gradient stabilisation [9]. The stability holds true for 
sup-kilometer tether lengths and a tether can therefore provide a stable, large yet 
relatively light-weight space-structure. This is an obvious advantage compared with 
the free orbiting satellites as the shape of any free satellite formation is neither rigid 
nor stable to perturbations. On the other hand, a mayor issue with tethered satellites 
is the extreme difficulty with bringing such a system into this stable configuration. 
There are no natural gateways to reach this equilibrium. As part of this issue, is 
the problem of how to safely release and separate a tethered system from a launcher 
without tether entanglement. These issues have been highlighted through several 
space experiments by the various space agencies. While these have verified the tether 
concept in general, they have also through several mission failures (TSS-IR and ESA 
mission YES [15]) documented the extreme difficulty with controlling and modelling 
this highly non-linear system. The reference [26] provides a recent detailed survey of 
suggested space tether applications and missions.
There are other immediate questions and problems tha t need to be dealt with 
for the further development of formation flying of free and tethered satellites. For 
example, perhaps the most obvious problem is how to avoid collisions between the 
satellites. In a realistic formation flying mission, satellites will have to be reconfigured 
by the use of thrusters and how to do so in a fuel-optimal way while avoiding collisions 
is not obvious. See [51] for a recent approach. Furthermore, the dynamics of relative 
motion of satellites is complex and yet an understanding of it is vital in planning a 
formation flying mission. In principle, numerical integrators for free satellite system
1.1 Overview and motivation
can now propagate initial conditions with very high accuracy. However, numerical 
computations often provide little insight into the causes and form of the dynamics. 
Analytical models, on the other hand, may provide a more detailed understanding 
of the dynamics and properties of the dynamics can be attributed to certain causes. 
Due to the complexity and the infinite dimensionality of a tethered satelhte system 
the reliability of numerical computations are here more questionable. Therefore, 
analytical models for the relative motion of tethered systems arc perhaps even more 
important than for hee relative motion of satellite systems. The main drive of thesis 
is to rigorously develop analytical models further, and unify existing models, of both 
free and tethered satellites.
The control of the attitude of the spacecrafts orbiting in formation is essential in 
fulfilling any mission objectives. The attitude has to be properly aligned to obtain 
and maintain desired orientations for on-board instruments like solar panels, antennas 
or telescopes. In particular, in a formation flying mission the desired attitude of one 
satellite will in general depend upon the attitude but also the position of the other 
satellites in the formation. For inspection missions, for example, the desired attitude 
of a choser satellite will depend upon the position and attitude of the inspected 
target. This problem therefore requires modelling of the attitude dynamics but also 
of the relative orbital dynamics.
On the other hand, to stretch the life-time of a mission as far as possible, it is 
important to control the attitude using the least fuel possible within the given lim­
itations. Nowadays, however, the most common attitude control software of small 
satellites generally includes a simple proportional-derivative (PD) quaternion feed­
back controller as proposed in [152]. This in spite of the fact tha t this controller is 
not optimal. Moreover, such controllers only address asymptotic convergence and 
are therefore in some sense not well-suited for the problem of achieving a certain 
attitude at a given time. This is becoming increasingly more important with the en- 
hanced requirements for formation flying missions. To solve this problem optimally 
and analytically is therefore highly relevant. In particular, analytical expressions are 
computationally feasible and they may also provide further insight into the full non­
linear control problem. Another drive of the thesis is to develop explicit expressions 
for optimal attitude control within a linear theory and apply it to a formation flying 
missions scenario.
One may think of a tethered satellite system as a very flexible structure. A 
very classical way of modelling a flexible structure is as a pseudo-rigid body. As 
opposed to a rigid body whose configurations are given by orientation preserving 
isometrics, the configurations of a pseudo-rigid body are described by invertible a&ne 
transformations. Such bodies were first considered by Newton in Principia. Since 
then several prominent authors including Dedekind, Dirichlet, Jacobi and Riemann 
[31, 36, 63, 121] have considered these bodies and in particular their relative equi- 
libria of ellipsoidal configurations. Roche in 1847 [126] and Darwin in 1906 [3(1] also
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considered similar, but more restrictive, bodies for modelling tidal forces. It was here 
Darwin defined and calculated the Roche limit. More recently, the work on spinning 
pseudo-rigid bodies has been put into a modern language by Chandrasekhar [19] and 
Roberts and Sousa Dias [125] and been applied to problems in elasticity by Lewis 
and Simo [91].
W ith the recent progress of observational techniques and the increased interest in 
binary asteroids the full Newtonian two-body problem with non-spherical bodies have 
attracted significant attention [150, 96, 132, 11]. In fact studies have indicated tha t 
about 16% of the near-Earth Asteroids may be systems of relative orbiting asteroid 
pairs [99]. The formulation of this problem has been posed and studied in many 
references [150, 96, 132, 11, 149]. More recently, the question has been addressed 
whether the binary systems have random shapes or instead obey some general results 
of rotating deformable bodies, see e.g. [32]. To approach this problem, the models 
have to be extended to  account for the deformation of the body. This can be attained, 
at least to a first approximation, by replacing the rigid bodies with pseudo-rigid 
bodies. The main drive of the thesis in this regard is to develop these models further 
while considering the possibility of generalising some of the results due to Riemann 
et al.
1.2 Scope of research
The research focuses on relative motion of satellites through four different sub-topics: 
Free relative motion modelling, modelling of relative motion of tethered satellites, 
optimal relative attitude control and finally a gravitational two-body problem of a 
pseudo-rigid body and a rigid sphere.
Free relative m otion modelling
In this thesis the linearisation about an arbitrary Keplerian elliptic, parabolic or hy­
perbolic reference orbit is considered while particularly addressing the symmetries 
and the conserved quantities of the system. The methods considered by previous 
authors do not explicitly address the issue of constants of motion. This also mani­
fests itself in complicated expressions and a lack of geometrical interpretation. The 
research will also consider variations in the mass parameter making the solutions 
applicable to  modelling the dynamics of dust particles in comet tails. Indeed, dust 
particles leave a comet nucleus due to variations in orbital parameters but the vari­
ation in particles sizes will also give rise to variations in the solar radiation pressure 
which effects the motion of the particles relative to the nucleus. Since the solar radi­
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ation pressure has the same form as the gravitional term, variations in particle sizes 
can be accounted for by variations in the mass parameter.
Tethered Satellites
The tether literature presents a number of different tether models of varying com­
plexity. These models have been studied and used in many references on orbiting 
tethered satellites. However, the relationships between them have never been ex­
plored in detail. Furthermore, the effects of bending resistance have not been studied. 
In this thesis the task of unifying the models mathematically is begun by showing 
how simpler models can be derived rigorously from more complicated models, and 
how solutions of the former perturb to solutions of the latter. The work mainly fo­
cuses attention on the conservative models. Such a unification would justify the use 
of simpler models and therefore allow for the development of simpler control algo­
rithms. These simpler control algorithms could then be validated on/extended onto 
the full system using a rigourous numerical scheme. The conclusions are supported 
by numerical computations via a developed numerical integrator.
Relative attitude control
Recently Palmer [115] considered L^-optimal, or minimum energy [114], control of 
relocation of satellites in near-circular formations. The advantage of this approach, 
rather than traditional linear quadratic control approaches, is th a t it allows for closed- 
form solutions. Since then it has also been applied to elliptic orbits and other linear 
non-autonomous systems in [22, 21]. In this thesis this control approach is applied 
to  the linearised attitude dynamics controlled with reaction wheels. External torques 
such as gravity gradient will be neglected.
The linearisation of the attitude dynamics often provides the basis for control 
algorithms on the full nonlinear system, see e.g [135] p. 113. In [135], however, 
the linearised attitude dynamics are derived using Euler angles as coordinates for 
the rotation matrix. In this research it will also be the aim to develop a coordinate 
independent and, similarly to the relative motion modelling above, a more geometrical 
approach to the linearised attitude dynamics.
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Pseudo-rigid bodies
In [113, 134] the modelling of the gravitational two-body problem was extended by 
letting one of the bodies be a self-gravitating pseudo-rigid body. In this joint work 
with Mikhail Vereshchagin, the work of [113,134] is put into the language of geometric 
theory of Hamiltonian systems while streamlining the approach and notation with 
the now standard reduction procedure for the two-body problem of a rigid body and a 
rigid sphere. Not only, will this procedure reduce the necessary equations of motion, 
but furthermore, as opposed to  the method undertaking in [113, 134], the results will 
go through essentially unchanged if the pseudo-rigid body is assumed incompressible. 
The work will also investigate the possibility of obtaining a more general version of 
Riemann’s theorem on the classification of relative equilibria of pseudo-rigid bodies.
1.3 Aim s and objectives
1.3.1 Aims
The aims of the research are listed here:
Free sate llite  m otion
• Develop a geometrical framework for relative satellite motion;
•  Obtain solutions of the variational Kepler problem with possible variations of 
mass parameters about any reference solution;
•  Classify the solutions and apply the results to design of formation flying mission.
Tether sate llite  m otion
•  Unify and extend existing models of tethered satellites;
•  Establish how solutions of models perturb into solutions of other models;
•  Classify the dynamics of the models lowest in the hierarchy of models;
•  Develop a numerical integrator of conservative massive tether models.
1.3 Aims and objectives
R elative attitu d e control
•  Develop a simple geometrical coordinate-independent framework for variational 
attitude dynamics th a t is appropriate for optimal control;
•  Determine analytical expression for the X^-optimal control torque;
•  Investigate the range of validity of the optimal linear control torque on the full 
nonlinear system.
Pseudo-rigid bodies
•  Model the two-body problem of a pseudo-rigid body and a rigid sphere using 
appropriate coordinates also used in the reduction of the classical, rigid, full 
two-body problem;
•  Obtain an extension of Riemann’s theorem to the two-body problem.
1.3.2 Objectives
The objectives supporting the aims are listed here:
Free satellite  m otion
•  Analyse symmetries and conserved quantities of variational equations;
• Integrate the variational equations and express the solutions in terms of the 
conserved quantities.
Tether satellite  m otion
•  Analyse the effects of bending in elastic space tether modelling;
•  Investigate the effects of vanishing thickness for stiff tethers;
•  Analyse the singular perturbation of tether thickness on stiff tethers numeri­
cally;
• Analyse the singular perturbation of tether thickness on stiff tethers through a 
Galerkin approximation to the massive tether model.
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R elative a ttitu d e control
•  Develop a coordinate independent and geometrical approach to the variational 
attitude dynamics;
•  Set up constrained L^-minimising control problem on the variational attitude 
dynamics;
•  Apply the L^-optimal control torque on realistic formation flying mission sce­
narios.
Pseudo-rigid  bodies
•  Investigate symmetries and conserved quantities of the two-body problem;
• Derive reduced equations of motions and reduced bracket structure;
•  Investigate relative equilibria of the system while leaving the symmetric poten­
tial unspecified.
1.4 Novelty
The research contains the following novelty:
•  Free relative motion modelling:
— Obtaining a global solution expressed in terms of the relevant conserved 
quantities of the variational Kepler problem;
— A classification of the solutions of the variational Kepler problem;
• Relative motion of tethered satellites:
— A unification of well-posed models of tethered satellites;
— The formulation of a conjecture on the slack-spring system as a limit sys­
tem of the full massive tether model;
— A theorem on an almost invariant slow manifold of a Galerkin approxima­
tion to the massive tether model on which the slow dynamics is described 
by the slack-spring model;
— A theorem that shows the persistence of dumbbell dynamics within the 
billiard model;
1.5 Thesis structure
• Relative attitude:
— Application of minimum energy control to attitude control;
— Obtaining analytical expressions for L^-optimal torque in variational a tti­
tude dynamics and applying these in a realistic formation flying mission.
•  Pseudo-rigid bodies:
— The reduction of the two-body problem of a pseudo-rigid body and rigid 
sphere;
— An extension of Riemann’s theorem to a two-body problem.
1.5 Thesis structure
In the following chapter the relevant literature is reviewed. This is followed by a 
chapter on the general variational Kepler problem. The main result of this chapter is 
stated as Theorem 1 on the general solution of the variational Kepler expressed only 
in terms of the variations of the conserved quantities. In Chap. 4 the different con­
servative models of tethered satellites are presented. Chap. 5 then seeks to unify the 
different conservative tether models. One of the key points in this chapter is the intro­
duction of the regularising bending resistance and the formulation of Conjecture 1 on 
the relationship between the infinite dimensional massive tether model and the finite 
dimensional slack-spring model. Moreover, rigorous justification is provided for the 
validity of the dumbbell model in Theorem 3. The chapter concludes with numerical 
computations of the billiard model and a discussion of perturbations. Discussions are 
also provided of the effects of damping on the different tether models. In Chap. 6 
a variational and symplectic numerical integrator is developed for the integration of 
the massive tether model. Numerical computations of an orbiting tether system are 
provided and the integrator is also used to  provide further justification of the Con­
jecture 1. Chap. 7 investigates the slack-spring model in a Calerkin approximation. 
The main result of this chapter is Theorem 4. This provides the persistence of a slow 
manifold with bifurcation on which the slow dynamics is given by the slack-spring 
model. Finally, Chap. 8 and Chap. 9 consider the A^-optimal attitude control and 
the two-body problem of a pseudo-rigid body and a rigid sphere, respectively. The 
main results of these two chapters are the development of explicit expressions of the 
optimal torque and Theorem 8 and Theorem 9 providing extensions of Riemann’s 
classical theorem on ellipsoidal figures of relative equilibria. The thesis is concluded 
in Chap. 10 where open problems are also discussed.
10 Introduction
C h a p t e r
Literature review
2.1 Introduction
In order to understand how the research contributes to today’s needs, the relevant 
literature is reviewed. This is broken into four different categories corresponding to 
the different sub-topics of the thesis: free relative motion, tether relative motion, 
relative attitude dynamics and pseudo-rigid bodies.
2.2 Free relative m otion
Perhaps the best known relative motion model is Hill’s equations [62], adapted to 
the problem of relative satellite navigation by Clohessy and Wiltshire [25] in 1960s. 
This is the linearisation of Keplerian relative dynamics around a circular reference 
orbit. However, six years prior to Clohessy and Wiltshire, Lawden derived the basic 
equations of relative motion for the more general case of eccentric orbits [86] (c.f. 
[14]). Tschauner and Hempel [144] independently formulated similar solutions to 
Lawden’s around the same time. The approach is in fact a generalisation of the 
Clohessy-Wiltshire equations, solving the same problem but linearising around an 
eccentric orbit rather than a circular one. While they still use Hill’s frame, they 
employ the true anomaly as the independent variable.
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As formation flying missions are becoming a reality, there has been a renewed 
interest in relative motion modelling within the last decade. Im portant references 
include [14, 103] for the linear theory, [37, 54, 130, 133, 74, 112, 75, 153] for inclusion 
of higher order geopotential terms and [72, 147, 55] for nonlinearity effects. One of 
the few common threads within the existing literature on relative motion, is tha t 
virtually all of the methods use a rotating and accelerating local coordinate frame. 
This approach makes analysis and visualisation of the motion rather straightforward. 
However, the perturbations to the Keplerian potential are usually deflned in the 
Earth centered inertial frame. This is one of the primary reasons why the addition 
of the simple Jg perturbation term  greatly complicates the equations. The modelling 
of the motion is therefore actually hampered by the employment of this accelerating 
rotating frame.
Perhaps more importantly, these methods do not explicitly address the issue of 
constants of motion. For the motion of a satellite under a Keplerian potential, the 
energy, the angular momentum and the eccentricity are all conserved. For the case 
of the two satellites; the ‘relative energy’, the ‘relative angular momentum’, and the 
‘relative eccentricity’ are also conserved. If these quantities are not conserved, e.g. in 
numerical integration, the relative orbits will get distorted over time. For example, 
any deviation from the relative energy will manifest itself as an alongtrack drift.
Palmer and Imre [117, 66] incorporated conservation of relative energy and rel­
ative angular momentum. In [117] they solved the linearised relative motion in the 
inertial coordinate frame exploiting these quantities, and in [66] they developed a 
symplectic numerical relative orbit propagator imposing the conservation laws and 
incorporating high order geopotentials. The results demonstrated a 40 % improve­
ment in computational time compared with propagating separate Keplerian orbits 
with a similar level of accuracy. Nevertheless, Palmer and Imre [117, 66] did not 
address the conservation of relative eccentricity. Furthermore, there does not seem 
to be any generalised approach to the general variational Kepler problem. Neither 
do the approaches previously considered in the literature consider the possibilities of 
variations in mass parameters. The latter could be of interest in comet tail modelling. 
In the tails of comets moving on highly eccentric orbits around the sun dust particles 
separate from the comet nucleus not only with a difference in the orbital parameters, 
but also due to the difference in the particle sizes relative to  the size of the nucleus. 
This difference gives rise to an enhanced solar radiation pressure. Since the solar 
radiation pressure has the same form as the gravitational term, only opposite in sign, 
this variation can be accounted for by a variation in the mass parameter. See also 
[47]. To the author’s knowledge there does not exist any analytical model of relative 
motion of the dust particles in the comet tails.
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2.3 Tether relative m otion
The available tether models in the literature can basically be divided into two groups: 
massive and massless tethers. In the following we shall present the ideas behind 
these widely used models. We shall also discuss some references where the models 
are analysed and applied.
Models and applications
Gravity and elasticity are important effects on the dynamics of tethered satellites. 
The effects of gravity are incorporated through the usual 1/r-potential, neglecting 
perturbations due to the non-spherical earth. However, as it is custom in the mod­
elling of free relative satellite motion, there is also often within the tether modelling 
literature made use of the fact that realistic tether lengths are much shorter than the 
distance to the attracting body which justifies a linearisation of the gravitational field 
about the system’s centre of mass. On the other hand, there are different models in 
the literature for the elasticity of the tether. For a massive tether, linear elasticity 
is usually adapted, see e.g. [9, 78, 8]. Visco-elasticity to account for the dissipation 
in the tether is also incorporated via the Kelvin-Voigt model in some work, sec e.g. 
[9, 78] and outside the space science research in [53]. Nonlinear elasticity is consid­
ered in [9] where the authors look at stability of certain equilibria and the effect of 
different elasticity laws. Furthermore, since tethers are usually very stiff, models for 
the case of inextensible tethers have also been proposed [119, 63, 69]. Though this is 
a very interesting limit to study, the models arc very complicated and involve a free 
boundary value problem and an algebraic equation for the in-extensibility constraint 
which makes the equations very difficult to solve numerically and study analytically. 
The models are also in some sense singular. As an example of this singularity, one 
could think of the two end masses, the satellites, moving beyond the natural length 
of the tether, which would result in a ^-distribution, changing the motion of the satel­
lites abruptly to enforce the in-extensibility constraint. In [63], a free inextensible 
tether is considered in a quasi-stationary Stokes flow. Due to the absence of masses at 
the end-points, the author can enforce the inextensibility constraints directly hence 
easing the numerical and analytical study. This, however, is not possible in the space 
tether dynamics. Johansen et. al. in [69] analyse a discrete version to study small 
oscillations of a hanging rope with one free end. The free end again changes the 
nature of the problem and the singularity in tethered satellites models, as described 
above, is not present, again simplifying numerical and analytical analysis.
Any resistance against bending is neglected in the studies above. In [9] it is 
even claimed that due to the vanishing bending stiffness parameters of relevant thin 
tether materials, bending has little influence on the system dynamics compared to
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other perturbation effects, see p. 59 in [9]. Since bending is a regularising term (bi­
harmonic), such an argument would from a mathematical point of view have to  be 
justified more rigorously. A mathematical justification is, however, apparently not 
available in the literature. In [98, 83, 89] discontinuities in tether tension are even 
observed in their numerical computations, yet they are not commented as a source 
of error.
Another model for tethered satellites is the dumbbell model, see e.g. [9, 128] with 
other references available in [15]. Here the tether is replaced by a rigid rod. Clearly, 
such a model can only capture motion in which the tether is tau t and is not adequate 
to describe the motion when the tether folds and bends. Nevertheless, for the motion 
near the stable relative equilibria, librational motion, and for fast rotational motion, 
where the centrifugal forces keep the tether taut, this model is widely considered to 
be adequate. This has, however, not been justified mathematically. This is among 
the aims of the research.
Electrodynamic tethers have recently received a significant attention, see e.g. [120, 
67, 155, 156, 27, 24] for some very recent references. For an electrodynamic tether 
a current running through the orbiting tether interacts with a magnetic field so 
th a t the system generates power. The power generated could be used on-board or 
for stabilisation [9]. The electrodynamical forces on the tether depend upon the 
attitude of the system relative to the magnetic field. In the dumbbell model the 
system is assumed rigid and the addition of the electro dynamical forces are therefore 
straightforward and widely used. For example, Pelaez and Scheeres in [120] use a 
dumbbell model to  study electrodynamical tethers as a method of orbit control near 
Jupiter, which is known to have a large magnetic field. It is not the aim to analyse 
electrodynamical tethers in this research and we therefore refer to [15] for a more 
detailed review on the subject.
Dumbbell models have also been used in three-body dynamics, see e.g. Farquhar 
[41] and more recently by Sanjurjo-Rivo et al. [128], where the dynamics of a tethered 
system near collinear libration points are studied. The idea proposed by the two 
papers is to adjust the tether length in order to  stabilise the motion near the unstable 
equilibria. This application is up-to-date with the amount of research th a t studies the 
dynamics near libration points and with the future missions planned by the various 
space agencies. Sanjurjo-Rivo et al. extended the initial work by Farquhar to account 
for tether mass and developing a control scheme. Both papers acknowledge th a t the 
models cannot capture any dynamics where tether is in compression.
The reference [17] also considers the dumbbell model with a linearised gravita­
tional field as a model of a tethered satellite system. Through an analytical study of 
the periodic orbits emanating from the stable relative equilibrium, where the system 
is aligned along the local radial direction, the authors investigate the effect of eccen­
tricities on a tethered system. By using normal forms and averaging it is shown that
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the family is stable to planar perturbations but unstable to non-planar perturbations 
for small but non-zero eccentricities. This is due to a parametric resonance with the 
orbital frequency. The instability was also known from numerical computations done 
in [9].
There is a finite dimensional model for massless tethers available in the literature 
tha t also account for tether slackness, referred to as slack-spring model in [9], p. 63. 
It is argued that the massless tether does not affect the motion when the satellites 
are closer together than the natural length of tether, whereas it acts like a perfect 
spring when they move apart beyond the natural length. It has not been analysed if 
this model can be obtained as a limit of the massive tether model. In Beletsky and 
Levin, [9] p. 63, a large and small vehicle is considered for the slack-spring model and 
the gravitational field is linearised about the larger vehicle’s Keplerian orbit. In [9], 
the slack-spring model is used to study the planar stability of deployment of small 
vehicle. Out-of-plane perturbations are not considered and the system is aligned 
with local vertical by controlling the tether length. A spring model also received 
attention recently in [18]. Here the slackness of the tether is however neglected and 
the authors extend their study from [l 7] on the dumbbell model to study the periodic 
orbits emanating from the stable relative equilibria. Their results are interesting, in 
the sense tha t contrary to the results for the rigid dumbbell model [17], it is shown 
th a t this family is stable for suÆciently small eccentricities and su@ciently large 
stifkesses, both to planar and non-planar perturbations. Using analytical tools, 
normal forms and averaging, and numerical computations the authors also carry out 
a comprehensive bifurcation analysis of the orbiting spring model.
From the slack-spring model, Beletsky and Pankova, [19], suggested a model for
inextensible tethers as a dynamical billiard problem. They do not present any formal 
derivation of the model as a limit system of other models, but they present a Poincaré- 
mapping to study the dynamics. It is not mentioned in the text, but from Fig 1 [10] it 
is obvious tha t one satellite is assumed to move on a circular orbit. In [138] the billiard 
model is used to study a visco-elastic tether and the transient chaotic oscillations of 
a tethered spaceship-satellite system. The visco-elasticity, that is the dissipation due 
to the tether jerks, is taken into account by restitution factors. It shows numerically 
that, as might be expected for a nonlinear, almost Hamiltonian system, transient 
chaos occurs before the system converges to the stable equilibria.
These models where the complexity is reduced dramatically are very interesting 
in terms of capturing approximations to the real dynamics. However, they have not 
been justified mathematically anywhere in the literature and it is not obvious in 
what limit these models arc valid. Furthermore, the overall dynamics does not seem 
to have been analysed, since the research only focuses on part of the dynamics.
The massive tether model is singularly perturbed via the small tether thickness 
and the large stiffness. The literature on Hamiltonian singular perturbation theory
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is therefore reviewed in the following section.
2.4 Singular perturbation theory
Systems involving different time and/or space scales described through a small pos­
itive parameter, say e, arise in a wide variety of scientific problems. Im portant ex­
amples include: molecular physics and the Born-Oppenheimer approximation [102], 
chemical enzyme kinetics and the Michaelis-Menten mechanism [104], predator-prey 
and reaction-diffusion models [107], the evolution and stability of the solar system 
[85] and tethered satellites. The main advantage of identifying slow and fast vari­
ables is dimension reduction by which all the fast variables, say v, are “slaved” to 
the slow ones, say u, through the “slow manifold” Mq. Dimension reduction is one 
of the main aims and tools for a dynamicist and the elimination of fast variables 
is very useful in for example numerical computations. In fact, since fast variables 
require more computational effort and evaluations, this reduction often bridges the 
gap between tractable and intractable computations. An example of this is the long 
time {Gyears) integration of the solar system, see [85], or perhaps the reduction from 
slow-fast tether system to slack-spring model.
The singular perturbed systems have the following general form: 
u ' =  f(u ,v , c).
where e is the small parameter. If we apply the time scaling t e H then we 
transform (2 .1) into:
Ù =  ef(u ,v , e), 
v  =  g (u ,v , e).
(2.2)
Obviously, the two systems are only equivalent for c 0. Different terminology is 
used, but we shall by the fast system refer to the fast part of (2 .2) and by frozen refer 
to its limiting system. If we naively equate e =  0 in (2.1) then we obtain a differential 
equation for the slow variable u  and an algebraic equation 0  =  g(u, v, 0). The set of 
points {(u, v )|g (u , v ,0) =  0} satisfying this equations is “the slow manifold” M q}  
On the other hand, equating e =  0 in (2 .2), yields a differential equation for the 
fast variables v  depending upon the slow variables u  as parameters. In this limiting 
system the slow manifold is the set of equilibria.
^The name slow manifold is quite unfortunate as we shall not require the slow manifold to be 
a manifold. In fact, a main focus in the research will be on slow manifolds where 9 v g (u , v ;0)1mq 
vanishes. The name is, nevertheless, widely used and we shall therefore also continue w ith this abuse 
of notation.
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In the author’s opinion the main problem of singular perturbation theory is to 
determine the fate of the slow manifold for e ^  0, but small, and thus connect the 
apparent two different limit systems for e ^  0. Fenichel [43 , 11] was probably the first 
to address this rigorously. Fenichel proved the persistence of slow manifolds in finite 
dimensional systems where the dynamics normal to the slow manifold, described by 
the frozen system, is normoZfy Fenichel proved his results by first showing
the persistence of the stable and unstable manifolds of Mg. Due to their transverse 
intersection, Fenichel then from this, concluded the existence of a perturbed invariant 
slow manifold Mg, e-close to M q, for e ^  0 but sufficiently small.
Normally elliptic/ parabolic slow manifold
On the other hand, slow manifolds that arc not normally hyperbolic are in general 
not expected to persist, because typical perturbations are believed to destroy it [97]. 
Non-hyperbolic slow manifolds, however, do occur in many interesting applications 
of Hamiltonian systems where any invariant set cannot be contracting and generic 
stability is therefore associated with oscillatory normal behaviour. We call the cor­
responding slow manifolds uormoZfy effzptzc.
Since persistence of normally elliptic manifolds cannot be expected in general, 
one usually aims for something less. The general prineiple in physics for slow-fast 
systems is tha t the slow system is well-approximated (usually something fike: 0 (e^)- 
close, p >  0 , over time-scales of order 0 (e"^)) by averagmg the full system over the 
fast variables. If such an estimate can be established for a function on phase space 
then it is said to be adiabatically invariant‘s This principle fails to be true in general. 
The proeedure of averaging can, however, be made rigorous for systems with only one 
fast phase or one fast degree of ffeedom in the Hamiltonian setting, see [5] and [52], 
respectively. For one fast degree of freedom systems the corresponding frozen system 
is an integrable one degree of freedom system depending on the slow variables as 
parameters. Since the slow manifold is normally elliptic, action angle coordinates can 
be introduced in a neighbourhood of the corresponding elhptic equilibrium in the fast 
space such tha t the frozen Hamiltonian only depends on the action variable. The key 
observation in the paper by Gelfreich and Lerman [52] is then that this transformation 
into action angle coordinates on the fast space can be lifted to a transformation on 
the full space for e /  0 but small that preserves the Hamiltonian structure and is e- 
close in the slow variables. The authors then generalise the classical KAM averaging 
iteration scheme [2, 5] tha t via averaging of the remainder over the fast angle moves 
the angle dependent terms to higher order in e and this way obtaining an improved 
slow manifold. Such a procedure generally diverge. Nevertheless, in the case of an 
analytic Hamiltonian the authors use esfzmates [198, 199] to obtain
^Formal definition of adiabatic invariance; I is an adiabatic invariant if for any p >  0 the measure 
of the set of initial conditions {I(0 )||I(t) — 1(0)| >  p} vanishes for c —» 0 [o], Chapter 5 §4.2.
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an optimal number of iterations n =  n(e) =  0 (e~^) moving the angle dependency 
to  exponential small order in e. This provides the persistence of an almost invariant 
slow manifold with only exponentially small e r r o r B u t  not only that, and perhaps 
more importantly, it also follows th a t the dynamics in a neighbourhood of the slow 
manifold can be reduced by an excellent approximation.
In general this method of improving the adiabatic invariance of a slow manifold 
via averaging fails for two or more fast degrees of freedoms. In particular, when there 
are more than one fast degree of freedom then the frozen system is in general not 
integrable. Furthermore, when the frozen system is integrable, or near-integrable, the 
procedure in general also fails, due to resonances between the fast variables [5]. In 
fact, the averaging procedure is in general limited to  systems in which the frequencies 
can be controlled. This is, however, in general not the case near slow manifolds, where 
the frequencies in the frozen system depends on the slow variables and the required 
control can therefore only be attained through very restricted assumptions.
Dynamic bifurcation or changing stability
Averaging is only valid away from bifurcations of the slow manifold. However, since 
such a slow manifold bifurcation is directly associated with a bifurcation in the frozen 
system which depends on the slow variables as parameters, this is a general phe­
nomenon. As opposed to traditional bifurcation theory, it is the slow variables (in­
ternal parameters) that unfold the bifurcation rather than external parameters. In 
[3] this situation is referred to as dynamic bifurcation whereas [90] uses changing sta­
bility. This is for example the case of the infinite dimensional tether system. Other 
examples include moving interfaces between ordered and disordered crystalline states 
[131, 46, 137]. The research will aim to investigate the dynamic bifurcation in a 
Galerkin approximation to  the massive tether model and how the slack-spring model 
can be understood as an appropriate limit system.
In the following the relevant literature on attitude control is reviewed.
2.5 R elative attitude control
For a formation of satellites to perform a unified space mission the attitudes of the 
satellites have to be properly synchronised. To achieve this, a centralised control
^Similar estim ates are in fact obtained in [.5], Proposition 3 p. 208. Furthermore, these Neishtadt- 
type estim ates have been used in generic integrable Hamiltonian systems by Nekhoroshev [111], see 
also [122], in estim ating the rate of Arnol’d diffusion (exponentially slow).
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strategy has several advantages over a decenfro/iaed attitude control scheme [13, 7(1, 
71, 151]. In a centralised control strategy a leader satellite is considered with a 
leading, reference attitude and the attitude of the following satellites arc then viewed 
relative to this reference. For a decentrahsed control scheme, for example, the number 
of communication links grow quadratically with the number of satellites as opposed to 
linearly for a centralised scheme. Therefore a decentrahsed control scheme may place 
unnecessary computational burden on the satellites. Moreover, for the decentralised 
scheme a malfunction of a single satellite will in general affect the attitude of the 
whole formation. On the other hand, a decentralised attitude control scheme may 
actually benefit from reduced absolute and relative attitude errors [1 18, 20].
Despite the obvious benefits of optimal control, attitude control of satellites is still 
predominantly based on standard and non-optimal control laws, such as proportional- 
derivative (PD) quaternion feedback controller as proposed in [152]. The lack of 
commercial success of optimal control laws is partially due to their implementation 
complexity and tha t they are often considered numerically infeasible for on-board 
software on small satellites. Nonlinear optimal controllers th a t perhaps may circum­
vent these issues, such as Lyapunov based inverse optimal control techniques [49] 
which are increasingly considered for certain control system apphcations do, in gen­
eral, only address asymptotic convergence. This is also the case for PD or infinite 
horizon Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) controllers. While this is often adequate, 
it is nevertheless, at least to some extent, not well-suited for the general problem 
of achieving a certain attitude at a given time. This typo of objective is becoming 
increasingly more important with the enhanced requirements for formation flying 
missions. For a PD controller, for example, one will have to choose the appropriate 
gain matrices to achieve a certain settling time by trial and error [152]. On the other 
hand, a fixed time optimal controller addresses this issue directly. Such controllers 
have been considered elsewhere, but due to the general nonlinearity of the system 
and torque limitations, the approaches are usually purely numerical. See [158, 20] 
and reference therein. In [158], for example, a numerical scheme was proposed to 
solve the minimum energy problem for rest to rest manoeuvre via a discretisation of 
the full nonlinear system. Again the implementation complexity associated with such 
an approach may be numerically infeasible for on-board software on small satellites. 
There do not seem to be any references that investigate the capabilities of a fixed 
time, minimum energy controller based on a linearisation of the attitude dynamics 
on the full nonlinear system. As in [115, 22], where optimal orbit reconfiguration was 
considered, this would allow for the development of analytic solutions of the optimal 
control. This is among the aims of the research. Explicit expressions of the control 
would circumvent the issues associated with complex numerical algorithms. In prin- 
ciple, torque constraints and reachability issues could then also be addressed directly 
through the analytic expressions [116].
An inspection mission provides an example of a problem of relative attitude in 
a formation flying mission. Here the attitude of a chaser satellite has to  be prop­
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erly aligned relative to the position and attitude of the inspected target satellite. 
A number of inspection experiments have been conducted recently on small satel­
lite missions such as BX-1, inspection of ShenZhou VII spacecraft [94], and Snap-1, 
inspection of Tsinghua-1 [84, 146]. These were, however, time limited experiments 
with little focus on the relative attitude control as this was not required to ensure 
tha t the target would appear in the field of view of the chaser for the limited time 
of consideration. The problem was also considered in [143] in the case of a specified 
bounded and co-planar periodic relative orbit trajectory. The chaser is assumed to 
be underactuated so th a t there is no thrust available for rotation about the prin­
ciple axis which is assumed perpendicular to the orbital plane. The reference then 
determines an underactuated finite horizon L^-optimal attitude control numerically 
through a discretisation of the full nonlinear system, which is described using quater­
nions, so th a t the satellite at the completion of the manoeuvre is properly aligned 
with the relative position vector. It is not clear what is actually gained compared to 
a linearisation about a reference solution. Through a linearisation explicit, analytic 
solutions could have been obtained. These analytic solutions would certainly ease 
the numerical burden associated with the optimisation algorithm.
The reference [20] considers a decentralised control strategy and investigates the 
feasibility of a controller based upon a state-dependent Ricatti equation technique on 
a formation flying mission scenario. The controller is also compared with standard 
PD and LQR controllers. While the state-dependent Ricatti equation technique was 
demonstrated to possess some advantages in terms of convergence, stability, large 
angle manoeuvres and for small actuators with small torque constraints, it does not 
directly address the problem of achieving a certain attitude at a given time. Moreover, 
there does not seem to be a general analytic approach to this problem.
A tethered system is a very flexible structure. A very classical and simple way of 
modelling a flexible system is as a pseudo-rigid body. In the following the literature 
on this topic is reviewed. In particular, as the research on this topic aims to study the 
two-body problem of a pseudo-rigid body and a rigid body, the review will primarily 
focus attention on two recent papers on this problem.
2.6 Pseudo-rigid bodies
The study of the Newtonian many-body problem has a long history and still to this 
day attracts the interest of many mathematicians, physicists and engineers. Often 
in the study, however, the interacting bodies are assumed to be spherical or point 
masses. More recently, with the progress of observational techniques and the in­
creased interest in binary asteroids [150, 96, 132, 11], models with non-spherical 
bodies have been developed and studied. The main effect is the coupling between
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the orbital and rotational motion. Moreover, as the configuration space 80(3) =  
{group of orientation preserving isometries in of a rigid body is a non-linear space 
the introduction of local coordinates leads to singularities and very complicated equa­
tions of motion. There is therefore a significant gain by exploiting the symmetries 
under-pinning the system to reduce and simplify the equations of motion. The refer­
ence [150] was probably the first attem pt in a systematic way to make use of the rota­
tional symmetry of the Newtonian system of a sphere and a non-spherical rigid body 
to reduce the equations in a coordinate-free way. Since then this reduction procedure 
has been used and extended by many authors, sec for example [00, 132, 11, 1 10].
In [1 13, 131] the modelling of the two-body problem was taken one step further 
by letting one of the bodies be self-gravitating and deformable via the action of 
general orientation-preserving, invertible matrix. Such matrices make up the Lie- 
group GI/+(3) =  (Q  G R^^^jdet Q >  0}. The corresponding body is called a pseudo- 
rigfd body or an qgïne 6od%/. A similar but more restricted system for modelling 
tidal forces was considered by Roche in 1847 [126] and extended by Darwin in 1906
[30]. Both Roche and Darwin accounted for the presence of energy dissipation due to 
the non-conservative tides which eventually led to synchronized rotation and relative 
circular orbit motion. Sec also the review paper [15] for a recent exposition. It was 
here Roche defined and calculated the “Roche limit” . This limit is defined as the 
distance within which a celestial body, hold together only by its own gravity, will 
disintegrate due to a second celestial body’s tidal forces.
W ithout the gravitational interaction from another body, such pseudo-rigid bodies 
have received attention in many references [31, 36, 68, 124, 10, 91, 125, 136]. The 
interest was initiated by Newton in fnucipzo, where he showed that a spinning axi- 
symmetric self-gravitating body of fluid tha t is rotating slowly about the symmetry 
axis will be oblate. Jacobi in 1834 [68] extended the work of Newton, but also work 
of Maclaurin, to show that a self-gravitating fluid also can take on ellipsoidal shapes. 
The solutions of Jacobi, Maclaurin and Newton were, however, still all rigid. In a 
firame rotating with the body the fluid is stationary. Dirichlet and Dedekind, [36] and
[31], respectively, opened a new direction when they found a symmetry tha t applied 
to Jacobi’s solution generated a new solution in which the body is stationary in shape 
but the fluid particles follow elliptical paths in planes orthogonal to a principle axis of 
the ellipsoid. Dirichlet’s paper inspired Riemann to turn his attention to the problem. 
In [124] he gave a classification of the solutions of Dirichlet’s equations for which the 
elhpsoidal shape of the body remains constant. At the heart of this classification lies 
what is now known as Rieniann’s theorem: the angular velocity and circulation (i) 
lie in the same principle plane and (ii) if the angular velocity is parallel to a principle 
axis then the vorticity must also lie along tha t same principle axis. By now this work 
has been unified and extended by for example Chandrasekhar [19] and Roberts and 
Sousa Dias [125]. Pseudo rigid bodies have also been applied to elasticity, spinning 
gas clouds, atomic nuclei etc. (see [125] and references therein).
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The reference [113] models the dynamics of the two-body problem of a pseudo- 
rigid body and a rigid sphere. For the configurations of the pseudo-rigid body a polar 
decomposition is used:
VQ e  GL+{S) 3 R  e  S0(3), U  G symm+(3) : Q =  R U ,
where symm"^(3) is the space of symmetric positive definite matrices. While this 
decomposition circumvent singularity issues associated with the singular decomposi­
tion:
VQ G GL+{3) 3R , S G 80(3), À  G diag+(3) : Q =  R Â S ^,
for spheroidal configurations, see e.g. [64, 125], this method is not well-suited for 
a complete reduction and for addressing all possible symmetries and the geometry 
underpinning the system. Indeed, the reference [113] does for example not mention 
the possible conservation of fluid circulation. Furthermore, the equations of motion 
are formulated as differential equations of matrices, which is not very convenient for 
either analytical or numerical investigations. Particularly, the addition of constraints 
such as incompressibility greatly complicates the analysis. Finally, since the paper in 
the end restricts attention to relative equilibria little is actually gained by avoiding 
the singularities of the singular decomposition.
The reference [134] considers the two-body problem of a pseudo-rigid body and 
a rigid body as a model of rubble-pile satellites. The equations for steady motions 
are derived but with several approximations. First of all, the problem is restricted 
in the sense th a t pseudo-rigid body does not affect the motion of the rigid body. 
Furthermore, it is assumed that the ratio of the inter-particle distances of the pseudo- 
rigid body to  the distance to the rigid body is small, justifying an expansion in which 
only linear terms are retained. The setting was used to derive a generalised Roche 
limit which was applied to Mars’s moons.
The review of the literature highlights th a t the extended two-body problem of 
a pseudo-rigid body and a sphere has not been considered within the framework 
now standard in the consideration of the classical full two-body problem, cf. e.g. 
[150, 96, 132, 11]. By considering this problem within this setting the rigid two-body 
problem will become a natural subsystem. Furthermore, as opposed to the approach 
undertaken in [113, 134], the analysis will go through essentially unchanged if the 
pseudo-rigid body is assumed to be incompressible.
2.7 Discussion and conclusion
The literature review has highlighted a need for considering several different problems 
on relative motion modelling. First of all the existing literature does not provide a
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general unified approach to  linearised relative motion models. Furthermore, the ex­
isting approaches do not effectively address the symmetries of the system. Addressing 
symmetries is not only of academic interest, it also provides a geometrical interpre­
tation of the problem.
The literature review on tethered satellites primarily highlighted the use of a range 
of different models with varying complexity. In particular, relatively simple models, 
such as the dumbbell model where the flexible tether system is modelled as a rigid 
body, are widely used. The validity of these simpler models does, however, not seem 
to have been exploited rigorously. It would be very relevant to unify these existing 
models and establish in what limit they may provide insight into the true dynamics.
As the massive tether model is singularly perturbed the literature on singular 
perturbed Hamiltonian systems was also reviewed. The review highlighted tha t slow 
manifolds with bifurcation had received relatively little attention. As bifurcations is 
a general phenomenon it would be interesting and relevant to obtain some results in 
this regard. In fact it will be made clear later on th a t slow manifold bifurcation is an 
essential phenomenon in the justification of finite dimensional tether models.
The literature review also underlined a need for relative attitude control to accom­
modate the enhanced requirements for formation flying missions. A recent approach 
to linear quadratic optimal control theory considered in [115] is also believed to be 
applicable to relative attitude control. Obtaining analytic expressions for optimal 
control is also practically very useful as they in principle circumvent the usual issues 
associated with the computation intensity of other approaches to optimal control 
theory.
Finally, the literature review emphasized tha t the two-body problem of a pseudo- 
rigid body and a sphere has not been viewed properly within the context of geomet­
rical Hamiltonian theory.
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C h a p t e r
The Variational Kepler Problem
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the general variational Kepler problem is considered. The solutions 
of this problem is perhaps the most widely used models for relative motion of free 
satellites. Here the work by Palmer and Imre in [117] is extended by providing a 
generalised mathematical foundation and using the conservation of relative energy, 
angular momentum and eccentricity to obtain solutions of the general variational Ke­
pler problem, expressed only in terms of these conserved quantities and a time delay. 
Variations in mass parameter is also accounted for. The Keplerian orbits are easily 
interpreted geometrically through conic sections and the conserved quantities and 
this framework provides the variational solutions with a natural, similar geometry. 
This geometry is useful in applications of formation flying mission design which is 
demonstrated by the construction of a tetrahedron formation. Furthermore, a com­
plete solution of the variational equations is presented for all elliptic, hyperbolic and 
parabolic reference trajectories, including the zero angular momentum case. First, 
however, the Kepler problem is revisited.
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3.2 The Kepler problem
The two-body problem is given by the Hamiltonian
if (q ,p )  =  | | p P - ^ .
with (q, p) e  E®, and Hamilton’s equations:
q  =  ôpH (q, p) =  p,
p  = - 0qH (q ,p ) =  —j ^ q ,
where | • | is the Euclidean norm. By the rotational invariance, JT(Rq, Rp) =  H{q, p) 
for every rotation matrix R, it follows tha t
L(q,p) =  q A p ,
is a conserved quantity. Prom the conservation of L follows th a t the motion takes 
place in a plane, which is called the orbital plane:
f  =  { x 6 R ^ |( x ,k ) = 0 } ,  (3.1)
where k is a unit vector in the direction of L. If L(q, p) =  0 then q||p and the motion 
is radial and may, depending on the energy, only exist for a finite time.
Due to a more hidden symmetry [29], the eccentricity vector
e(q, p) =  - • +  ^ p A  L(q, p),
is also conserved. The seven scalar conserved quantities A(q, p) =  h, L(q, p) =  1 
and e(q, p) =  e, are related through two equations:
(1,4 =  0, (3.2)
9/2
4  — 1 =  — (3.3)
where e =  |e| and I =  |1|. These equations define a smooth, five dimensional sub­
manifold M  in (1, e, h)-space. In other words, there exists five independent conserved 
quantities.
It follows from (3.2) and (3.3) th a t the eccentricity vector is in the orbital plane
and its magnitude can be determined from L and H, hence only the direction of the
eccentricity vector is conserved independently. Moreover, by taking the dot product
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of e with q  one finds th a t 1 1-» q(<) traces out a conic section determined by the norm 
of the eccentricity: elliptic e <  1, parabolic e =  1 or hyperbolic if e >  1.
For e <  1 a qualitative description of the relative motion of satellites on Keplerian 
orbits can be obtained from Kepler’s third law. This says tha t the period of the pe­
riodic orbit only depends upon the semi-major axis a, and since the energy constant, 
h, is directly related to the semi-major axis:
(3.4)
it follows that initially neighbouring satelUtes with different energies or different mass- 
parameters will evidently drift apart. For e <  1 variations in the other constants of 
motion only give rise to bounded relative motion. In the following section a general 
Hamiltonian setting to variational equations with parameters is introduced.
3.3 General Ham iltonian setting of variational equa­
tions
We consider a Hamiltonian H  : A/ x 7 —+ R where (A7, oj) is a symplectic manifold 
and 7 C R is an open interval of definition for a parameter p. Recall that a  symplectic 
form u  on A7 is a bilinear form w|z : T^M x T^M —+ R for every z G A7 satisfying:
w |z ( v ,  w )  =  —a > |z (w ,v )  (skew-symmetry) 
w|z(v, w) =  0 Vw G TzM  ^  V =  0 (non-degeneracy).
Here T^M is the vector space of tangent vectors to M  a t z and T M  =  UzeA/{z} x T^M 
is the tangent bundle. Through the symplectic form, H  defines a unique vector field 
satisfying:
w(X/i,w) =  d7/(z,//)(w ), Vw G TzAf,
where we by d interpret the differential of a function on A7. Similarly, the variational 
vector field X ^h \ T M  ^  T iT M )  is the unique vector field satisfying
<^w(X6Af, (w,<5w)) =  d(<J7f((z,//), (5z,(5^)))(w,«5w), V(w,5w) G T(^ z,6z){TM). (3.5)
Here d is the differential of a function on T M  and Soj is a symplectic form on 
TA7, see e.g. [99]. The variational Hamiltonian SH is conserved: d5H(Ksh) =  
S(jj{'K5H,^Sh) =  0. Let G be a Lie-group acting smoothly upon M  th a t leaves H  
invariant:
H{gz,fj.) =  Vg G G, Vz G A7. (3.6)
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By Noether’s theorem [64] there exists an associated conserved quantity G =  C{z, p) 
of dimension equal to the dimension of G. The G-action lifts naturally to  an action 
on T M ,  and from (3.6) it directly follows that
SH{gz,fi){gôz,6 ii) =  S H {z,p){ôz ,6 p), (3.7)
and hence any G-invariance of I f  translates to G-invariance of â lf . As a corollary 
any (G-equivariant) conserved quantity, G (z,p), of the original system gives rise to 
a (G-equivariant) conserved quantity, SG, of the Hamiltonian system (TM,0H,6uj). 
In coordinates:
SC(z, fj.)(Sz, Sp) =  (VG(z, fjL), (6 z, Sp)). (3.8)
For the particular case of the Kepler Hamiltonian:
H (q,p ,f i)  =  ^\p\‘^
the variational Hamiltonian is
SH (q, p, 11, <5q, <5p, Sp) =  (p, <5p) 4- (q, <5q) -  (3.9)
with Soj =  d Jq  A dp 4- dq A ddp and
/  P \
XôH = |q|<5p
V 6q - ^ q  y
Moreover, by (3.8)
dL(q, p, p, dq, dp, d/i) =  dq  A p  4- q  A dp, (3.10)
de(q, p, fi, 6 q, dp, d/i) =  4- — +  ^<5p A L(q, p)
4- - p  A dL(q, p, dq, dp) -  ^ p  A L(q, p), (3.11)
/i /X
are also conserved. We call the quantities (3.9), (3.10) and (3.11) the relative Hamil­
tonian, the relative angular momentum and relative eccentricity, respectively. The 
variables (dq, dp) are first order approximations to the relative motion of satellites 
near a referenee orbit described by (q, p).
Setting SH (z,6 z) =  Sh, dL(z,dz) =  dl and de(z,dz) =  de we then obtain from 
(3.2) and (3.3) the following relations:
(d l ,e )4-(l,d e) =  0, (3.12)
(e, de) =  4- !^Sh -  (3.13)/x2 /x2 ^
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The main tool used in the construction of the variational solutions will rely on 
the following. Since 2n — 1 (n =  the degrees of freedom) independent quantities are 
conserved, the Kepler problem falls into the category of maximally super-integrable 
systems [142], and its solution may therefore be expressed in terms of h, 1, e, fi and 
time in the form t  —to, so tha t
Z =  (q, p) =  z(h, 1, e , f i , t -  to).
As a consequence of the chain rule and the rule of mixed partials, solutions of the 
variational equations can be obtained by taking independent variations with respect 
to h ,l ,e  and to, see also Wiesel and Pohlen [154]. Indeed, let c G R® be coordinates 
on the six dimensional sub-manifold, A4, embedded within (h, 1, e, /x)-space and given 
by the equations (3.2) and (3.3), and view z(t  — to) as a vector-valued function on 
A4. Then
6
Sz{t -  fo)(c)(^c) =  '^ dc iZ { t  — to){c)Sci, Sc G 7kA4 =  R^.
i= l
Differentiation with respect to  t  gives
dt {dcM^ -  to){c)Sci) =  dciZ{t -  to)Sci
=  dciJ'S/zH{z{t -  to){c)5ci 
=  3 V lH {z{ t  -  to)(c)) {dcMi -  to){c)Sci),
showing th a t dciZ{t — to){c)Sci for i =  1 , . . . ,  6 solve the variational equations. Fixing 
c and instead viewing z(t — to) as a vector-valued function of to, which enters in the 
form t —to, we obtain
Sz{t — to )(% ) =  z5{—to) =  -zSto,  (3.14)
and therefore differentiating this with respect to t  shows th a t the vector field along 
the reference orbit is a solution of the variational problem. This is a well-known 
fact. In the following section it is the aim to determine the solution of the variational 
equations of Kepler’s problem by exploiting this geometrical setting.
3.4 Solutions of K epler’s variational equations
If, for e ^  0,1,
JL(z, 6z) =  61 =  -b % j  +  % k ,
5e(z, 6 z) =  Se =  & ii -4-
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where i =  f ,  j  =  7^  and k  =  | ,  see Fig. 3.1, then (3.12) and (3.13) may be written 
in coordinates as:
e . ÔI3 ôh  ^ SpL
- _ ^ £ ,  +  T  =  - 2j; +  - .
The case when e =  0,1 will be returned to later.
(3.15)
(3.16)
Figure 3.1: Orthogonal basis ( i,j,k ) . Here 1 is the direction of eccentricity, j  is the 
direction of semilatus rectum and finally k  is the direction of angular momentum.
For e ^  1 (3.15) and (3.16) show that every variation can be described using 
61,6ei, 0 6 2  and Sfi. Writing
q(<; 1, e) = |q| (ic o s u + j  sinu ) ,
where everything on the right hand side is a function of t  — <o> 1, e and /x, we obtain
6q  =  6çii +  Sq2Î +  qi -  ^ ( e ,  ôe)
ôi
+  Q2 I _  J A & ( i A 6, 6 lA e  +  l A 6E> | ,  6 7^0,1, (3.17)
I Ac {I A e)-
where q\ =  |q| cosf/ and 92 =  |q |sinz/ with |q| — Z^/(/x(l +  ecosi^)).
Note th a t qi and % only depend upon the norm of e and 1. Since e =  ci and
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/ =  /s it follows tha t
Sqi =  diqiSh +  deqiôci, 
Sq2 — diq2 Sh +
By linearity the variations can be considered independently. Therefore, first let 6/3 =  
0 and 6ei =  0. Then (3.17) gives
6 q — —~5e2i  +  — — (qi5l\  +  9 2 7 7 7 7 — k, e 7  ^0 , 1 ,e e V l{ l  Ae) J
or compactly:
Consider 6/1 =  0 =  6 I2 and 6c2 =  0, so th a t 61 =  0 =  6j. Then (3.17) becomes:
6 q =  6 gil +  6 %]
=  {diQii +  ^/92j) Sk +  {dcQii +  ^c92j)
+  +  5^921) Sfi.
The partial derivatives of qi and 92 are:
= T T ^  a  + % L ) 'V s V —   ✓
291/i =d„qi
' ---------V--------- '---'--------- V--------- '
292/i =di,Q2
=  -  (1  + ? co s . Y  +  +  e
=  - { r f ' L i ÿ ?  “ ="=“ > '+ ^  ( r r i E ^ 5 . „ ,  (3 .22)
^u9i =  —  cosr/— +  " — — slnudnU, (3.23)
1 +  € cos V 11 1 +  e cos u fi
& 9i =  - .  ^ —  sinX/— +     —  — sin vdnV. (3.24)
1 +  e cos V fi 1 + 6  cos u 11
To obtain the partial derivatives of v  the variables are separated of the differential 
equation of r/ =  u{t):
i> =  ^  (1 +  ecosf/)^ ,
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which follows from conservation of angular momentum: q^ù =  I, to  obtain
2 +  — -----------,s in K
(1 - £ 2)3/2 \ / l  — sinu J  (1 -  c2)(l +  ccosi^)
(3.25)
This equality extends to e >  1 upon replacing arctan with arctanh. Differentiation 
of (3.25) with respect to I gives:
diu = ^  {1 + e c o s u Ÿ { t - to ) ,  (3.26)
^.......... V...........
=dtv
which, by continuity of i/ as a function of e and /, extends to e =  1, Z 7^  0. Next, for 
£ 7  ^ 1 differentiation with respect to £ gives, after some manipulations:
=  +  +  (3.27)
Notice the singularities for e =  1 and Z =  0. These cases will be returned to in
section 3.4.2. Similarly, differentiation of (3.25) with respect to /x gives:
^  (1 +  £Cosi/)^(t -  Zo)- (3.28)
 ,
=dtv
Using (3.19) and (3.20) it follows tha t
{diqii +  diq-i]) SI3 =  2 — -p(Z — Zq)^ -p »  (3.29)
(^ (9 ii  +  àeq2Ï)  Sei =  - y _  ^gP(Z -  to )5e i  
+  -r— cos  ^u — 1 — sin^ u{l +  £ cos v)) i(1 +  £ COS X/)2  ^  ^ 1 — e2
+  77 —" - - —Tg sin 1/ ((£ +  cos X/) (2 +  £ cos i/) -  cosx/(l -  £^)) j - —" , (3.30)-^L “p € COS f/y J. C
{df,qii +  d^q2j) Sfi =  (q -  2p(Z -  Zq)) — (3. 31)
By (3.16):
—3p(Z — Z o)-^ — — to)Sei — -p(Z  — Zo)-^—  3p(Z — Zo)-^,
2q ^ = q : ^ - 2q ^  +  2q ^ ,
X h  1 — £ /X
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so that, in terms of Sh and 6ci, the sum of (3.30), (3.29) and (3.31) become:
{diQii +  diq23) SI3 +  (^eQii +  deq23) +  (5/x9ii +  dtiq2j) Sfi 
=  ^ q -  -  to)^ -  2Y3 ^q<5ci +  ( - 2 q  +  3p(< -  to))
+  77— (c  ^cos^ 1/ -  1 -  sin^ v{ l  +  c cos p)) - r(1 +  tc o s t ')2 '• '' 1 - e ^
+  77— — 77 sin v({e  +  cosi^)(2 +  ccosu) -  cosu{l -  e^)) j ;-—
(1 +  ecosi/)"^  ^ l  —
+ (q -  2p(Z -  io)) —^  
or compactly:
{ d i q i i  +  d i g 2 j )  ÔI3 +  { d ^ q i i  +  9 ^92] )  6 e i  +  { d ^ q i ' i  +  d ^ q 2 3 )  6 /x
= (q -  |p(* -  *o)) ^ - ( j l  + sinuqA k)
+ (-q  + p ( i - Z o ) ) - ^
For e 7^  0,1 the variational solution has therefore been obtained:
6 q  (Z; 6Zq, 6e, 61, Sh) — —p  6Zq +  k  A q ------ H j  A q —— h i A q - y
+  ^ q  — - p  (Z — Zo)^ —^  i +  sin z/q A k^
+  (—q +p(Z  — Zo))— —. (3.32)
3.4.1 Circular reference orbits: 6 =  0
When e =  0 then i and j  are not well-defined as the circular motion is completely 
isotropic, and hence variations 6 i and 6j  are singular in e. As a consequence, it may 
also be noted tha t forc =  0 , l A q = ^ p  and the solution obtained by differentiating 
the vector field along the reference orbit, (3.14), is therefore proportional to the 
solution corresponding to variations in £2 which appears as the second term  on the
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right hand side of (3.32). However, k  is still well-defined and defines the orbital plane 
in which any orthonormal basis {t, A} C  P  (3.1) may be chosen. To account for 
variations in e at 0  two independent variations may be taken e.g. along the direction 
of L and A. In detail, two eccentric orbits with eccentricity vector pointing in the 
direction of i  and A:
q = 1 -f ccosz/ 
respectively
P /ll
q = 1 4- 6 sin
(cos +  sini/A ), 
{cosvL 4- sini/A ),
are considered, see also Fig. 3.2, and by taking linear variations with respect to e at 
e =  0 it follows that
6 q  =  P /{i  ( -  ( l  4- sin^ u) 5e\ 4- cosr»sin v ^£2) l 
4- P/II (cos 1/ sin 1/  ^ ei -  (1 4- cos^ v) 662) A.
Figure 3.2: Two elliptic sections, whose eccentricity vectors are mutually orthogonal 
in the orbital plane, near a circular orbit.
The terms in the complete solution (3.32) describing the variation of 5io, % , 
8 h and 511 are still valid for e =  0 when replacing i and j  with i  and A respectively.
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Therefore for e =  0:
6q  (i; Sto, 6 e, 61, Sh) =  - p  Sto +  —
+  P/fx (— ( l +  sin^ v) 6ci +  cos v  sin u 662) t  
+  P / fj, (cos i/ sin 1/ 6ei — (1 -1- cos^ u) 6^2) A
+ ( -q  +  p(< — to)) ~ ~ -
H'
By moving into a rotating frame and setting 6/z =  0 it is straightforward to show 
th a t the solutions coincide with the solutions of the Hill-Clohessy-Wiltshire equations
3.4.2 Parabolic reference orbits: e =  1
When e =  1 then by (3.3) either Z =  0 or A =  0. If / =  0 then the motion is purely 
radial, i> =  0. Let us initially assume that Z ^  0 and therefore A =  0. The solution in 
(3.32) does not extend trivially to e =  1 due to the apparent singularity in (3.27). 
However, the singularity is removable by continuity of 1/ as a function of Z and e. By 
successive application of L’Hôpital’s rule to (3.25), we arrive at:
o-.i 2sin%/(l+3cosf/ +  cos^*/)
“ 5 r + ^ ------- •
Inserting this into (3.21) and (3.22) the variations in q due to variations in ci is then 
obtained:
{d^qii +  deQ2}) \  ^  (2 +  4 cos z/ +  cos^ u - 2  cos^ u) i6ei
5(1 +  cosu)^
P In
+ 5(1 + cosz/)2' smf/(cosz/ + 2(1 + cos" v)) jSei.
On the other hand, div (3.26) extends trivially:
d i u l e - i  =  “  ( 1  +  C O SZ /)^(Z  — t o ) ,
and so does the variations with respect Z3 (3.29):
{diQii + dig2j) U=iSh =  2 ^ q  -  | p ( i  -  Zq)^ 6Z3
T
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For 6 =  1, h =  0, the following has therefore been constructed;
6q  (i; Sto, Se, 61, Sh) =  -p S to  +  k  A +  j  A q ^  +  1A q ^
+  2 ^q  -  ~Y
— —7- rr ( 2 + 4  COS V  +  COS^  V  — 2 cos^ v\ \5h5(1 +  cosi/)2 /
74/^3
+  ^  sin r  (cos 7/ +  2(1 +  cos^ v)) jSh
5(1 + cos /
+  (q — 2p(t — to)) — (3. 34) 
where it has been used th a t for e =  1 and h =  0 we have 6ci =  jjjSh.
Next, let Z =  0 and h ^ O .  Then q  is purely radial, having only a component in 
the direction of the eccentricity vector, say q  =  qie =  qii, gi >  0 , and may, due to the 
possibility of collision with the central body only exist for finite time. Letting (j,k ) 
be an orthonormal basis for the plane perpendicular to  the 1 =  e direction it again 
can be seen th a t j  Aq and k  Aq are independent solutions corresponding to variations 
in Ô€2 and Ses respectively. By insertion one may also verify th a t (q — |p(Z  — Z q ))-^  
and (q — 2p(Z — Z q))^^  are solutions. Therefore, for Z =  0 and h ^  0, five linearly 
independent solutions of the variational problem have been obtained:
6 q =  —p 6Zo — k  A q 6c2 +  j  A q6es +  (q — —p ^  — Zq)) ^
+  (q — 2p(Z — Zq))— —. (3.35)
To obtain the full solution of the linear problem:
6q  =  6p,
6 p  =  -^diag(2, - 1, - l ) 6q +
Qi 9i
only two additional, linearly independent solutions are required. For these let us 
assume 6q  =  (0 ,6^2, 0), 6p  =  (0 , 6p2, 0). Then 6L explicitly reads:
6L =  (0,0, qiSp2 -  PiSq2 ).
From the conservation of 6L =  (0 ,0 ,6Z3), using Sp2 =  692, a first order, ordinary 
differential equation for Sq2 is obtained:
Sq2 =  — Sq2 +  —
91 91
=  dt{logqi)Sq2 +  — .
9l
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Particular and homogeneous solutions are given by Slsqi J  q^^dt and qi respectively. 
The homogeneous solution, 6q  =  (0,qi,0), already enters (3.35) in the form k  A q 
and the particular solution will therefore suffice. By assuming 6 q  =  (0,0, Sqs) the 
solution Sqs =  6/291 /  q^^dt is similarly obtained. It follows:
6 q  =  —p 6Zo — k  A q 6c2 +  j  A q 6e3 +  (q — ~p(Z — to)) ^
+  6/3(0 , qi J  q^^dt, 0) +  6/2(0 , 0 , qi J  q^^dt). (3.37)
For h =  0 the reduced equations for q  =  (ç i,0,0), p  =  (91,0 ,0):
may be explicitly solved by separation of variable to obtain:
\  2 /3/  3 ___
gi(t) =  f 9i(/o) ±  -  to ) \  . (3.38)
This only exists for t  -  to e  ( - 3% ^ 9i (^0), 00) and t  — to G ( - 00 , (Zo)). For
radially expanding and contracting orbits take +  and — in (3.38), respectively. From 
this it follows tha t the two variational solutions:
(q -  2 P(« -  to)) =  8î i ( 4o))'/3  '' (3 39)
and
2 y/2 p
P = (± 1 2 v ^ (Z -Z o )+ 8 ç i(Z o ))i/3  ’
are proportional to each other. To obtain a seventh linearly independent solution 
(3.9) is solved for the conservation of 5h:
Sh =  piSpi + — Sqi,
9i
/  p Sh
Pi Pi 
=  dt(log(pi))6gi +  — .
The homogeneous solution space is spanned by Sqi =  p i and by separation an inho- 
mogeneous solution is obtained:
691 -  Pi J  Pi^dtSh =  ^  ( l 2 y /2 fl{t -  to) +  8çi(Zo))  ^ Sh.
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3.4.3 Summary of results
The conclusions can now be collected in the following theorem:
T h eo rem  1 The complete solution of the variational equations of Kepler’s problem 
for € 0,1  with
 ^ cos v i  +  -—^-Jji—  sin vj, (3.40)
1 +  6 cos 7/ 1 + 6  cos 7/
p  = —j s m u i + j { e  +  cosu)j, (3.41)
Sq{t]Sto,6e,Sl,5h) — -p S to  +  kA + j A  +  iA  q ^
+  {—q +  p { t  — t o ) ) — —, (3.42)
which lifts to
6 p { t ] S t o , ô e , 6 l , ôh )  =  - ^ q ô t o  +  k A p ^ + j A p ^  +  i A p ^
-  ^  3 j^ g ( Z - Z o ) ^  -  (s in j/p  A fc +  /x^//^(l + 6 COSi/)^cos7/g A  k)
“  I ^ 9 ( / - / o ) - ^ ,  (3.43)
where the subscripts 1, 2 and 3 refer to the coordinates of i =  j =  ^  and k =  j  
respectively.
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For a circular reference orbit (e =  0):
S q =  -p S to  +  +  —^ 6/2 +  ^9  -  | p  (Z -  Zo)^
+  /^ /p  (— (1 +  sin^ if) 6 ei +  cos u sin u 6 6 2 ) t
+  l^/p  (cos7/s in f /6ei — ( l +  cos^ u) 6 6 2 ) X (3.44)
+  ( —9  + p(Z — Z q ))— —, (3.45)
“ 5 (*’ “ “ '“>) ~ T
+  pf /I  (—2 COS V sin uSei +  (cos^ u — sin  ^u) 662) l 
+  p'^/l ((cos^ u — sin  ^u) Sei +  2 cos u sin 7/662) A
“  | ^ 9 ( i - / o ) - ^ ,  (3.46)
where {t, X) C P  is any orthonormal basis in the orbital plane and subscripts 1 and 
2 now refer to coordinates with respect to l and X respectively.
For a parabolic reference orbit where 6 =  1, Z 7^  0 and h =  0:
Sq =  -p S to  +  kA  q5c2 + j A  q ^  +  iA  q ^
+ 2 (^9 -  -p(Z -  Zo)^ ~Y
;4 y_3
-  rm— -- TÔ (2 +  4 COS 7/ +  cos^ 7/ -  2 cos^ 7/) iôh5(l +  cosi/)2 '
/4y 3
+  TTT------- ^  sin 7/ (cos7/ +  2(1 +  cos^ u ) )  jSh5(1 + cos 7/)-^   ^ '
+  ( 9 - 2 p ( Z - Z o ) ) - ^ ,
Sp =  r ^ q S to  +  kA p5e2 + j A  p ^  +  iA  p ^  
l9r / I
21
sin 7/ cos 7/ (1 +  3 cos 7/ +  cos^ u) iSh
5p { l  +  cos 7/)
+  ^  (3 — 2 cos7/ (2 — 2 cos7/ — cos^ 7/)) j6/i 
~  ( p  “  -  *0)^ (3.47)
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For a purely radial reference orbit where e =  1, Z =  0 and h ^ O :  
5 q =  -pSto - k A q 5 c2 + j A  qSes +  { q -  -Zo) )—^
+ 6/3(0,91 J  9i ^dZ,0)+ 6/2(0,0,91 J  Q i ^ d t )
+
+  (9  — 2p(Z — Zq) ) — — (3.48)
P
6 p  =  |^ 9 6 Z o  -  kAp8c2  +  j  A p6c3 -  ^ ( p -  3 |^ 9 ( Z  -  t o ) ) - ^
6/3(0,Pi [  9]"^ c/Z + -i-,0)+ 6/2(0,0,Pi f  q f ^ d t  +  — )
J Qi J Qi
P ~  -  ^0)^ (3.49)
TfTien e =  1, / =  0 and h =  0 then (9  — |p(Z — Zo))-=^ in (3.48) is replaced with
6/i(pi f  pj'^dt,0,0), Jpf^dt — (+12\/2p(Z -  Zq) +  891 (Zq)) '^^  ^ where +  and -  re­
fer to radially expanding and contracting reference solutions respectively. □
For 0 <  e <  1 and 6p  =  0 the solutions are in agreement with the solutions obtained 
by Palmer and Imre in [117] (see equations (41)-(44) and note th a t A and B  are 
related to the conserved quantities through: A  =  —pfSto/l^ and B =  6e2/e).
As expected, and discussed in section 3.2, only the variations in h and p give rise to 
unbounded relative motion for e < 1. The unboundedness is not physical and is only 
a result of our linearisation. An illustration of the effects of the variations in the six 
quantities Zq, Zi, I2 , €2, €1 and h in terms of conic sections is seen in Fig. 3.3 for e <  1. 
For c >  1 the reference trajectory (q, p) is no longer periodic, in fact |q(Z)| 00
as Z —> 00 for e >  1 and e =  1 with h >  0. Therefore, the variational solutions 
around hyperbolic and parabolic orbits may grow unbounded even if 6/i =  0 and 
6p  =  0. Moreover, the implication of infinitesimal difference in energies for the case 
of a parabolic and hyperbolic reference is no longer straightforward. For parabolic 
and hyperbolic orbits the velocities converge to 0  or a constant ±Voo respectively as 
Z —» ± 00, cf. e.g. (3.41). Hence q — |p(Z  —Zq), the variational solution corresponding 
to  variations in h, can either approach ±00  or 0 when Z —»■ ± 00.
For sufiiciently large Z the azimuthal variation may be neglected since i> —> 0 
for V u*, where v* is such th a t 1 +  ecosi/* =  0 , and the drift to infinity is 
asymptotically radial. Similarly for Z —> —00. For /i =  0 it then directly follows from 
(3.39) tha t
| q - ^ p ( Z - Z o ) ] 0, for Z-> 00, /i =  0,
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for t  ± 00. For >  0 , l im t_ o o  Q =  ^oo =  <  00 and hence |q | — \/2 h Z  —> const,
for Z ^  00, so that
I ^9“  - ^ 1 -i^Lz —> ico n st. for t  ^  0 0 , h >  0 , Sh 7^  0 . V2h
It follows th a t only for parabolic reference orbits will neighbouring satellites, whose 
orbits are only separated by an infinitesimal difference in energ}', catch up at infinity.
In the following section, it is shown how these solutions can be used to obtain 
analytical solution of synchrone and syndyne dust tails [47]. Synchrone and syndyne 
dust tails are the respective tails due to variations only in particle sizes and in the 
time of which the particles left the nucleus.
3.5 Synchrone and syndyne dust com et tails
Many comets move on almost parabolic orbits [47], so we therefore restrict attention 
to 6 =  1. Furthermore, comet tails are relatively flat compared to their sizes in the 
orbital plane of the comet. It is therefore reasonable to approximate the synchone 
and syndyne tails as planar so th a t Sli =  0 =  6/2.
Since the dust particles all are assumed to originate from the nucleus we have to 
add the initial condition
6q|fc-=i«o =  0* (3.50)
Then if Sq\i,=uo =  0 with 6p|v=i/o =  6pg for uq G (—7r ,7r) (3.9), (3.10) and (3.11) 
give:
6/ =  (k,qo A 6po), (3.51)
6 h =  { p o , S p o ) - ^ ,  (3.52)
9o
Sc2 — (6po +   Po>i)s (3.53)
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such th a t (3.50) together with (3.34) after some manipulations yield:
Çsto =  A(fo)Se2 +  +  CCi-o)— , (3.54)
■A(uo) =
P
2 —  cos 1/0  —  4 cos^ Vo — 2  cos^ i/q  
5(1 +  COS1/q)2 COSÎ/Q '
\ 4 4 sin I/o
B\uo) — — tan  I/o +  “ ■5  ^ 5 ( l  +  cosi/o)2’
X 2 2 sin I/o 1 n /  \C(,.„) = -  tan..» + ;  =  ^^(^o),
valid for Vo 7^  ± 7t / 2 . In obtaining this expression we have inverted 663 (3.53) for the 
component of 6pg parallel to qg which is not possible for uo =  ± 7t / 2. For uo =  ± 7t/2  
one may instead invert 6 h (3.52) for this component. After some manipulations one 
then obtains:
i f  sto =  D{uo)f^Sh +  E ( i>o)y  +  f ( " o )— ,I fl I 11
. \ 2 — cos 1/0 — 4 cos^ Vo —2  cos^ vo
~  5(1 + cos 1/0)2 sin I/o ’
rn, \ 2/2
(1 + COS 1 /0)2  sin 1 /0 ’
=  ( l + c o s L ) ^ s i n ^ o  =
now valid for Vo 7^  0. Upon inserting (3.54) into (3.34) the solution satisfying (3.50) 
with Vo 7^  ±7t/2 we obtain
6q  =  A q  -  ^ A (i/o )p ^  6^ 2
+  ^2 ^q -  -p(Z -  Zo)  ^ -  ^B( i /o)p^ ~Y
M / /
5(1 +  cos I/)2
(2 +  4 COS V +  cos21/ — 2 cos^ v) iSh
/4  /,,3
+  TT: ^  sin V  (cos 1/ +  2(1 +  cos2 u)) jSh
5(1 + cos i/)-^   ^ '
+  ("(q — 2p(Z — Zo)) ^(7(i/o)p^ — —.
\  P /  P
Particularly for syndyne and synchrone tails 6po =  0 so th a t by (3.51), (3.52)
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and (3.53) it follows:
6q=  ^^qAk+^A(i/o)p^ ^(Po,i) 
i^Ip
5(1 +  cos v)
(2 +  4 cos V +  cos V — 2 cos v) i
/2 lix
+  - 7 7 - -r sin V (cos 1/ +  2 ( 1  +  cos^ i/)) j
5(1 +  cos I/)  ^ '
+  ^ (q  — 2p(Z — Zo)) — ^C (z /o )p ^  ^  (3.55)
If we view 6q  in (3.55) as a function of Sp only then we obtain an analytical expression 
for the synchrone tail. By virtue of the linearity in Sp this tail is straight and it is in 
the direction of positive radial and negative in-track, see also Fig. 3.4. This in good
agreement with computations of the full nonlinear system, see e.g. [47]. If we instead
view 6q as a function of uq we obtain an analytic formula for the syndyne tail. Due 
to the non-linearity in uq this tail curves. Highly exaggerated examples are shown in 
Fig. 3.4 for two different values of u.
In the following section, the usefulness of having solutions tha t are easily inter­
preted geometrically is demonstrated in the design of formation flying trajectories.
3.6 Design of formation flying trajectories
Here trajectories of four satellites are constructed so they in position space form a 
regular tetrahedral formation. Any inter-satellite formation will, a t least in general, 
be distorted over the period of the orbit. The aim is therefore to obtain the tetrahedral 
formation at a certain stage of the orbit and, in the theme of the paper, it will 
be constructed by determining the required values of the conserved quantities. An 
application might be a mission orbiting the Sun to visit the Kuiper belt.
The Cluster mission II is currently flying and operating successfully in its ninth 
year exploiting the benefits of a tetrahedral formation. Furthermore, several future 
missions are planning to use such formations. This interest is due to the fact tha t the 
tetrahedral formations allow for resolving three dimensional gradients, for example 
in the context of space weather and environment. This mission scenario therefore 
provides a realistic example where the use of our solutions can be demonstrated.
The formation shall be chosen so tha t the four satellites are all a t aphelion when at 
the Kuiper belt and, perhaps most importantly, all reach their aphelion a t the same
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time.^ The former will maximise the duration of the formation, whereas the latter 
is enforced by Sto — 0 and fixing the energy h or, equivalently, the semi-major axis 
a cf. (3.4). Note, however, tha t Sto 7  ^ 0 , 6/i 7  ^ 0 would allow for different injection 
times which in certain applications might be useful.
Changing I2 , within the first order approximation, does not change anything at 
aphelion and perihelion, see e.g. Fig. 3.3, and therefore, a t least initially, 6/2 is 
equated to 0. Therefore only the three variations 6e i ,6e2 and Sl\ are considered, 
which respectively have the effect of changing the magnitude of the eccentricity, 
changing the orientation of the conic section within the orbital plane, and rotating 
the orbital plane about j  the direction of semilatus rectum. For Sto =  0 , 6/i =  0 and 
SI2 =  0 (3.42) reads
6q  =  k A q —  +  j  A q ^  -  f —i +  sin 1/ q  A k ') —^ —7661. 
e I \ p  /  1 —
In particular at aphelion:
6q|i/=ir =  —a 6cii — a ( l  +  c)— +  a ( l +  e)—^ k ,  (3.56)
where P / p  — a ( l  — e^) has been used.
The configuration of the regular tetrahedron at aphelion is given by a centre point 
and a rotation matrix Rof,^,7 E 50 (3 ) mapping the inertial frame to a body fixed 
frame: : ( i , j ,k)  1-^ ( i ', j ',k ') .  Let the reference orbit pass through the centre
point and let R a,â ,7 depend on three Euler angles a,/3 and 7 . As illustrated in 
Fig. 3.5, a  is the angle between i and the line of nodes n, is the angle between 
k  and k ' and finally 7  is the angle between the line of nodes and W ith these 
definitions Ra,/3,7 reads:
a S Q^CpC^y
+  C(xCj3S.y ^a^7 +  i , (3.57)
SjjSy 5/3^ 7
where the usual compact notation has been used: Sy =  sinu and c„ =  cosu for every
V.
In Fig. 3.6 the tetrahedron is shown in the body frame (F, k '). Let k ' be directed
through one of the vertices, which is called 1. The axes i' and are defined so tha t 
2 ’s projection onto the plane
{x e  R ^l(x,k ') =  0},
^Aphelion and perihelion are the points on the orbit of greatest respectively least distance to the 
Sun.
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equals cF for c =  cos(7r/2  — 6*), where 0* =  arccos(—1/3) «  109.5® is the angle 
between the segments joining the centre with the vertices. Here 3 is the vertex 
located a positive 27t/3, i.e. 120°, rotation about k ' from 2 . The four satellites are 
coloured respectively black, green, red and cyan in Fig. 3.6. Straightforward geometry’- 
shows tha t the distance from the tetrahedron centre to the vertices is R  =  y^3/8^, 
where C is the side-length.
Let the satellites, 1 ,2 ,3  and 4, be positioned at i =  1,2,3 and 4 from the 
centre point. Then in the body frame it follows tha t
6q(^) =  Rk!,
6q(^) =  R  (sin^*F +  cos0*k') ,
6q(^) =  JR ^  sin^*F +  ^  sin0*j' +  cos6>*k'^ , (3.58)
6q(^) =  R  ^  sin0*F — sin 0*j' +  cos0*k'^ ,
which may be related to the inertial frame through
Using (3.56), the following equations are obtained for the formation to have the 
configuration specified by Ra,yS,7 a t aphelion:
(6qW,i) =
(6q('\j) =  - a ( l  + 6)"''e^
(6qW,k) =  o(l + e ) - ^ ,
for i =  1,2,3 and 4, where 6e2*^ are the variations in the three constants of
motion for satellite i. Solving the linear equations gives
In Fig. 3.7, the evolution of a formation is visualised. Here it has for simplicity
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been chosen R a , ,^7 =  I, and:
Rl
a(l + e) '
{ ( ( :)= 0 ,
Ü <3(1 +  e)
(3) 72 sin 0* (3) \f3eRsinO* (3) R lcos6 *
- - T T '  = -  2a(l+e)  ■ = 4 1 7 ? '
c (4) 72 sin (4) y/SeRsinO* u) 72/cos 6*
^ - m ï T T '  * = : ^ ( T T 7 '
The units on the axes in Fig. 3.7 are such that 1 equals the semi-major axis. Fur­
thermore, c =  -| and the side length of the tetrahedron is ^ |  which corresponds
to half the semi-major axis. This is physically unreasonable, but it is convenient in 
terms of the visualisation.
As expected, the formation is distorted as the satellites move away from aphelion. 
At perihelion the formation has, when compared to aphelion, been slightly distorted 
and reflected about the orbital plane. At semilatus rectum, the satellites are all in 
the same orbital plane, which is also in agreement with Fig. 3.3. By varying /g one 
may move the satellites out of this common plane, see e.g. Fig. 3.3. This variation 
will not change the configuration at aphelion and perihelion.
3.7 Discussion on perturbations
The approach developed rely on the super-integrability of the Kepler problem. Any 
perturbation will in general destroy the symmetries and the integrability, let alone the 
super-integrability. Particularly, the formation dynamics predicted by the solution 
above will eventually differ significantly from the true formation. However, the net 
effect of perturbations depends on the size of the perturbation and also on time 
scales. Therefore, the solutions may in fact be a good approximation to the true 
formation dynamics near certain reference trajectories over a large period of time. 
For example, the effect of the oblateness of the Earth  decreases as q increases as 
9“  ^ and is therefore primarily significant for near Earth orbiting formations [66]. 
Moreover, for highly eccentric orbits, parabolic or hyperbolic orbits this effect is only 
im portant through the short duration flight through perigee such tha t a significant 
effect may not even be expected on a time scale of many orbital periods. In this latter 
scenario the third body effects might contribute with more important perturbations.
Several references account for the oblateness of the Earth, see [42, 59, 66, 130, 133, 
153]. For example in [66] this perturbation was included in a numerical formation
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propagator by separating the solution into the analytical Keplerian part (3.9) and a 
symplectic numerical part.
3.8 Conclusion
Analytical solutions of the variational equation of the Kepler problem including vari­
ations in the mass parameter about any reference orbit was obtained in a compact 
form by relying on the super-integrability of the Kepler problem. The solutions were 
written in terms of the relevant conserved quantities: relative energy, relative angular 
momentum and relative eccentricity vector and the geometrical setting, in which the 
solutions were derived, allowed for a straightforward design of tetrahedral formations 
on highly eccentric orbits. The inclusion of possible variations in mass parameter is 
thought to be very powerful in comet dust tail modelling. In the inversion of light 
intensity measurements for data related to comet origin, numerical propagation of 
millions of test particles are usually performed [50, 73, 105]. For such a large number 
of particles, the analytical solutions certainly relax the numerical effort significantly.
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(a) Variation in to'- satellites on same 
conic section but with a delav
(c) Variations in I2 : rotation of orbital 
plane about €
(b) Variations in ii: rotation of orbital 
plane about 1 A e
(d) Variations in ci; changing magni­
tude of 6
(e) Variations in eg: rotation of conic 
section about 1
(f) Variations in h: changing semi-
major axis
Figure 3.3: An illustration of the effects of the six independent variations in terms of 
conic sections for e <  1. The first five result in bounded relative motion whereas vari­
ation in energ)' results in unbounded solutions of variational equations in accordance 
to Kepler’s third law.
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0 .5
0 .5 5
Qi
Figure 3.4: Comet tails: a synchrone tail (---- ) and a syndyne tail (—). The nucleus
orbit is shown via dash-dot —. The synchrone tail is straight due to the linearity of 
the variational solutions in Sfi. On the other hand the syndyne tail is curved due to 
the nonlinearity in uq.
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Figure 3.5: Euler angles.
k'
Figure 3.6: The tetrahedron in the body frame. The four satellites, 1, 2, 3 and 4, 
are coloured respectively black, green, red and cyan.
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0.2 0.6
(a) Satellite formation at aphelion. (b) Satellite formation at semilatus rectum.
(c) Satellite formation at perihelion.
Figure 3.7: A visualisation of a formation near an elliptic orbit. The formation is 
designed to be a regular tetrahedron at aphelion. The formation is distorted as it 
moves around the Sun and they will all be in the same orbital plane at semilatus 
rectum.
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C h a p t e r 4
Models of Tethered Satellites
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter several mathematical models of tether dynamics are presented. We 
consider two tethered satellites orbiting a spherical Earth, see Fig. 4.1. The tether is 
modelled using linear elasticity and we neglect non-conservative forces such as drag 
and visco-elasticity. Apart from the inclusion of bending resistance the equations 
obtained below are well-known in the tether literature, see e.g. [9].
4.2 M assive tether
As indicated in Fig. 4.1 the satellites are modelled as point masses positioned a t x  
and y  with masses and my, respectively. The tether is parametrised by
r  : [0, T] X [0, /] 3 {t, s) r{t, s) e
I being the natural length of the tether. Letting pi denote the line density, E  Young’s 
modulus and A  the cross sectional area the equations of the tethered system can be 
derived using a Lagrangian approach. Assuming linear elasticity the Lagrangian of
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EARTH r{t s)
x(t)
Figure 4.1: A tethered satellite system.
the usual massive tether system considered in the literature is
L(w, dtw) = K(dtw)  — P(w ),
where
w  =  (x ,y ,r ) ,
and K  and P  are the kinetic and the potential energies of the system:
K {dtw )  =  +  ^my\dty\'^ +  ^pi
p (w ) =  -  m  {\9st\ -  1)^ds,
p  being the E arth ’s gravitational constant, [79].^’^  The last term  on the right of (4.2) 
gives Hooke’s law, see e.g. [9]. We furthermore impose the boundary conditions
(4.1)
(4.2)
r(t, 0) =  x(i) and r(t, Z) =  y(t). 
Hamilton’s principle states th a t the solution, satisfying
w|f=o =  Wo and w |f= r =  w t , 
is a  critical path  of the action S  given by
S{w) =  / L{w,dt^v)dt. 
Jo
(4.3)
(4.4)
(4.6)
A  ___
1^ • I and II • II denote Euclidean norm and norms in infinite dimensional spaces, e.g. or Sobolev 
norms, respectively.
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If w  is classical, i.e. continuously differentiable with r  G C^’^ ([0, T] x [0,Z]), then by 
Hamilton’s principle w  satisfies the Euler-Lagrange equations:
mxcZ?x =  - ^ - ^ x  +  EA  (a i(|5sr|)ôsr) |g=o, (4.6)
|x|
WydfY =  -  EA  (a i( |a .r |)a« r) U=i, (4.7)
..  Pipid^T =  - / t | ^ r  +  P A ô s(a i( |ô s r |)ô s r) , (4.8)
X =  i‘|s=Oj y  — r|s=/, (4.9)
where a i is defined by
X — C
: K\{0} B x\-^ «c(^) “  — —, for every (  >  0, (4.10)
with C =  1- The more general C >  0, will later appear in the discussion and 
analysis of the slack-spring model. We shall discuss and analyse the assumption on 
w  being classical in Chap. 5.
As we shall argue later, the equations are ill-posed. To regularise them we add 
the term
B(r) = ^ | |K [ r ] |p ,  (4.11)
to P (r) , to  account for resistance against bending. Here J is the moment area of
inertia, which for a circular cross-section is proportional to the fourth power of the 
diameter h:
l  =  0 { h %  (4.12)
and
X ô^rl
/C(r) =
I W
is the geometrical curvature. Whenever r  is unit-speed parametrised then /C(r) =  
|9gr|, see e.g. [123] pp. 24-25, and therefore, by virtue of the linear elasticity as­
sumption: ll^gr] — 1| 1, we arrive at the approximation:
(4.13)
From this approximation the inclusion of ^ | |9 g r | |^  in the potential gives rise to a
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linear highest order differential operator in the Euler-Lagrange equations:
mxd?x =  - ^ - ^ x  +  EA  (ui(|^sr|)ggr) |s^o -  EId^r\s=o, (4.14) 
1^ 1
^ yd tY  =  -  EA  (oi(l^grl)agr) |s=i +  EId^r\s=i, (4.15)
pid^r =  +  EAds  (oi(|^gr|)agr) -  Eld^r, (4.16)
X — r|s=0) y  — i*|s=i) 
now equipped with the natural boundary conditions
=  0 for s =  0,1. (4.17)
The natural boundary conditions correspond to the inability of the tether to transfer 
bonding to the hinged end-points.
The equations (4.14),(4.15),(4.16) together with (4.3), (4.17) and initial conditions
w(0) =  Wo, w(0) =  Wo,
establish the initial boundary value problem with dynamical boundaries. We shall 
leave the introduction of appropriate sets of initial conditions to Chap. 5. The relative 
equilibria of these models are not well-studied, although, a related problem is studied 
in [SO].
To account for dissipation due to tether oscillations the Kelvin-Voigt force [78, 9] 
can be added to the equations. This term  is simply included by replacing ai by
ài =  a i +  û:|ôsr|“ ^5f|9sr| =  ui -h (4.18)
where A > 0 is a dissipation constant.
4.3 M assless tethers and the slack-spring model
In the slack-spring model the tether inertia is neglected and the tether only affects 
the motion when it is tau t and the distance between the satellites is greater than 
the natural length I. The direction of the tether force is directed along the relative 
position vector as an ideal spring with stiffness k =  The equations are:
mxdf X =  - A ^ - ^ x  +  fcttidy -  x |)(y  -  x), (4.19)
myd'^y =  - A ^ - ^ y  -f- kai{\y  -  x])(x -  y), (4.20)
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ORBIT
EARTH
Figure 4.2: Tethered satellite system: the slack-spring approximation.
where
aiip) =  l{p-i>o}ai(p), for every p  >  0, (4.21)
and is the Heaviside-function. Let M  =  -I- rriy be the total mass and
px =  ^  and /iy =  ^  =  1 — px the mass ratios. Writing the Lagrangian in terms 
of the centre of mass and relative position coordinates:
q = PyY + /^ xX,
<5q =  y  -  X,
see Fig. 4.2, and applying the Legendre transformation, we end up with the Hamil­
tonian:
iJsT(q,<5q,p,<5p) =   ^ 1
2^ 2 / ix |q  +  Px<5q| P y |q -P y < 5 q |
+  « : l | 5 q | _ z ( l ^ q | (4.22)
endowed with the symplectic form:
LÜ =  d q A d p  +  dôq  A dSp.
Here ST in Hst  stands for slack tether,  ^=  l/(pxP y) and k — km ym x/2M .
The Hamiltonian is 50(3)-invariant and therefore conserves angular momentum:
J  =  q  A p  +  6q A 6p.
Relative equilibria of the slack-spring system are critical points of the Hamiltonian 
restricted to the level sets of the momentum map. To study the planar equilibria it
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is beneficial to  introduce the true anomaly v  and the shape coordinate 6 , which is 
invariant under the action of S^, together with the two radii r  and 5r, see Fig. 4.2. 
In particular we apply the following symplectomorphism to  symplectic polar coordi­
nates:
Pi/ =  rp  • ( -  sin V, cos v) -f 6 r6p • (— sin(f/ +  0 ), cos(y +  6 )), 
pe =  ôrôp • (— sin(i/ +  6 ), cos{u +  9)),
Pr =  p • (cos u, sin u), psr =  Sp • (cos(r/ +  0), sin(i/ +  9)).
Then u becomes cyclic in the Hamiltonian:
HsT{r,5r,v,9,pr,psr,Vu,Ve) =  ^ P r  +  ^Psr +
I p  I p
Px y/r^ +  plSr^ -t- 2pxr<5r cos 6) Py -I- -  2pyrSr cos 9
4- Kl-Sr—I {St ~  I) 1 (4.23)
and J  =  Pi, G R. The study of relative equilibria and their stability becomes a 
straightforward, though tedious, computation. This shows th a t there exist two dif­
ferent types of relative equilibria: the tether can be either tangent or normal to the 
circular orbit on which the centre of mass moves, see Fig. 4.3. Due to the inability of 
the slack-spring to be in compression there do not exist any relative equilibria where 
the relative position between the satellites 6q is perpendicular to the plane in which 
the centre of mass moves. Upon introducing elevation coordinates z and Sz to the 
direction of J  =  (0,0,pi,), the energy-momentum method, [99], can for realistic tether 
lengths, I <^r ,he  used to show th a t the relative equilibria with z =  =  0 for which
the system is aligned normal to a circular orbit are orbitally stable. On the other 
hand, the tangential relative equilibria are unstable. For more details on the stability 
and bifurcations when I =  0 {r) see [82, 11].
To account for dissipation in the slack-spring model we can replace a/ by â/ =  
ai +  a|6q]""^df|6q]. This is a slack-spring version of the Kelvin-Voigt model. This 
assumes tha t the system does not dissipate energy when the spring is slack. Let us 
consider the effect of this dissipation on an orbitally stable relative equilibrium where 
H s t \J~^{c), c >  0 ,  is positive definite and where the system is normal to the circular 
orbiting centre of mass. Then the tether is stretched 5r >  I. We may therefore 
consider a neighborhood of the equilibrium in which 5 r >  I. Then in the coordinates 
introduced above, the equations of motions with dissipation therefore coincide with 
Hamilton’s equations except for the equation for psr which now reads:
PSr =  —dsrH sT  ~  2nap5r‘
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Figure 4.3: Relative equilibria of the slack-spring model.
It follows that Hst  =  — <  0. Furthermore, if p$r =  0 then the system is
in a relative equilibrium. Therefore, H s t  is a  strict Lyapunov function so th a t the 
relative equilibrium perturbs to an asymptotically stable relative equilibrium.
4.4 The dumbbell model
In the dumbbell model the tether is replaced by a rigid rod. The system is again 
Hamiltonian, now on T*Q, where Q =  (E^ x Sf)\C, Sf  =  {q G E ^||q | =  /} and 
C being the closed collision set. The symplectic polar coordinates introduced above 
for the slack-spring model are, upon fixing Sr =  I, also appropriate in the study of 
relative equilibria of the dumbbell dynamics, cf. [81, 82]. There exist three relative 
equilibria: tangent and normal to the circular orbiting centre of mass, as seen in 
Fig. 4.3, and finally an equilibrium for which the dumbbell attitude is normal to the 
plane defined by the 50(3)-orbit. The dumbbell model therefore has an additional 
relative equilibrium compared to the slack-spring model. A comprehensive stability 
analysis is provided in [81, 82].
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4.5 Conclusions
In this chapter the different tether models have been presented. The models were 
divided into two groups: the massive tether models and the massless tether models. 
As opposed to  previous studies the resistance against bending was taken into account. 
For the slack-spring model a reduction by angular momentum was presented. This 
system has two relative equilibria: the tether can be either tangent or normal to the 
circular orbit on which the centre of mass moves. For realistic tether lengths and 
tether stiffnesses the former is orbitally stable whereas the latter is unstable. In the 
following chapter it is the aim to unify these different models.
C h a p t e r
A Unification of Non-Dissipative 
Models of Tethered Satellites
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter, it is aimed to unify the different models presented in Chap. 4. The 
chapter is organised as follows: In section 5.2 the well-posedness of the massive 
tether models is investigated. We show that the inclusion of resistance to bending 
regularises the problem so tha t the system admits a unique strong, local solution. 
We also show th a t non-collision and non-singular parametrised solutions exist for all 
time. Following in section 5.3 we present a conjecture which states tha t in the limit of 
vanishing tether thickness, and for a large set of initial conditions, the solutions of the 
massive tether model converge to solutions of the slack-spring model. In section 5.4.2 
the billiard model is then derived as the inextensible limit of the slack-spring model. 
This billiard model is then studied in section 5.5 using a Poincare map. In the case 
th a t the centre of mass of the system is moving on a circular orbit we reduce this to a 
two dimensional symplectic map. The dumbbell dynamics is finally identified within 
the billiard model as persistent invariant curves.
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5.2 W ell-posedness of the massive tether models
In Chap. 4 it was assumed that the critical point of the action, (4.5), was classical. 
More often than not to establish existence in variational problems and partial differ­
ential equations it is necessary to enlarge the set of the admissible functions. W ith a 
bit of extra care the derivation of the Euler-Lagrange equations can be extended to 
these enlarged spaces.
In the following we shall investigate the well-posedness of the tether modelling 
including and neglecting the resistance against bending, E l  ^  0 respectively E l  =  0. 
Recall th a t E  denotes Young’s modulus while I  denotes the moment area of inertia 
(4.12). Despite the complete neglect of this term in the engineering literature we 
shall see that, at least from a mathematically point of view, its inclusion is essential.
5.2.1 E I ^ O
For simplicity we set all constants to 1 and introduce u =  r — sy — (1 — s)x so the 
boundary conditions become homogeneous. Let f(z) =  —z|z|~^, z € R^\{0}. The 
equations (4 .1 4 ), (4 .15) and (4 .16) then take the following form
(aidasrDa^r) -f-h(u ,x ,y)(s), (5 .1)
dfX =  f(x) +  ai(|agr|)agr|g=o -  aJu|s=o, (5.2)
d ^ y  =  f ( y )  -  a i( |a g r |)a g r |g = i +  a ^ u |s= i ,  (5 .3 )
u  =  0 =  a^u, for s =  0,1,
with
h(u, X, y)(s) =  f(r) -  { s d f y  +  (1 -  s)djx)
=  f(r) -  «S (f(y) -  ai(iasrl)asr|s=i +  aju |s= i)
-  (1 -  s) (f(x) +  ni(|agr|)agr|s=o -  a^u|g=o) , (6.4)
together with a set of initial conditions:
ult= o  =  Uo e  t /, a fu |f= o  =  Ù0 e  V,
x (0 )  =  xo  e  E ^ \{ 0 } ,  x (0 )  =  xo  G (5 .5)
y (0 )  =  y o G R " \ { 0 } ,  y (0 )  =  y^ G R ^
Here we have introduced the following spaces
C/ =  {u G W ^ ((0 ,1 );R ^ ) | u =  0 =  a >  for s  =  0 ,1 } ,  
y  =  W 2 ((0 , 1 );R 2 ) n  W ^ ((0 ,1 );R ^ ).
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Here W ” is the n ’th  Sobolev space. In particular, Wq is the completion of in 
the W ”-norm whose elements’ first n  — 1 (weak) derivatives all leave zero trace on 
the boundary, [118] Theorem 9.16 p. 123. For a comprehensive and very rigorous 
introduction to Sobolev spaces see [1, 56]. For a less formal description see [39]. We 
equip U x V  with a x W^-type norm:
11(^5  v ) | | ^ X V  =  l l ^ s V | l l , 2 ( ( 0 , l ) ; R 3 )  +  I I ^ s U [ | |2 ( ( 0 , 1 ) ; R 3 ) .
That this defines a norm o n U  x V  follows from Poincare’s inequafity [39]. Let
5 ,  =  C2_([0,T);R") X C £„([0 ,t );[/)  x C 2„([0 , t);R3)
X Ci..{[0,r);R=‘) x C£«((0 ,t );K ) x C 2..([0 ,t );R^) (5.6)
and
=  |(x o ,u o ,y o .x o ,vo,ÿo)l |xo|, |yol, koj >  0, [a^roj >  0, uq G U, vq G p j ,  (5.7)
where tq =  uq +  syg +  (1 — s)xq. Local existence, uniqueness and continuous depen­
dence on initial conditions may then be proved:
T h eo rem  2 The system of (5.1), (5.2) and (5.3) with initial conditions (5.5) ad­
mits a unique strong solution in St  (5.6), for some T  =  T {w q) >  0, that depends 
continuously on the initial conditions: Wq E X  (5.7) within its interval of existence. 
If the solution satisfy
jrj >  S, (5.8)
for some S >  0, then the solution exists globally so that T  =  oo. Finally, the solution 
preserves energy. p
P roof The techniques involved are standard, see e.g. [145, 141], and we therefore 
only aim to give a proof of the existence. The uniqueness, continuously dependency 
on initial conditions and energy preservation will follow firom similar estimates to 
those obtained below.
For this we will assume th a t (5.8) holds true for some (small) <5 >  0 and th a t it 
holds true with strict inequality a t f =  0. In the following let Cj, i 6 N, be constants 
th a t only depend upon initial conditions and S. We will prove the existence by a 
Galerkin approximation. For this we will need to  obtain a priori estimates. First, 
we note tha t from the energy conservation it follows by (5.8) th a t
l|a?u||i= <  Cl. (5.9)
Next, we shall then show th a t this allows us to obtain a higher order a priori estimate 
of (u ,5fu) in L°°{[0 ,T];U x V). Here T  >  0 is some fixed constant. Upon dotting
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the equation for r  by dtdfxx and integrating by parts, we arrive at:^
+  ^ d tW d tA h  +  {dtly -  f(y ),% a^u |,= i) -  (d^x -  f(x ),a t^u |«= o)
=  ((^s(ai(l^3r|)5sr),ata^u)) +  ((ô^f(r),ô tô |u )),
where (•, •) and ((•, •)) are the Euclidean and L ^ ( ( 0 , i n n e r  products respectively, 
or simply by (5.2) and (5.3):
|df y  -  f(y)|^ +  — f(x)p
=  ((^s(«i(l^si‘|)asr),ô ta fu )) +  ((a ff(r) ,5 ta |u ))
+  { d j y  -  f(y ),5 f(ai(|^sr|)ôsr)|s= i) +  (d^x -  f (x), («i ( |)ggr)|g=o). (5.10)
The equations (5.2) and (5.3) also give:
id t |x |2  +  ^df|x |^ =  (x,dtx) +  (f(x),dfx) +  {ai{ \dsr)dsr\s=o -  d^u\s=o,dt^) ,
=  {y^dty)  +  (f(y),dty) -f { -a i { \dsT)dsT\s=i  +  d^ u \ s =u d t y ) ,
which together with (5.10) upon consecutive applications of standard functional an­
alytic inequalities guarantees the existence of Cio and C n  such tha t
+  ll^gUllla +  |x p  +  [dtxp 4- |y p  -f- |dty|^
-f-ld^x -  f(x)p  4- |dgy -  f(y)|^^
<  Cio  +  G ii ^ll^sv |||2  4- ||^fu||^2 +  [xp -f- |d txp  4- |y p  4- \ d t y f
4-ld?X -  f(x)p  4- |d?y -  f ( y ) |A . (5.11)
The main difficulty here is to  obtain the required control of the term
((^s(«i(l^3r|)9ar),£?f5su)).
However, by (5.8) and (5.9) it follows upon applying the Holder inequality tha t
|92(« l(l% r|)a ,r)| <  +  C 3|92r||9 jr| +  C4|9fr|
=  C 2 |9 J u |^ +  C 3 |9 2 r | |9 2 u | +  C 4 |9 j u | ,  (5 .1 2 )
^Strictly upon extension by continuity'.
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and therefore
(ai(|5sr|)5si*),^tôfu)) <  (using Cauchy-Schwarz inequality in M^) 
< || |S j ( a i ( |9 . r |) 9 . r ) | |a ja > | | | i .
<  (using (5.12) and Young’s inequality)
^  2^2ll^sU||®6 +  gGglll^gUliagUlll^s +
+  2 (^2 + ^ 3  + E l)\\d tdgU \\\fl2 .
To estimate the first term  on the right hand side of this inequality we use the 
Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequality [92] to interpolate L® between and D Wq :
ll^sullle <  C'sliafull^sll^fulU^ <  (using (5.9)) <  CsGf ||ô ^ u ||l2.
For the second term we use the embedding W ‘^ C^oo :
lll^sU ||^sU |||i2 <  I15fu|||2||f?>||ioo < (using (5.9)) <  C^\\d^u\\l^ <  C6C ^ ||a fu ||^2. 
It therefore follows that
(ai(l^«r|)^„r),9^9^11)) < C 7 + CgWd^uWl^ -k C 9\\d% u\\l2 ,
Through Gronwall’s inequality, (5.11) gives:
( WdhWh +  \\dtnWl2 -k |x|2 -H |d,x|2 -b |y|2 -H |d,y|2
+  -  f(x)|2 4- [dgy -  f(y)|2
<  ^2Ciof +  ^||^gv||^2 4- ||^gu||^2 4- |x p  4- |dfx|^ 4- |y|^ 4- |dfy|^
+  MfX -  f(x)|^ 4- |d^y -  f(y)|^^ |i=0^ exp(2C'ii<).
Finally, from (5.1) it follows th a t dfu  € L°°{[0,T];L^).
We are now ready to prove the existence of the solution. To do so we let { e i} g j be 
the orthonormal basis in generated by the eigenvectors of the self-adjoint operator 
dg defined on the space U. Furthermore, we let IIjv be the orthoprojector to  the first 
N  eigenvectors in L^, =  IIjvL^- We write Ujv =  II^vu and rjv =  uat4-(1 —s)x4-sy
and consider the approximation
dtUNVN =  4-IIjv^s (ai(|5sr7v|)9srAr) 4-II;vf(rAr), (5.13)
d^x =  f(x) 4- ai{\dsrN\)dsTN\s=o ~  (5.14)
dtY =  f(y) -  ai(| s^rjv|)9srjvjs=i + d^UN\s=i. (5.15)
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This is now a finite dimensional system with smooth right hand side and the existence 
of the solution of the approximation therefore follows. We recall the property
{{n^F,WN)) =  {{F,v n )), (5.16)
for every vjv e  L% and F  G L^. Furthermore, if zjv =  Viv-f-/(s)w, G w  € 
and /  G T^((0,1);R) then
((rijvF,zjv)) =  ((F,IlArzjv))
=  ( (F .za, -  w nj(r/(s)))
= ((F.z„)) -  {(F.wHit/W».
and
{{¥,^^nj^f(s))) <  | |F |U . |» | | |n i i / ( 3 ) | |i .
< ^ l i n W W I k : ( M L  +  M ' ) -
Here the right hand side approaches 0 uniformly for N  oo. The estimates above 
can then with little effort be repeated to conclude tha t
1|0Jujv||l2, ||9^ ^UAr||L2 <  C,
with C  independent on N.  In fact (5.11) extends identically due to (5.16). We can 
then pass to the limit JV —> oo to conclude weak-* convergence to  a ^ =  (u, 9fu) 
in L°°{[0,T];U x V) n  G I/°°([0,T];L^)}. However, by the compactness of the 
embedding:
i “ ([0 ,T ];t/ X F ) n  {a?u € i “ ([0,r];L^)} C C 2„([0,T); V x
see e.g. [141], we may actually conclude strong converge to  (  in C 2«([0,T |; V  x L"^ ). 
To show th a t this limit solves the equation we have to pass to the limit in the nonlinear 
term:
ds {ai{\dsrN\)dsrN) =  M{dsTN)ds^N M (5sr)9^u, (5.17)
where
M ( p ) = n i ( | p | ) I + ^ G R " ' ' \  P G R ^  (5.18)
To do so we first recall tha t W ^((0,1);R^) C C|,oc([0,1];R^) and therefore Mjv =  
M (5srjv) M  by (5.8) in C£oo([0,1];R^). We write Mjv =  M  +  ejv with cn 0  
in C£oo([0,1];R^) so tha t
llMjv-afuiv -  Môfu|l£,2 <  ||M  (d^UN -  d^u) \\l  ^ +  0,
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for iV —> oo. Therefore it has been shown th a t M jv^s^jv —^ in and
^ is therefore a solution. By repeating the arguments in [145] it can actually be 
established th a t (  6 C£oo([0,T];t/ x V).
Now, recall th a t (5.8) was assumed to hold true with strict inequality a t t  =  
0. Then by the continuity of r  and it follows that (5.8) still holds true for T
sufficiently small. This completes the proof of local existence and also global existence 
if singularities are not encountered. ■
5.2.2 W ell-posedness w ith Kelvin-Voigt dissipation.
The addition of the dissipative Kelvin-Voigt term (replacing m  by (4.18)) com­
plicates this analysis. The Galerkin method relies on an a priori U x V-estimate 
similar to the one established above. Upon multiplying the equations by dtd^u^ and 
integrating by parts we end up with (5.10) but with a i replaced by â i (4.18). How­
ever, the term  ((ô f(âi(|5 sr|)0sr),^f5su)), cannot be controlled in U x V as a term  
including dgV appears. We need U x V-estimates to control the traces appearing 
in the boundary equations (5.2) and (5.3). There is a lack of two weak derivatives. 
These issues could certainly be circumvented by the addition of a term  dtdfr  due to 
bending dissipation. As we have mainly restricted attention to conservative models, 
this shall not be pursued further in this research.
5.2.3 E I  =  0
For simplicity we set // =  0 and all other constants to 1. The equations (4.6), (4.7) 
and (4.8) then become:
d?x =  (n i(|r|)^gr) |s=o, 
dtY =  -  {ai{\r\)dsr)\s=i, 
d tr  =  ds {ai{\dsT\)dsr) ,
X =  r|srrOj y  — r|g=l.
In the following we demonstrate th a t in this case the hope of obtaining existence 
of a strong solution is futile. The problem is quasi-linear, which follows from the 
computation in (5.17). The matrix M (p) (5.18) is symmetric and it is therefore 
diagonalisable for every p  ^  0 with real eigenvalues and orthogonal eigenspaces. We 
furthermore notice th a t b (p) =  is singular with ker b(p) =  p ^ . Let v  G kerb(p) 
then
M (p)v  =  a i( |p |)v ,
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showing tha t v  is an eigenvector of M (p) with eigenvalue a i( |p |)  =  ^ . It follows 
th a t span p  is an eigenspace and we easily show that
M (p )p  =  p,
and 1 is the corresponding eigenvalue. We have shown that A is an eigenvalue of 
M (p) if and only if
( 1, algebraic multiplicity = 1 ,
\  ’ algebraic multiplicity =  2 (5.19)
with corresponding eigenspaces:
E ( l)  =  span(p),
b ( 4 ^ )  =P-^ = {v € R V - P  = 0}.
The matrix M (p) is therefore positive definite if and only if \p\ >  1 and in particular 
the system of equations changes type when |9gr| =  1. It is hyperbolic when |c)gr| >  1 
whereas it will have components that are elliptic when |6gr| <  1. The Euler-Tricomi 
equation [121] is a linear system th a t exhibits similar change of type in part of the 
phase space and in general one expects loss of regularity, a shock, when |î)sr| moves 
through the unit circle.
This qualitative analysis suggests the ill-posedness of the classical tether equa­
tions. This ill-posedness will particularly hamper numerical integration. One can, 
for example, not expect conservation of energy through a shock. A drift in energy is 
indeed observed in the numerical computations in [83, 89] along with apparent tether 
discontinuities. In Chap. 6 the effect of the régularisation in numerical integration 
for similar parameter values shall be considered.
In the following section we conjecture th a t the slack-spring model is a limit of the 
massive tether model as the diameter of a stiff tether goes to 0. This will also force 
E l  —> 0 (see (4.12) and (5.21)).
5.3 The vanishing thickness limit
Tethers are thin and longitudinally stiff. I t therefore seems relevant to study the limit 
of vanishing thickness together with an assumption on the stiffness. Let h denote 
the diameter of a tether with constant circular cross-section such th a t A =
Pi =  f  and I  =  (4.12). Then (4.16) may be written as
jh'^pd^r =  -p jh ^ p \r \ -^ r  +  jE h?ds  (aid^arD^gr) -  ^Eh^^djr.
(5.23)
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Now, if we assume
E  =  Ehr^, (5.21)
and normalise appropriately, we have:
[d^T +  =  ds (ai(|5sr|)9sr) +  /i^f(r). (5.22)
together with
+  f(x) =  (ai(|5sr|s^o |)^sr) |g^o -  A^^«r|g=o, 
d'ty + f(y) = -  (ai(|5sr|s=i|)9sr) \s=i + h‘^ d r^\s=o,
r|s=o — r|s= i =  y,
1^ 15=0,1 =  0-
The assumption th a t E  — 0{h~^) is appropriate since the boundary terms
((%l(|^5l'|s=0,l D^gl") 15=0,1
are explicitly independent of h. For any other polynomial relation these terms would 
either vanish or diverge upon equating h =  0. By Theorem 2, this system admits a 
unique local solution for every h >  0. As mentioned we can only guarantee global 
existence if singularities are not encountered. To avoid having to deal with the possi­
bility tha t the solution in general only exists locally, we shall in the following replace 
f  and oi by smooth mollifications: f^ ° \z )  =  %g(|z|)f(z) and a i '° ’(z) =  Xj(z)oi(z) 
respectively, where xs : [0, oo) —> [0,1] is a smooth function satisfying
%g(z) =  1, whenever z >  6 ,
and
Xs{z) <  1 whenever 5 / 2 < z  < 8 ,
Xs{z) =  0 whenever 0 <  z < d/2,
for some (small) 6 >  0.
The limit h —> 0 is singular. Our hope is tha t as /i —> 0 the solution of (5.22) 
and (5.23) will converge to some sort of weak solution. The full weak solution will not 
be well-defined, indeed we lose all possible TF^-estimates on r  as h ^  0. Nonetheless, 
we conjecture that the behaviour of the boundaries is well-defined, and in particular 
tha t for certain initial conditions it converges as h —» 0 to th a t of the solution of the 
slack-spring problem.
C o n jec tu re  1 For h >  0 let and solve the boundary equations of (5.22) 
and (5.23) with initial conditions:
(a :(0 ), ÿ ( 0 ) )  =  (% , Vo) e  R ® \{ 0 } ,  (5 .2 4 )
( i ( 0 ) , i , ( 0 ) )  =  ( d s , y o ) e R ® .  (5 .2 5 )
( l i ( 0 ) ,  v{0)) =  ( « 0 , Uo), (5 .2 6 )
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satisfying
+  (% - % ) !  =  ! î /  1% -  % | <  1, (5.27)
tio =  0 if 1% -  % | >  1. (5.28)
Let X, y  be the solutions of the slack-spring model:
d lx  =  f ° \ x ) - \ - d i { \ y - x \ ) { y - x ) ,  
d ly  =  f ° \ y )  + d i { \ y  -  x \ ) [ x -  y),
with initial condition (5.24) QTid (5.25). Then for almost all initial conditions;
|(a /\ 2/*)(i) -  (z, y){t ) \ ^ 6  =  0 {h) for 0 < t <  0 {h~^), for some p > 0 .
We aim to give a rigorous proof of this in future work. Here we argue from a quali­
tative perspective tha t the assertion seems reasonable. Equating /i =  0 in (5.22) we 
obtain an ordinary differential equation:
ds (o id ^rD ^g r) =  0,
implying
ai( |9 sr|)ô sr =  const, e
and
|^gr| =  const. 4-1,
with const. =  [const.|. We obtain, by assuming |9sr| ^  0, tha t
l^grj =  1 for const. =  0, (5.29)
u  =  0 for const. ^  0. (5.30)
The former is not possible when the satellites are separated by a distance greater than 
1 =  1, while the latter is not stable in the sense of Euler buckling when jy—x| <  I, [6]. 
To demonstrate Euler buckling we imagine x  and y  are fixed along the first inertial
axis in free space, i.e. f =  0, in the plane with x  =  (0,0) and y  =  (1 — d,0), d <  1.
We are left with
(d‘( r  4- a^r) = ds (aida^rD ^gr),
r|s=o =  0, r|s= i =  (1 — d, 0) and 6gr|s=o,i =  0. Linearisation about the compressed 
equilibrium r  =  ((1 — d)s, 0) gives:
(d^r 4- =  diag(l, - d / (1 -  d))5gr. (5.31)
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Through the ansatz =  exp(%raj"^t) sin(nz-g), i =  1,2 we obtain:
( ^ 2”^) = —d /{ l  — d)h ^(7rn)^ +  (wn)^.
Solving =  0 for h =  h{d, n) gives a critical thickness:
TrnV l - d ’
in the sense tha t h <  he implies th a t the eigenmode is unstable. Finally, notice
that her it —» 00 for d —» 1 for fixed n.
If |ôsr| =  1 then the tether does not affect the motion of x  and y. This follows 
from the definition of oi and by differentiating |^gr| =  1 twice and using the boundary 
conditions ô | r | 5 =o,i =  0. On the other hand, when u  =  0, or r  =  sy  +  (1 — s)x, the 
boundary terms, entering the equations for x  and y, equal the effect of a spring with 
stiffness 1 connecting the two satellites.
The buckling result does not imply the non-existence of compressed tether motion. 
Certainly, zero angular momentum solutions provide a counter-example. However, 
we believe th a t the buckling result will imply th a t the set of initial conditions for 
which the result is not true is small, in some sense. This is the reason for the phrase: 
for almost initial conditions. In the construction of a rigorous proof this phrase and 
proper estimates on the convergence rate p  will have to  be made precise.
We shall return to the validity of Conjecture 1 later in the thesis. In Chap. 6, for 
example, we will provide further evidence of the conjecture through numerical com­
putations and in Chap. 7 we will prove a similar result for a Calerkin approximation. 
In the concluding chapter when discussing open problems we will also suggest a list of 
projects aiming to bring to the mathematical theory on singular perturbation theory 
to  a level in which a proof of the tether conjecture can be given. We will now revisit 
the slack-spring model and introduce the billiard model as the limit of an inextensible 
spring.
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5.4 The slack-spring model
5.4.1 Linearisation of the gravitational field
The slack-spring model with Hamiltonian (4.22), repeated here for convenience: 
l^sr(q,<5q,p,<5p) =  7^ |pp -} -i|< 5p |^  1 A* 1
2^ 2 /ix |q  + /^x<5q| /iy |q  - /iy«5q|
+  (5.32)
is 12-dimensional. In section 4.3 restricting to  planar dynamics and introducing 
appropriate polar coordinates, we were able to  reduce to  3 degrees of freedom, see 
(4.23). However, even 6 dimensions are too many to easily visualise the dynamics. 
To overcome this problem we may make use of the fact tha t in practise I r  and in 
particular replace the gravitational term in Hamilton’s equations with its linearised 
versions about 6q =  0. We obtain
. 1q = jp,
1 p  
<5q =  <5p,
=  “ 1 ^  ~  2Ka/(|5q|)^q.
W ithin this approximation the centre of mass is independent of the relative motion 
and moves on a Keplerian orbit. The Keplerian motion conserves eccentricity e and 
for 0 <  e <  1 the motion is bounded and periodic. We therefore replace the original 
Hamiltonian system with a family of time-periodic Hamiltonians parametrised by 
e 6 [0,1). If we introduce the true anomaly v  Fig. 4.2 as an independent variable and 
normalisations such tha t i> =  (1 +  ecosvŸ  and 1 =  1, then the Hamiltonian takes 
the following form:
H s t { 8 ci, <5p, V, e) =  -  ^(1 +  e cosi/)(<5q, A(i/)<5q) -f- ( I N  “  >
(5.33)
where
' smu  cos u
A{v) =  I sm u cos u
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Finally, by moving into a rotating frame:
=  R(i/)Jq%
6p =  R (i/)5p ',
where R(z/) G SO (3) for every u:
(cosu —sinIV 0 \smu cosu 0 1 ,0 0 1 ;
we obtain a new Hamiltonian
H sriSq', Sp', u\ e) =  +  ( N ,  ^  A <5p')
-  (1 4-e cos I/)
+  ^ l |( 5 q '|- i ( lN | -  1)^ 5 (5.34)
where <5q' =  {Sqi,Sq2 , 6 g'^ ), <5p' =  (%,<^p2, % )  and
n  =  (0,0,1). (5.35)
The Hamiltonian J /57’(^q', <5p',i/;0), corresponding to a circular orbiting centre 
of mass, is independent of u  and H s t  is conserved. The six dimensional phase 
space is therefore foliated by five dimensional sub-manifolds, or three dimensional 
sub-manifolds if we restrict to planar motion. In the latter case visualisations are 
possible with 2-dimensional Poincaré maps.
In the dumbbell model the distance between the spacecraft is assumed constant 
and equal to / =  1. Therefore, by replacing the Euclidean configuration space above 
with for the attitude of the dumbbell we obtain the dumbbell model with linearised 
gravity, see e.g. [17]. For e =  0 and restricting to planar motion we obtain a 
time-independent one degree of freedom integrable Hamiltonian system. We shall 
return to this “underlying” integrable system when we later identify the dumbbell 
dynamics within the billiard dynamics. We mention th a t for the dumbbell model with 
small e most of the invariant curves of the planar dumbbell dynamics will persist by 
considering the stroboscopic, symplectic map and using Kolmogorov-Arnol’d-Moser 
(henceforth abbreviated KAM) theory.
5.4.2 The inextensible limit of the slack-spring model
Our aim in this subsection is to study the inextensible limit of the slack-spring model. 
We will show th a t the impact of 6q with [Jqj =  1 approximates a ^-distribution as
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K oo, the effect of which is to reverse the direction of the radial momentum, 
P6r —PSr, leaving the remaining variables continuous in time.
The slack-spring problem can be viewed as a hybrid system: an integrable Hamil­
tonian flow within |5q'| <  1 and a different flow beyond where the spring affects the 
motion. Since the flow within |5q '| <  1 is not affected by the spring, or the value of 
K, for the purpose of our study it suffices to study the region: |5q '| > 1 . To do so we 
consider the related spring-system, i.e. replacing a i (4.21) by a i (4.10). We assume 
e =  0 and restrict to planar dynamics for simplicity. The arguments can easily be 
extended for 0 <  e <  1 and the non-planar case.
We introduce the polar coordinates: 6q ' =  5r(cos0, sin0). Upon replacing a i by 
tti, Hamilton’s equations, with Hamiltonian (5.34), become:
Sr =  SrÔ^  4- 35rcos(0)^ -f 2k {1 — Sr) 4- 25r9, (5.36)
dt =  —35r^ cos{6 ) sin(0) — 2Sr5r.
We introduce the slow time r  =  e~H and set S7'(r) =  1 -t- c&q (r) with to
obtain:
K  =  - 2 Sn +  0 (e), O' =  dr,
6  =  —3 cos(^) sin(0) 4- 0{e).
Therefore, if 5ri(0) =  0 with 5ri(0) =  B,  then after truncating terms of order e,
5ri(<) =  B s m { V ^ t )
and it follows tha t the effect of moving beyond =  1 is approximated by the bounce 
map: 6 r —Sr, leaving the other variables, Sr, 9 and 9, continuous. Together the 
bounce map and the Keplerian flow between bounces define the billiard model.
The Kelvin-Voigt dissipation enters on the right hand side of (5.36) via the term 
—2KaSr. If we assume that the damping factor is small and in particular satisfy 
a  =  &c for some â  G [0,2), then the calculations made above can be repeated to 
show th a t the truncation satisfies:
Sr'l =  —2Jri — 2âSr'i.
Therefore
B
Sri — y /  .j  exp ( -â y /n t )  sin (^y /2 -  ,
t of e =  0:
Sr —Srexp  =  —Sr ^1 — 4-
so that in the limi
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The dissipation can therefore be accounted for within the billiard model via the 
restitution factors exp is done in [138]. This reference considers
a fixed circular orbiting centre of mass and shows numerically that, as might be 
expected for a nonlinear, almost Hamiltonian system, transient chaos before the 
system converges to the stable equilibria.
In the following section the billiard model is studied further. The overall aim shall 
be to identify the dumbbell dynamics within the dynamics of the billiard model.
5.5 The billiard m odel
Between collisions the flow is given by the Hamiltonian: 
Q({S<^,v), iSp',Sy,e) =  £  +  ^ | 9 p f  +  (9 q ',n  A Sp')
— (1 +  ecos (^{dQiŸ ~  2 ( N ) ^  -  2 5 (5.37)
with canonical symplectic structure: w =  dSq'Aôp'+duA dS. Recall th a t ft  = (0 ,0 ,1) 
(5.35). This is just (5.34) without the slack-spring term and where we have introduced 
the negative energy £  as the canonical conjugate of u. This Hamiltonian is integrable 
as it is obtained from the variations of the integrable Kepler problem. In fact, for 
0 <  e < 1 there is a five dimensional family of periodic solutions of the variational 
equations cf. Theorem 1. By linearity these solutions can be scaled such tha t they 
never intersect |<5q'| =  1. This set of solutions is an integrable periodic subset of the 
billiard dynamics. The sixth remaining solution of the variational equations is a linear 
drift due to variations in energy, see Chap. 3. We consider initial conditions for the 
billiard map on |5q'| =  1. If these initial conditions correspond to a periodic solution 
of the variational equations, then the relative position vector certainly returns to 
|5q '| =  1. Otherwise, by the linear drift, the relative position is radially expanding. 
It therefore follows th a t ever}' point on the section |5q '| =  1 for which df|5q'| <  0 
is mapped through the flow of (5.37) to a point on |6q '| =  1 with df|5q'| >  0. 
This defines a map Be,  parametrised by the eccentricity e, mapping wall-collisions 
to wall-collisions. Since psr  ^ —psr leaves Q invariant and Q, as a time-independent 
Hamiltonian, is conserved on the integral curves between collisions. B e  maps the 
level-sets of Q, Q =  ,^ into themselves. Therefore
B e { z o , 0  =  ( z i , ( ) ,  z o ,z i  =  Z i ( z o ,0  G T * {S ^  X S O -
Here is for |6q '| =  1 measuring the collision attitude while 5^ is for the true 
anomaly u. As is usual for Hamiltonian Poincare maps, the mapping
7^ : zo z i, (5.38)
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is smooth and symplectic on T*{S‘^ x S^-
For e =  0 further reduction is possible. Indeed, in this case u is cyclic in the 
Hamiltonian (5.37), and S is therefore conserved, say 6  =  c. Hence
7(d(zo, '^o, c) =  (zi,r'o +  Ai^(zo,c),c), zq, zi =  zi(zq, c) G T*S' ,^ (5.39)
and we define : zq i-> zi with £ =  c. This is a family of four dimensional
smooth symplectic maps parametrised by c. The planar restriction defines a family 
of 2 dimensional symplectic maps on the cylinder 2’* 5^.
5.5.1 The dumbbell motion
The dumbbell motion is embedded within the billiard model as trajectories grazing 
along the boundary. As already mentioned in the last paragraph of section 5.4.1, 
this dumbbell motion is integrable when restricted to planar motion and e =  0. The 
interesting question is when this specific dynamics persists for slack tethers or, in 
other words, when is it obtainable as a limit within the billiard map. The existence of 
these regions of persistence will provide subsets of phase space in which the dumbbell 
model will be a valid approximation to  the full dynamics.
For e =  0 the i^-independence of Q allows us to identify £  with the associated 
energy function. In polar coordinates we may then write E  =  —£  as
E  =  -I- cos^ 6 . (5.40)
We say th a t a frequency zu satisfies the Diophantine condition if there exists t  >  1 
and C  >  0 such tha t \nw — m\ > Cn~'^, C  >  0 for any n ,m  G N. We then obtain 
the following theorem:
T heorem  3 Any invariant curve of the dumbbell model with e =  0, X =  6  ^ +  26 +  
3 cos^ 0 > 0 and an induced frequency zn satisfying the Diophantine condition, persists 
within the reduced billiard map. □
P r o o f  The proof is inspired by a proof of the existence of invariant curves in mag­
netic billiards in [12]. It goes as follows:
1° Obtain an approximation to  the billiard map using the escape velocity as a 
small parameter;
2° Derive an area-preserving, twist-mapping approximation using canonical trans­
formations;
3° Use Moser’s twist theorem, [106] Theorem 2.11, to conclude the existence of 
invariant curves near the boundary.
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In polar coordinates the Hamiltonian (5.37) with e =  0 reads:
Q = \ p ‘sr +  ^  -P B  +  cos  ^6,
equipped with u  =  dSr A dpsr +  A dpe- As we will be considering trajectories 
grazing along the boundary Sr =  1, we introduce e and Sr so th a t <5r =  1 +  tSr. It
is moreover appropriate to introduce psr =  e^ ^^ PSr and 1 1-> Upon forgetting
the tildes the Hamiltonian is transformed into:
Q =  \ ^ p I t +  2(1 +  -P 6  +  ^(1 +  “  I (1 +  cos  ^^
=  \ P^^ Sr +  Kd,Pd) -  eX{e,po)Sr +  O(e^),
equipped with w =  edSr A dpsr +  e~^ l"^ dQ A dpe. Here
1 3
Kd^Pe) =  -P g  -  2 cos^ 6,
is the Hamiltonian of the associated dumbbell model with e =  0, and
^{diPd) =  Pe  ^— 1 +  3 cos^ 6 ,
winch satisfies
—e ^dsrQ  A
as e —> 0.
R e m a rk  1 The quantity A =  +  20 +  3 cos^ 0 +  0(e)  is the acceleration of Sr.
Physically, see e.g. [9], A with e =  0 is the tension in the associated dumbbell
required to keep it unit-speed parametrised. If A is or even A <  0, then the
estimates below are not valid. In particular, Hamilton’s equations for Sr and psr are
eSr =  epsr, (5.41)
epsr =  cA +  0{e^). (5.42)
Therefore if a trajectory is initiated on the boundary with dr(0) =  0 and Sr(0) <  0 
then, within the truncation of these equations, Sr will only return to 0 if A >  0.
See also Fig. 5.1. However, we may notice tha t A <  0 gives —1 — y/l — 3 cos^ 0 <
0 <  V l — 3 cos^ 0 — 1 <  0, and therefore the negativity of A is only an issue when 
the tethered system’s rotation opposes the direction of rotation of the centre of mass 
(retrograde orbits). □
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(a) A >  0
Figure 5.1: If (a) A >  0 then the trajectory remains close to the boundary provided 
the radial escape velocity psr is sufficiently small. This is in general not the case for 
(b) A < 0.
We will assume for the moment tha t
A >  5 >  0. (5.43)
We will return to this in 2°. As the billiard map is symplectic on energy level sets, we 
will reduce by energy. To return to the boundary psr will obviously have to chance 
sign, so we will eliminate Sr rather than psr via the conservation of energy:
We have:
(5.44)
Therefore, for e small enough, using the implicit function theorem and assumption
(5.43), we can solve (5.44) for Sr. Notice tha t 0 >  — c =  0{e). Let us therefore set
h — c — eh{6 ,p 0 , c) <  0. Moreover let
Sr =  Meipsr, O,p0 , c) =  Mo{psr, O,p0 , c) +  eMiipsr, 9 ,P0 , c) +  0{e^).
By insertion we obtain:
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Next, we eliminate p$r which is conjugate to Sr by replacing time with psr- We have:
do _  3^/2 ^ P0 Q
dpSr ^SrQ
dpd _  ^3/2 
dpsr
But from (5.44) it follows upon using the chain rule that:
deQ +  dsrQd$Me =  0, 
d p g Q  +  d s r Q d p g M ^  — 0 ,
and therefore:
^  =  9p. ,
The reduced system is therefore Hamiltonian with Hamiltonian function and
symplectic form dO A dpo. Here
e=>/^ 5.A/o = ( p i  + h) ,  z = Oorpe.
Therefore:
,1/2 ,=  e —: r • • • ,
dpSr A
dpe _  _ g i/2^  ^
dpSr A
To approximate the billiard map the truncation of this system has to be integrated 
up until the trajectory returns to the boundarj^ corresponding to Sr =  0. In the 
following we approximate the required integration time. First we notice tha t from
(5.44) it follows th a t on the boundary, given by Sr =  0, we have psr =  +  0{e),
No =  2y /—2h. Hence by (5.41) and (5.42), or
=  A 4- 0 {e),
we obtain
The equation (5r =  0 to be solved for the return time A t >  0, therefore solves to
A t  =  ^ + 0 ( e ) ,
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which is positive for sufficiently small e by assumption (5.43). In terms of psr the 
return time becomes Apsr =  No +  0{e). If r  =  ^  is a new time then the return 
time becomes
and the equations read:
A t  =  1 +  0{e), (5 .45)
—  =  +  . . .
(5 .4 6 )
dr  ^ NoX
The truncation of (5.46) is a time re-parametrisation of the dumbbell model with 
Hamiltonian h and according to (5.45) its time-one map approximates the billiard 
map. Notice also tha t the truncation preserves No since it conserves h. Therefore 
in terms of the action-angle variables {<j>, J) of the dumbbell the truncation of (5.46) 
reads:
J  = 0.
Now, introduce ^  e-» ^  where
and e i-> ê =  eNo. The new ê is still small since No =  0 (1) and the truncation 
preserves it. Then the equations are transformed into:
Ip =  e^/^tCf(J)
j  =  0.
Since the dumbbell model with e =  0 is just a pendulum equation, the time-one map
of the dumbbell obviously satisfies the twist condition d jw {J )  ^  0 [1Ü6] away from
the séparatrices. It is therefore only left to be shown that (5.43) holds in parts of the 
phase space. We may write
A =  2r; -f 6 cos^ 0 +  20(0, r/)
=  27]+ 6 cos^ 0 ±  2 \/2r] +  3 cos^ 0,
where 2 r) =  0 "^ — 3 cos^ 0  is the energy function related to h and therefore conserved. 
At the 0 =  0 , 7T equilibria rj =  —3/2 and therefore A =  3. Moreover, A >  0 for 
sufficiently large rj.
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For A > 0 we have an area-preserving approximation of the billiard map through the 
time-one map of the truncation of the map (5.46). Moser’s twist map theorem then 
guarantees the persistence of Diophantine tori. ■
R e m a rk  2 The arguments can also be repeated for a more general class of linear 
time-independent Hamiltonian vector-fields describing the flow between collisions. 
Another example could be the variational equations about the collinear Lagrange 
points in the circular restricted three body problem. Moreover, similar techniques 
have been used in magnetic billiards, see e.g. [12]. □
The tori which do not persist the perturbation, in particular tori with rational 
frequencies, break up into island chains and chaos [4]. In the following section we show 
some diagrams of numerical computations of the billiard map, particularly bringing 
to attention the dynamics away from the KAM tori.
5.5.2 Numerical computations of the billiard map for e =  0
We focus our attention on e =  0 and the family of 2-dimensional billiard maps 
describing the planar billiard dynamics. Again we use 6  and 0 as coordinates on the 
cylinder TS^, see Fig. 4.2 for the definition of 6 .
The invariant sets defined hy E  =  c (5.40) are disconnected for E  < 0 . For E  < 0  
the dynamics are confined to two regions of configuration space: |5rcos0| >  ■^ j—^ E, 
see Fig. 5.2. For F7 >  0 any point of configuration space, Sr < 1 ,  can be visited by 
the dynamics. In particular, collisions between the satellites can occur if and only if 
E  > 0. The topology of the sets E~^(c), with c >  — | ,  obviously implies tha t the 
billiard mapping is only defined on a proper subset of (—tt, tt] B 6 .
Fig. 5.3 shows four examples of the billiard map restricted to the level sets of E. 
In Fig. 5.3 (a), (b), (c) and (d) E  is fixed at —0.7, 0.1, 1 and 5. On the boundary 
curves Sr =  0, i.e. the dumbbell limit. Due to refiectional symmetries about the lines 
$ =  Q and 6  =  7t/2  the sections with 0 in only one of the regions (0,7t/2), (7r /2, 7r), 
(—7T, —7t/2) and (—7t/2, 0) uniquely define the billiard map.
There is an obvious difference in the dynamics of direct and retrograde orbits, 
i.e. 0 > 0 and 0 <  0 respectively. Similar differences can be observed in the circular 
restricted three body problem in rotating coordinates, or in magnetic billiards [12]. 
In general, retrograde orbits have more energy as they need to be faster to  reach the 
next collision.
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I
Radial
Figure 5.2: The two white, disjoint regions sketch the realm of possible motion for 
E  < 0 .
In (a), E  =  —0.7, there are two obvious dominating regular regions: invariant 
curves near the boundary and an elliptic island. Between these regions we see both 
chaotic regions and additional smaller regular islands. The large elliptic island sur­
rounds a nonlinear normal mode emerging from the stable fixed point. As E  is 
increased the qualitative picture in Fig. 5.3 (a) persist until E =  0 where the two 
white regions in Fig. 5.2 collide to enable transfer between the two half discs. Inmiedi- 
ately after E =  0 the dynamics is predominantly chaotic, see Fig. 5.3 (b). Increasing 
the energy to i? =  1 regularises the dynamics near the top boundary and resonance 
islands appear, see Fig. 5.3 (c). Increasing the energy even further to E =  5, Fig. 5.3 
(d), regularises the dynamics near the lower boundary, again creating resonance is­
lands. The behaviour of the invariant curves near the boundary is in agreement with 
Theorem 3 and Remark 1.
Projections of the five periodic orbits identified with periodic and fixed points 
for the billiard map, sec Fig. 5.3, are visualised in Fig. 5.4. By the implicit function 
theorem, periodic and fixed points can be continued onto neighbouring energy surfaces 
provided 1 is not an eigenvalue of the linearised map. In Fig. 5.4 (a), the stable fixed 
point visible in Fig. 5.3 (a) has been continued for E  near —0.7.
The invariant curves near the boundaries are co-dimension 1 and they therefore 
act as absolute barriers to the motion. In particular, for these reasons, trajectories 
emanating from <5r =  0 cannot, regardless of their initial energy E, reach these curves 
and regions of phase space without a control mechanism.
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stab le  fixed point
0.1 0.2 0.3
0.5
-0.5
-1.5
-0.5 0.5
(a) E =  - 0 .7 (b) E =  0.1
Unstable periodic point
Periodic po
c) E  =  1
iK'
.W.ns.%..P=nodic,point,_,,
)table periodic point
(d) E  =  5
Figure 5.3: Visualisation of the billiard map for £'-values equal to —0.7, 0.1, 1 and 5. 
On the boundary curves 5r =  0, i.e. the dumbbell limit. The periodic points pointed 
out by the arrows in (a), (c) and (d) are visualised as projections of periodic orbits 
in Fig. 5.4.
5.5.3 2>D billiard dynamics
The spatial motion is described through a 4 dimensional map and is therefore harder, 
if not impossible, to visualise. We can, however, ask for conditions for which the 
planar fix points of the reduced billiard map are stable to out-of-plane disturbances. 
Any equilibrium zq G 3'* 5^ of the planar dynamics satisfy:
3^''''^(zo,0,0) =  (zo,0,0).
From the diagrams above we can read off two eigenvalues Ai and Ag of 0,0).
Since is symplectic three situations can occur: elliptic, hyperbolic or parabolic.
Similar three situations can occur for the remaining two eigenvalues A3  and A4 . By 
Lyapunov’s center theorem periodic orbits can be continued if A3 and A4 are complex
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conjugated on the unit circle in the complex plane and iAg/As is never an integer (no 
resonance). On the other hand if A3 > 1 >  A4 =  A3  ^ then there will exist invari­
ant stable and unstable manifolds emanating from the planar fix point and the fix 
point will be unstable. We can repeat the arguments for periodic points of f  by 
considering appropriate compositions.
Numerically, the stability of the planar motion to out-of-plane disturbances can be 
studied and visualised through Lyapunov exponents. In Fig. 5.5 the largest Lyapunov 
exponents associated with out-of-plane perturbations are visualised on the cylinder 
ÎOV E  =  1 and jF =  5 in resp. (a) and (b). Regions of positive Lyapunov exponents are 
visible as red regions. Initiating the tethered system in these regions will, in general, 
result in growing out-of-plane oscillations. Notice, tha t the invariant curves are in 
the region where the largest Lyapunov exponent is almost 0 and hence the invariant 
curves are, at least formally, stable to  out-of plane perturbations. The white curves 
in Fig. 5.5 show the initial collisions of trajectories emanating from 5r =  0. It is 
seen th a t these trajectories fall within the unstable region. That pattern persists for 
larger values E.
In the following section we shall aim to give a short qualitative description of the 
dynamics when e 0 .
5.5.4 Perturbations: e ^  0
To understand what happens to the invariant structure as we move away from e =  0 
wo have to go from the reduced map and back to the original billiard map Po, see 
(5.39). Every fix point zq of the reduced billiard map then induces a circle map of 
the original map:
P o ( z q ,  Vq , c ) =  ( z q ,  vq  +  A r 'o ( z o ,  c), c),
through the mapping vq  vq A i> 'q (z q ,c ) .  Again restricting to the planar case, 
then every generic fix point z q  of the reduced map for JF =  c can by the implicit 
function theorem be continued, defining a curve zq =  zq(P) of fix points. Through 
Pq and the circle map we obtain an invariant object homeomorphic to a cylinder. The 
question is whether these invariant cylinders persist the perturbation of eccentricity. 
The problem is again a problem of small divisors and we have to rely on KAM theory. 
One would only expect the persistence of circles for which the frequencies of the circle 
map V v-\- Au  are sufficiently irrational.
Similarly, for any invariant curve, P q defines an invariant object homeomorphic 
to  a 2-torus. We would expect the persistence of invariant tori for which the induced 
symplectic mapping is sufficiently irrational. The remaining interesting question is of 
course: what is the measure of the invariant curves tha t persist? This is not obvious.
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We shall not make any rigorous attem pt on stating and proving the conjectures 
above within this research. For other possible future work, one could perhaps also 
continue with numerical computations similar to those done in [18] on the orbiting 
spring problem and investigate the effects of eccentricity on the stability of symmetric 
periodic orbits within the billiard model. A rigorous investigation of the effects of 
dissipation is, however, believed to  be more capable of attracting significant interest 
from the space community.
5.6 Conclusions
In this chapter the different tether models have been related mathematically and 
it has been established in what limits they may provide useful models of tether 
dynamics. Firstly, the massive tether model was linked to the slack-spring model 
through a conjecture on the limit of vanishing thickness. Then the slack-spring model 
was related to the billiard model in the limit of an inextensible tether. Next, the 
motion of the dumbbell model was identified within the dynamics of the billiard 
model through a theorem on the existence of invariant curves. Finally, numerical 
computations provided some insights into the dynamics of the billiard map for the 
case of an underlying circular orbiting centre of mass.
In the following chapter we will develop a numerical integrator of the conservative 
massive tether model.
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Figure 5.4: The periodic orbits corresponding to the periodic points of the billiard 
map indicated in Fig. 5.3. Unstable and stable periodic orbits are visualised. By the 
implicit function theorem, the periodic points can be continued onto neighbouring 
energy surfaces.
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Figure 5.5: Largest Lyapunov exponents associated with out-of-plane perturbations 
for =  1 resp. E =  5.
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C h a p t e r 6
Numerical Modelling of 
Non-Dissipative Elastic Space 
Tethers
6.1 Introduction
In this chapter a symplectic, variational integrator of the massive tether model is 
developed which is used to investigate the necessity of the inclusion of resistance 
against bending in an example of an orbiting rubber tether connecting point masses. 
Furthermore, numerical evidence for the validity of the conjecture is provided.
6.2 A  variational integrator for space tether dy­
namics
In the numerical integration of a hyperbolic partial differential equation where the 
phase space is infinite dimensional, not only time has to be discretised, it is also 
necessary to replace the phase space with an appropriate finite dimensional projec­
tion. Several choices can be made. For example the Euler-Lagrange equations may
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be discretised directly using finite differences. This projection will in general not be 
Hamiltonian. Moreover, the differential operators appearing in the Euler-Lagrange 
equations are of higher order than those appearing in the variational form. A dis­
cretisation of the higher order operators requires additional smoothness which may 
in tu rn  decrease the rate of convergence [139]. In particular, it is often the case 
tha t the existence of a solution is only guaranteed in the weak- or variational set­
ting. Variational integrators circumvent these issues by discretising the variational 
form directly. Since this method ensures th a t the discretised system of equations 
is Hamiltonian, one can conserve geometrical structure through standard symplectic 
integrators [129, 88, 58, 101].
6.2.1 Space discretised Lagrangian
The Lagrangian of the massive tether model is ((4.1) and (4.2) with the addition of 
bending (4.13), repeated here for convenience):
L =  K - P ,
K  =  im xldtx]^ +  +  \p i
p
Jo
This is discretised spatially using a sequence of local Hermite elements [139]. The La­
grangian is defined on a set of r-functions whose second order spatial derivatives exist 
almost everywhere and the functions satisfy the boundary conditions of r]s=o =  x  and 
r \ s = i  =  y. The Hermite elements form a non-orthogonal basis of the corresponding 
Sobolev space.
The sequence of Hermite elements is defined as follows. For given N ,  the interval 
[0,1] is divided into N  equally sized intervals of length h =  l /N  with N  +  1 nodal 
points. For each nodal point k G { I,--- , V -b  1} two functions (j)]. and are defined 
as shown in Fig. 6.1. The functions (f>l and both have their support on the 
interval ((A: — l)h, {k +  l)h) and (j)l{kh) =  1 with -^<Pl{kh) =  0, while <j>\{kh) =  0 
with ■§^ <j>\{kh) =  1. The first and last elements and ^]v+u bave support
on (0,h) and [Nh, {N +  l)h), respectively.
W ith these basis functions there exists an expression for r  in each element. In
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Figure 6.1: Hermite (cubic) elements
particular for s G [{k — l)h,kh] this reads:
s) =  +  a ^ ._ i( i) (s  - { k -  l)h)
+(3o!i,fc(<) — Sai^k-i{t) — — ^oe'ik-i{t)h){s — {k — l)h)^/h^
+ { 2 ai,k-i{t) -  2 ai,k{t) +  o:j,k(()h +  a\ k-i{t)h){s - { k -  l )h f /h ^ ,  (6.1)
for i =  1 ,2,3, where:
ri{t, {k -  l)h) =  ai,fc_i(t), n (f , kh) =  ai,k{t), 
dsri{t, {k -  l)h ) =  a'i k-i{ t) ,  dsnit,  kh) =  a  -fc(i).
To ensure tha t r  satisfies the boundary conditions, we set 0 ,^0 =  and ai^N+i =  Vi- 
See [139] for further details on the finite element method.
The integrals
r rkh
(fc-l)ft
( I W - l ) 'd a ,
with r  as in (6.1), cannot be evaluated analogically. Instead the Simpson’s 3 /8 quadra­
ture rule is applied to approximate these integrals:
/  m d x  =  | ( 6  -  a) ( / ( a )  +  3 /  ( ^ )  +  3 /  ( ^ ^ )  +  / (b ) )  +
for some ^ G (a, b). Notice, th a t the order is consistent with the order of the Hermite 
discretisation.
From this spatial discretisation a finite-dimensional Hamiltonian system is ob­
tained which may be integrated in time by applying a standard symplectic method.
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For the parameter values considered henceforth, the problem has different time-scales, 
particularly when E  is large. In the examples th a t follow an implicit method is there­
fore used, namely the 3-stage Gauss-Legendre symplectic scheme, see e.g. [129] p. 
32.
6.3 Orbiting tether system
Here an orbiting tether system is considered. The gravitational field near a circular 
orbit is linearised and the equations are written in the rotating frame. This is an 
approximation used throughout the literature, see e.g. [9]. The equations then take 
the following form:
pid^r + (aidô^rDa^r) =  p/gr -f- 2piZi7“ ^t*7 A
=  - ^ ^ d g r \ s = o  +  ^ ^ a i ( |^ s r | ) ô s r l s = o  +  m x g x  -t- 2 n ix 'tv~ ^ v j  A
rr iyd ^ y  =  ~  ■ ^ o i ( l ^ s r | ) 5 s r | s = i  -k r u y g y  4- 2m yW ~'^'^  A d r y ,
^ ;2 )
where
g =  diag (3 ,0 ,-1 ) ,
and zu =  (0,0, tu) is the orbital angular velocity. By Kepler’s third law tu =  y/JiJW. 
The first two components are the local vertical and local horizontal The local hori­
zontal is tangent to the circular orbit and the local vertical is perpendicular to this 
in the orbital plane, see Fig. 6.2. The third coordinate is along the direction of tu. 
Furthermore, for simplicity a new time-variable t =  tut has been introduced and 
the spatial variable has been scaled so th a t a G (0,1). Finally, r ,x ,y  have been non- 
dimensionalised with respect toZ. It is natural to  define the following non-dimensional 
numbers:
EA EA
piPtu^^
_  E l  _  E l
pil t^u"^  ’ mPtu^ '
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For a circular tether cross-section: A =  pi =  f  and I  =  The equations 
(6.2) are the Euler-Lagrange equations of the Lagragian:
L =  im x |x p  +  im y ly p  -F ^pi \drr\^ds
1 1 1 
+  -m x (x ,g x ) - f -m y (y ,g y ) - l - -p z  (r ,gr)
-f-m x(x,x A-ca)-hm y(y ,ÿ  A w )-h p i [  {r,drr Azu)ds
Jo
J  (|^ sr| — 1)^ ds + JPlKt
where {) =  £ .
EARTH
ORBIT
—XI
Figure 6.2: A tethered satellite system near a  circular orbit. The invariance of 
the symmetric configuration about the circular orbit is exploited in the numerical 
example. Here 1 and 2 show the local vertical and horizontal directions, respectively.
Attention is restricted to the dynamics in the orbital plane writing r  =  ( r i , r 2), 
X =  (zi,a:2 ), y  =  {y i ,y 2 ), and rrix =  rriy =  m. Then the following equations:
ri(s) -1- 
r2 {s) +
r i ( l  -  s) =  0, r i(s )  -f r i ( l  -  s) =  0, 1 ...
r2 (l -  s) =  0, r2 {s) -t- 7-2(1 -  s) =  0, J ^
define the fixed point set of a discrete symmetry operation and hence an invariant 
set. An example of the configuration on this invariant set can be seen in Fig. 6.2. In
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particular, one may notice tha t on this set x  -1- y  =  0 and x  -|- ÿ  =  0, and the system 
centre of mass
c =  x^  +  x y  + (1 -  2%) f  rds, 
Jo
where % =  , satisfies c =  0. This symmetry is numerically very useful since it
allows us to only evaluate half of the vector field, e.g. s G (0,1/2).
Similar parameters to those in [83, 89] are considered: E  — 0.01 GPa, mx =  niy =  
0.1 kg, pi =  970 kg/m^, a thickness oî h =  5.5 mm, and a length of / =  1 m so tha t
Kt =  1.03 X 10  ^s“  ^ X pt =  1.95 X 10“  ^s“  ^ x
For comparison with the results in [83, 89] let w  =  1 s“ .^ A more realistic value w  % 
10~® s~^ for a low Earth orbit would require higher precision numerics. Nevertheless, 
it is anticipated th a t these values would lead to similar conclusions.
The effect of the bending term is more severe in some regions compared to others. 
For example the two systems with and without bending both share the two equilibria 
where the system is either along the local vertical or local horizontal. In fact, since 
the local vertical equilibrium is stable, the difference between the two models is not 
expected to be dramatic near this configuration. Two different initial conditions are 
therefore considered, one in a region where the bending effects are small and another 
in a  region where they cannot be neglected.
First an unstrained initial condition is considered near the stable relative equilib­
rium pointing along local vertical. The initial linear velocity distribution is shown in 
Fig. 6.3 configuration (a). This initial condition corresponds to a stable and regular 
initial condition for the billiard map. For comparison a fixed time step of 10“ “^ for 
both E l  — 0 and E l  ^  0 was used together with 41 grid points. A tolerance of 10“ ^^  
was set for the Newton iteration performed within the implicit integrator.
In Fig. 6.4 (a) the tether motion of the half of the system furthest from the Earth 
is shown. Results with and without bending are shown via full and dotted lines, 
respectively. Fig. 6.4 (b) shows the difference in Euclidean norm between the end­
points of the two systems. As can be seen from this figure, the difference remains 
small. However, a slight secular drift is observed towards the end of the integration. 
Nevertheless, it is concluded th a t the two systems evolve similarly, suggesting tha t 
the effect of bending remains small. This is confirmed in (c) where the evolution of 
the ratio of bending energy, see (4.11), to energy is shown. Though increasing from 
an initially zero value the bending energy only contributes about 0.25% of the total 
energy. In (d) the change in energy is shown for both E l  =  0 and E l  ^  0. When 
E l  =  0 a similar behaviour to th a t observed in [83, 89] is seen: the energy is secular 
drifting. W ith bending {E l  ^  0), however, no secular change in energy is observed.
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u =  (-0.05,0.2)
Local vertical Local vertical
Figure 6.3: Initial conditions for tethered system. The velocity distribution is linear 
between the two end point velocities. The dynamics of the initial configurations along 
local vertical (a) and along local horizontal (b) are seen in Fig. 6.4 and Fig. 6.5, 
respectively.
To provide a theoretical explanation of this, we shall, as in section 5.3, imagine x  
and y  to  be fixed along the first inertial axis in free space in the plane w ith x  =  (0 , 0) 
and y  =  (1 — d,0), d <  1. This gives
pidfT + Eld^r = EAds (ui(|ggr|)agr),
r|s=o =  0, r|s= i =  (1 — d ,0), and 9gr|g=o,i =  0. Linearisation about the compressed 
equilibrium r  =  ((1 — d)s, 0) gives (see also (5.31)):
pidfr  +  E l d t r  =  EA  diag(l, - d / { l  -  d))d^r.
Through the ansatz r  = =  exp{iw\^h)sm{nii-s), j  =  1 , 2  it is ob-5^2 7) 'J  j
served th a t if E l  =  0 then all modes sin(nTrs) are unstable. The numerical truncation 
will therefore continuously neglect unstable terms. On the other hand, for the regu­
larised system E l  ^  0 only a finite number of eigenmodes will be unstable.
Next, an initial configuration along the local horizontal is considered as shown in 
Fig. 6.3 (b). The velocity is directed so th a t the satellites are initially approaching 
each other and rotating anti-clockwise (retrogade). Again for comparison between 
the two systems with E l  =  0 and E l  7^  0 a fixed time step of 10~^ for both systems 
was used together with 41 grid points. In Fig. 6.5 (a) the motion of the two systems 
is shown. In (b) the distance between the satellites is shown. From both (a) and 
(b) it is obvious tha t the two systems quickly diverge. For slightly perturbed initial 
conditions a similar behaviour is observed. In (c) the ratio of bending energy to 
energy is shown for E l  7^  0. This example demonstrates th a t the resistance against 
bending may be extremely significant and in practice helps keep satellites apart.
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Figure 6.4: In (a) the tether motion of the half of system furthest from the Earth is 
shown. Again results with and without bending are shown via full and dotted lines, 
respectively. Figure (b) shows the difference in the distance between the end-points 
of the two systems. This difference remains small, though a slight secular drift is 
observed. In (c) the ratio of the bending energy, see (4.11), to energy is shown. 
Figure (d) show the change in energy^ For E l  =  0 a secular drift in energy is visible.
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Figure 6.5: In (a) and (b) the tether motions with and without resistance against 
bending, respectively, are shown. For identical initial conditions the two systems 
diverge very rapidly. In (c) the distance between the satellites is shown. In (d) the 
ratio of bending energy to energy is shown for E l  ^  0. The bending is significant.
6.4 Numerical evidence of conjecture
To provide numerical evidence of Conjecture 1 a unit length tether system in free 
space is considered. From (5.22) and (5.23) with p =  0:
(d' T^ +  d^r) =  ds (ai(|^gr|)()^r) ,
dfX = (ai(|ôsr|s=o|)5sr) \s=o -  h^d^T\s=o,
d h  =  -  (« i ( |5 .r | s= i l )5 sr )  |s=i +  
r|,s=o — X, r|s=i = y,
5sr|s=o,i =  0.
(6.3)
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As before, attention is restricted to the planar motion for which an invariant set is 
given by:
r i ( s ) + r i ( l - s )  =  0, r i ( s ) + r i ( l - s )  =  0, 1 ...
^ 2 ( 5 ) - ’’2(1 -  s) =  0 , r2( s ) - r 2( l  -  s)  =  0 , j ^
In particular a;i +  2/1 =  0, =  0 while X2 —y 2 =  0, — ^2 =  0.
This problem should have behaviour similar to th a t predicted by Conjecture 1. 
However, the straight line configuration is invariant in free space and in particular, by 
continuous dependency on initial conditions, given any T  >  0 and 5 >  0 there exist 
initial conditions sufficiently small such that after time T  the solution is 0(J)-close to 
this invariant line. These initial conditions, which are not covered by Conjecture 1, 
may, however, be exponentially small in h and Attention is therefore restricted 
to small, but not too small, perturbations (~  10“ ®) about the invariant line for 
| x - y |  > 1.
At < =  0, let xo =  (1/2,0) with xo =  (-0 .1 ,0 ), ro =  (( l-s )x o + sy o , 10“ ® xsinTrs), 
and ro =  (ÿg — xq, 0) =  (0.2,0), so tha t the end-points are initially approaching each 
other. In Fig. 6.6 (a), (b), and (c) the dynamics of the tethered system is seen for 
one unit of time and =  10“ ,^ 10“ '^ , 10“ ^, and =  10“ ®, respectively.
In the Newton scheme used to solve for the solution of the implicit scheme a 
tolerance was set of 10“ ^ .^ For the four scenarios h? =  10“ ^, 10“ ^, 10“ ®, and 10“ ® 
fixed time steps of 10“ ^, 10“ ®, 2 x 10“ ®, and 10“ ®, respectively, were used. The 
changes in energy are seen in Fig. 6.7. They are bounded and conserved to the order 
of 10“ !^
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(a) h? =  10-3
(c) =  10-5 (d) /i2 =  10-6
Figure 6.6: The dynamics of the tethered system for — 10“ ,^ 10~^, 10” ,^ and 
10~®, respectively. The initial conditions are: Xq =  (1/2,0) with xq =  (—0.1,0), 
ro =  (1 -  s)xo +  syQ +  (0,10“  ^ x siriTrs), and ro =  ÿo -  xq =  (0.2,0).
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Figure 6.7; The change in energy for — 10  ^ (a), 10  ^ (b), 10 ® (c), and 10 ® 
(d). In each case the energy is conserved to the order of 10“ ®^ with no secular drift.
According to the conjecture x ^  Xq — const, should be expected, within this 
period of time so that x % =  Ixq xq. In Fig. 6.9 (a) Axi{t)  =  |z i(t) —
is plotted for =  10” ,^ 10“ ^, 10“ ,^ and 10~®. The difference A.Ti decays with 
decreasing values of the thickness in accordance to the conjecture. The difference 
A x i(l)  as a function of h? is seen in Fig. 6.10 in a log-log scale. The straight lines 
connecting the point corresponding to h =  10“ ® with h =  10“ ®, 10“ ^, and 10“ ® have 
slopes of values ~  0.96, ~  0.91, and % 0.80, respectively. It is therefore estimated 
th a t p /2  % 1 in Conjecture 1.
On the other hand, by integrating backwards the satellites will initially enter the 
region |x —y| > 1 in which the predicted effect of the tether on the boundai’ies equals 
tha t of a spring. By integrating backwards to t =  — 3 the satellites wdll also eventually 
enter the slack region, cf. Fig. 6.8 which shows the evolution of the norm |x — y| for 
A® =  10“ ®. Particularly, Fig. 6.8 shows that |x — y| =  1 for f ^  —2.2. In Fig. 6.9 (b)
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A xi, now defined by:
s p r i n g  I for
for
| x - y |  >  1,
| x - y |  < 1,
is visualised for =  10“ ^, 10“ “^, 10“ ®, and 10“ ® over the period of 3 units of time. 
Again, the difference A zi(t) is seen to remain small within the spring region and in 
accordance to the conjecture the difference decays with the decreasing thickness h .^
Spring regicm
0.9
-2
t
Figure 6.8: The evolution of the norm |x — y| during the backward integration for 
=  10“ ®.
------= 1e-3 ------h^ = 1e-3
—o— = 1e-4 — = 1e-4
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Figure 6.9: The difference Acri(^) =  |.'Ci(i) — g. i^' c^k/sprmgj different values of the 
thickness /<®. It is seen tha t Axi decays with decreasing values of the thickness in 
accordance to the conjecture.
The difference A.xi(—3), as a function of h ,^ is shown in Fig. 6.10. Now, the 
straight lines connecting the point corresponding to h =  10“ ® with h =  10“ ®, 10“ "^ , 
and 10“ ® have slopes of values % 0.96, % 0.89, and % 0.75, respectively. This is again 
consistent with an estimate of p /2  1.
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A
(a) Forward time (b) Backward time
Figure 6.10: The difference A z i( l)  and A x i(—3), respectively, for different values of 
the thickness The points arc in both cases approximately on a straight line with 
slope 1.
6.5 Conclusion
A symplectic integrator was developed for the regularised, massive tether model by 
using a spatial discretisation by Hermite elements of the variational form. Using this 
integrator the motion of an orbiting tether system with and without the inclusion of 
the regularizing bending term was compared. The examples showed that the effects 
of bending may be severe even on very short time scales, at least when the tether is 
in compression. For an initial condition near the stable relative equilibrium it was 
shown that the two systems with and without bending evolved similarly with the 
bending energy remaining small. However, even for this example the system without 
bending was more sensitive to numerical instabilities and the energy difference grew 
because of the development of shock fronts. Finally, numerical evidence was provided 
for the validity of a conjecture on the relationship between the massive tether model 
and the slack spring model: there exists a set of initial conditions for which the flow 
of the boundaries within the regularised massive tether model converge to the slack 
spring model in the limit of vanishing thickness of the stiff tether. The rate of this 
convergence was through the numerical experiments estimated to be of order 0 {h )^ 
where h is the thickness of the tether.
In the following chapter we will investigate the slack-spring model further via a 
Galerkin approximation of the full massive tether model.
C h a p t e r 7
The Slack-Spring Model as a 
Limit System of a Galerkin 
Approximation to the Massive 
Tether Model
7.1 Introduction
In Chap. 5 it was from an infinite dimensional model conjectured th a t in the limit 
of vanishing thickness of a stiff tether part of the dynamics was close to a finite 
dimensional model: the slack-spring model. This was further supported via numerical 
computations in Chap. 6. In this chapter these arguments are made rigorous on a 
Calerkin approximation of the tether system. In particular, the following Hamiltonian 
system arises through a two-element Calerkin approximation of the tether dynamics 
and by restricting to the plane and an invariant fix-point set of a discrete symmetry
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operation:
H{u,v,U,V) = -U^ + -V^+PA{u,v,e), (u,v,U,V) e K ' ,  (7.1)
1
P a (u , v ;  e )  =  ^ ^ ^  +  ^272  +  
kP{u, v) = — ^ \ / +v"  ^— 1^ .
The Hamiltonian function is equipped with the non-canonical symplectic form u  =  
du A dU +  edv A dV. Here A: >  0 is a stiffness constant, F >  0 is the conserved 
angular momentum and e >  0 is related to the thickness of the tether which again 
is considered small. Due to the non-canonical symplectic form, Hamilton’s equations 
become singularly perturbed or slow-fast:
n ' =  C7, 
eV' =  —dypA’
W ithin singular perturbation theory (u, U) are called slow variables while (u, V) are 
called fast variables: their velocities are of order 0(1)  and 0 ( l /e ) ,  respectively. For 
e >  0, it is convenient to introduce the slow time ty -^t/e  such that (7.2) becomes:
u' =  ell,
V' =  -d ,P A ,
which are still Hamiltonian with (7.1) but now equipped with uj =  e~^duAdU +  dvA  
dV. If we formally set c =  0 in (7.2) and (7.3), then two limit systems are obtained. 
In (7.2), the formal limit leads to algebraic equations: U =  0 and dyP  =  0. The set 
of points:
M  =  AfiUM g, (7.4)
M l =  {V  =  0, =  1, |n| <  1},
M 2 =  { y  =  0, u =  0},
satisfying these equations, see Fig. 7.1, is called the slow manifold and the corre­
sponding system: û =  U, Ù =  —duP{u,v*-,0), {u,v*(u),U,0) 6 W is called the slow 
system. On the other hand, in (7.3), the formal limit leads to the fast, or frozen, 
system: v =  V ,V  =  —dvP{u,v) with u now considered as a parameter.
One of the main tasks in singular perturbation theory is to determine the destiny 
of the slow manifold M  for c >  0 but small. Unless M  is hyperbolic, then it is
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Figure 7.1: Projections onto configuration space (u,v) of M i (—) and Mg (---- ).
unlikely tha t there is an invariant manifold nearby, because typical perturbations are 
believed to destroy it [97]. Therefore one usually aims for something less: almost 
invariance. For singular perturbed Hamiltonian systems with only one fast degree of 
freedom and a analytic Hamiltonian, [52] showed the existence of an almost invariant 
slow manifold nearby. By “almost” it is understood th a t the error field^ is of order 
0 {e~^f^),C >  0 and therefore trajectories remain close to the slow manifold for 
exponentially long time. These arguments fail to be true in general for systems 
with multiple fast variables. Furthermore, the arguments rely on a lower bound of 
the frequency associated with the fast motion. This is violated near slow manifold 
bifurcations where the time scales become comparable.
In the Galerkin model, as it is also visualised in Fig. 7.1, the slow manifold M  
(7.4) bifurcates at w =  dbl corresponding to a super-critical, Zg-symmetric pitchfork 
bifurcation in the frozen system. The case of sub-critical pitchfork bifurcations in two 
degrees of freedom slow-fast systems has received attention elsewhere [46, 131, 137]. 
Particularly, the references show the persistence of a singular heteroclinic solution 
connecting equilibria on the slow manifold before and after the bifurcation. It is also 
shown th a t the heteroclinic connection remain close to the union of the normally 
hyperbolic branches of the slow manifolds before and after the perturbation. The 
situation we are addressing is similar in the sense th a t we prove the existence of a set 
tha t remains close to the union of the normally elliptic branches of the slow manifold. 
We will do so by showing tha t a large set of trajectories crosses the unperturbed
^The error field is the normal component o f the vector field restricted to the slow manifold, [97]
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separatrix lobes after the dynamic pitchfork bifurcation of M.
Separatrix crossing for 1^ degrees of freedom Hamiltonian systems with slowly 
varying parameters have been studied by a number of researchers, [16, 23, 61, 110, 
33, 34, 35]. Only [23] provides rigorous results, while the others present results as 
careful estimates. Chow and Todd [23] investigate separatrix crossing in one degree of 
freedom Hamiltonian systems with a slowly varying parameter. The authors present 
relatively simple geometrically motivated proofs. However, to the author’s knowledge, 
this type of behaviour has not yet been investigated for two degrees of freedom system. 
Our results will rely on the results of [23] and an appropriate blow-up transformation.
We define the (continuous) action J — I{u,U;c)  as 1/27t times the area at e =  0 
of the region H < c m  the (v, U)-plane for the given value of (u, U):
= - f^ Jvr,
^ 2 c - m - 2 P { u , v ) d v ,
where Vm and vm are such tha t I  is continuous across the separatrix set. See figure 
Fig. 7.2. We shall show th a t the union of the normally elliptic branches of the slow 
manifolds persists in an adiabatic sense. More precisely, we show the following;
T heorem  4 Fix uq, an integer k >  0 and an energy constant c >  0. Then for suffi­
ciently small p and ê =  ep~^ consider the set Nc of initial conditions {u q , vo> Uq, Vq) € 
H~^{c) with I  =  0{p^). Let denote the corresponding projection onto the
{v,V)-plane with measure 0{p^). Then we have:
(i) There exists C with measure(AT”’^ \iV ”’^ ) =  O (p^e~^e~^^^^),
Cl >  0, so that the change in action for initial conditions {uo,vo,Uo,Vo) G 
H~^{c) that project to (uo, Vo) G is bounded by:
AJ =  0 ( p %
for k returns to ]u| =  1 with dt\u\ ^  0, and in particular the projection of the 
solution
{u{t),v{t),U{t),V(t)) with initial conditions {uo,vo,Uo,Vq) G /f~^(c) with 
(ro,Ho) G N c ’^  onfo the {v,V)-plane remains within a ball of radius 0{p^) 
centered about (r, V) =  (± \/l — 0) while |n] <  1, and (r, V) =  (0,0) while
|w| >  1;
(a) If the solution (u{t) ,v{t),U{t),V{t)) with initial conditions {uo,vo,Uo,Vq) G 
with (ro, Vb) G does not return to ]r] =  1, then F^ >  2c, ]r] >  1 
and the projection onto the {v,V)-plane remains within a ball of radius 0{p^) 
centered about (0,0) for an eocponentially long time 0{e~^^^‘^ ), Cg >  0. □
The chapter is organised as follows: The first section describes the model and how 
we arrive at (7.1). The next section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 4.
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Figure 7.2: The continuous action I  is defined as 1/2tv times the shaded areas for: 
A, B: |u| < 1 and 2c — < 0 respectively 2c — > 0 and C: |m| >  1. An almost
identical figure can be seen in [127].
7.2 The toy-m odel
Let X  e and y G R^ be the positions of the end-points and, as in the previous two 
chapters, let r  =  r(.s) be the position of the tether described through the arc-length 
parameter s. The Lagrangian of a unit-density tether connecting point masses of 
unit-mass in free space and without bending resistance is then given by (see also 
(4.1) and (4.2)):
L — |rpd.s — J  (|i),,r| -  1)^ ds, (7.5)
where e, rather than the h previously used, represents the small perturbation param­
eter measuring the tether thickness. The scenario of interest here, cf. Conjecture 1, 
is when the stiffness satisfies k =  The Galerkin approximation then consists of 
replacing r with the approximation
f 2(z -  x)s 4- X for s G (0,1/2],
t  2(z -  y )(l -  s ) +  y for s G (1/2,1), (7.6)
where z =  z(f) is the position of the “centre point” of the tether at s =  1/2. The 
system is seen in Fig. 7.3. Inserting (7.6) into (7.5) an “approximative” Lagrangian 
is obtained:
^app == 2 "e") (z ,x -h y ) +  — ]z]^
- J  ((|2(z -  x)] -  1)^ +  (]2(z -  y)j -  1)^) .
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The system possesses rotational and translational symmetry. We first reduce by the 
translational symmetry by introducing centre of mass and relative coordinates;
c  =  / i x  +  / g y  +  f s z ,
q = ^(x-y),
Q =  z -  ^ (x  +  y ),
where =  /s  =  and /a  =  Here q  and Q are illustrated in Fig. 7.3.
(x +  yl
Figure 7.3: Toy model.
Then the Lagrangian reads:
Lapp =  g |c|^  +  2^e|q|^ +  -  •J ((IQ  -  q| - 1)^ +  (IQ +  q| - 1 ) ^ ) ,
where
A  =
1 8 +  e2
122 +  e2'
By the symmetry, c is cyclic and a reduced Lagrangian, say lapp, may therefore be 
introduced by:
Lpp =  2^ e |q P  +  ((IQ  -  q| -  +  (IQ +  q| ~  i)^ )  • (7.7)
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Next, to reduce by the rotational symmetry we introduce a rotating orthonormal 
coordinate system with origin at ^ (x-f- y), first axis along direction of q  and third 
axis perpendicular to the plane containing x, y  and z. In particular, we let
q  =  RfTi, Q =  R<T2,
with R  e  iS'0(3) defining the rotating coordinate system and where
are the coordinates of q  and Q, respectively, in the rotating coordinate frame. There­
fore, we obtain:
R ^ q  =  n<Ti +  &1, (7.8)
R ^ Q  =  fî<T2 +  <T2, (7.9)
where SI =  R ^ R  G so(3) is a skew-symmetric matrix. The hat-map which is defined 
by
/  0 —Sis SI2 \
SI =  Sis 0 -S Ii e  so(3), (7.10)
\  —SI2 SIi 0 J
for every SI =  (SIi,Sl2,SIs) G defines an isomorphism between the Lie-algebra 
so(3) and (M ,^* A •). We shall also make use of the hat-map isomorphism in the 
following two chapters. Inserting (7.8) and (7.9) into (7.7) therefore gives
Lpp = ^(ôr,M<r) -t- i(SI,I(cr)SI) + (SÎ,C(<r)ô-)
-  ^ ( (^ 1  -  1)  ^+  (^2 -  1)^  ^ , (7.11)
where a  =  (u, v, iv), ri =  \J{u-\-wŸ  +  t 2 =  \ j {u  — w Ÿ  +  and M, C and I are 
given by:
M =  diag (cKe,e /^3e,e^Pe) ,
/  0 0 0 \
C =  0 0 0 ,
\  0 w —v j
Tf I 2 /DI =  CTi +  e‘^ PeO-2 0-2, 
and in particular Iss  =  (u^ +  w^). By introducing:
/ G O  0 \
A  =  r =  I 3 3 W  0 0 0 , =  M -  A ^ I A ,
V 0 w —v J
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we re-write (7.11) as
tapp = |{ { n  + A &), I (n + Ao-)) + -  J ((n  -  1)" + (rj -  1)') .
This is motivated by the gauge invariant field theory in [93]. See also [76]. The 
Legendre transformation is then easily computed for e ^  0:
G  =  dQÏapp  =  I  ( n  4- A d " ),
7T =  f  V  j =  dcrlapp  =  A ^ G  -t- 
\ W  )
so th a t the Hamiltonian becomes 
H  —  ( G ,  SI) -f (tTjOt) — l a p p
— 2 “  A ^ G j B  ( t t  — A ^ G ^ )  + - ( G , I  ^ G ) + — ( ( r i  — 1)^ -f- (r2 — 1)^^ .
By Lie-Poisson reduction [64, 100] this Hamiltonian is equipped with a reduced Pois­
son structure:
{ / , g } ( z )  =  Ô z /^ A ( z ) 5 z P ,
where z  =  ( G ,  cr, tt) and
/  G  0 0 \
A ( z )  =  I 0  0  I  I .
\  0 - 1 0 /
Hamilton’s equations therefore become:
G  =  G  A d o H  =  G  A ( r ^ G  -  A B  ( t t  -  A ^ g ) )  ,
& =  d-j^H =  B  ( t t  — A ^ G ^
=  (  ^
V 02x1 e b
7T =  - d c r H ,  
where we have introduced the 2 x 2  matrix:
a.u
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Now, if V =  V/e and W  =  W/e  then the equations:
=  b ( -
=  - d a r H ,
where
B =
\  02x1 b  J
have the classical form of a singular perturbed Hamiltonian system. We omit the bar 
henceforth. These equations are still Hamiltonian with the Hamiltonian function:
H  =  |(7T -  A ^ G ,B  ( t t  -  A ^ g ) )  +  i ( G , I - i G )  +  j  ( i n  -  i f  +  (rg -  1)") , 
and the Poisson matrix:
/  G  0 0 \
A(z) =  j  0 0 d iag(l,c,e) I
\  0 -d ia g (l,c ,c )  0 /
Here (u, P ) and {w,W )  are the fast variables and (u,U) are the slow variables. By the 
reduction procedure it also follows tha t the total angular momentum |G | is conserved. 
In fact, it is a Casimir function:
=  (G, G> =  (G A doH ,  G) =  0, (7.12)
7.2.1 Planar system  w ith {w =  0, w =  0}
The fix point set {in =  0,tw =  0} of the tangent lift of the refiectional symmetry 
operation: (u, v, w) i-> (u, u, —w) defines an invariant symplectic manifold on which 
the physical system remains an isosceles triangle with r i  =  r 2. We shall in the 
following restrict attention to this invariant manifold and planar motion where G  =  
(0 ,0 ,r ) ;  r  =  conserved. The Hamiltonian then simplifies to
H(u, V ,  U, V) =  i o r ' t / "  +  +  Pa(u, V ,  e),
k f r-r, r
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with symplectic form uj =  du A dU +  cdv A dV. Here u and v  now measure the half- 
length between the end-points and the height of the isosceles triangle, respectively. 
Let 1/ i-> Î/ =  a^U, V  where ^ and e i-> é =  F i-> F =  ^/Agi',
k k =  a^k. Lets drop the primes. Finally, t t /c  transforms the Hamiltonian 
system into (7.1), repeated here for convenience:
(7.13)H ( u ,  V,  U , V )  =  \ u ^  +  l y "  +  Pa (m, »; £), 
1 F^
P a {u , v ; c)  =  - - ^ - ^ + P { u , v ) ,
P{u, v) =  -^  ^ \ /u  ^+v^  — 1^ , 
id =  c~^du A dU +  dv A dV.
By restricting attention to the set {ta =  0, re =  0} we have obtained a system with 
only one fast degree of freedom and we therefore avoid having to deal with resonances. 
We will briefly consider the possibility of extending the result to  the full two-element 
Galerkin approximation in section 7.4 below.
It is straightforward to show that the slow manifold =  {u^ +  v  ^ — 1, |u| <  1} 
is normally elliptic, while Afg =  {u =  0, P  =  0} is normally hyperbolic for |u| <  1 
and normally elliptic \u\ >  1. See Fig. 7.1. For |u| =  1 the linearisation has two 
zero eigenvalues. The origin (u, P )  =  0 of the frozen system therefore undergoes a 
pitchfork bifurcation for \u\ =  1 such th a t for \u\ <  1 there exist three equilibria, two 
stable and one unstable with a homoclinic orbit. The phase portrait of the frozen 
system is sketched in Fig. 7.4.
Figure 7.4: Frozen system. 
The slow system is defined by the Hamiltonian
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In particular
r ( l )  ( a, t t \  —  l r r 2  ^  ^
u )  =  l u ^  +  ~  +  l: (|«| - 1 ) ^ ,
and the slow dynamics on Afi and Mg are equivalent to a system of free end-points 
and a system of end-points connected by a spring, respectively. Theorem 4 implies 
th a t a neighbourhood of the union of the normally elliptic part of M  is adiabatically 
invariant. The slow dynamics on M  and its neighbourhood are therefore close to the 
slack-spring. The theorem therefore proves a similar result to tha t conjectured in 
Conjecture 1 for a Galerkin approximation of the massive tether model.
Notice th a t |u| >  1 in (ii) in Theorem 4 since Mi  can only be locally invariant 
as trajectories eventually pass through |u| =  1. Furthermore, due to the symmetry 
{v,V)  i-> (—t), —P ), M 2 is invariant for any e. Through (7.14) this therefore implies 
th a t F^ >  2c in (ii) in Theorem 4. Also, by the invariance of M2 the following follows 
from continuous dependency on initial conditions; for a given T  >  0 and p >  0 there 
exists a 5 =  <5(T,p) > 0 such th a t for any (uo,Vo) € Bs{0,0) the solution satisfies 
{v,V){t)  € J5p(0,0) for 0 <  i <  T. This set of initial conditions does not behave 
like tha t of the slack-spring. This is partially the reason for the exclusion of an 
exponential small set in Theorem 4. The other contributing factor to  the exclusion 
of an exponential small set is due to the presence of séparatrices in the fast system 
for |u| <  1, see Fig. 7.4.
7.3 Proof of Theorem 4
The proof of Theorem 4 will be obtained through the following three steps:
1° Using averaging we show th a t a neighbourhood of Mg in (u, P)-plane is almost 
invariant for |u| >  1.
2° We combine a blow-up transformation and results from Chow and Young (2004) 
to show th a t a neighbourhood of the section |u| =  1 with dt\u\ <  0 is mapped 
into the lobes of the séparatrices at |u| =  1 — a, a  =  a(e) >  0, but small.
3° Again using averaging we show th a t a neighbourhood of M i  is almost invariant 
for |u| <  1 — a.
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1° Averaging near M 2 for |w| > 1
We shall exploit the symmetry (u, U) 1—» {—u, —U) so th a t attention may be restricted 
to the bifurcation value u =  1. In particular, we will centre the slow coordinate about 
u — l  through =  l  — u, î / i - ^ î /  =  —U. We also define Pa {û , v, e) =  Pa {u, v] e),
P(u^v) =  P{u,v). We shall henceforth again drop the primes. The frozen system is 
described by the Hamiltonian:
h {v , y ;  u) =  i y "  +  I  ( V o '  +  a - u f  -  1) ^  +  (7 1 5 )
and symplectic form uj =  dvAdV  which is a one degree freedom integrable system. By 
the smallness of e the terms of order O(e^) may be neglected. Then for u <  0 every 
point (u, P ) is on a periodic orbit and action angle coordinates may be introduced. 
The action I  is 1/27t times the area enclosed by the level set h =  c:
1 J------------------
7 =  -  /  ^ j2 c-2 P {u ,v )d v ,  (7.16)
Jvm
V m {c , u )  =  - V m { c , u )  =  ^ j ( f  +  -  (1 -  % )2 -
In the following it is the aim to  use averaging near 7 =  0 to move the angle dependency 
in the Hamiltonian to higher orders in e. The averaging procedure relies on the 
frequency being bounded away from zero. Therefore extra care is required near 
t he bifurcation point u  =  0 where the linear frequency vanishes. Let T{c,u,v) =  
\ j2c  — 2P{u, v) >  0 be the integrand in (7.16). For u <  0 we obtain the following 
inequalities:
J(c , u, v) <  X{c +  (5c, u, v) <  J (c  +  Sc, 0, v), 
v m ( c ,  u )  -  V m ( c ,  u) =  2um(c, u )  <  2v m { c  +  Sc, u) <  2v m { c  +  Sc, 0),
for any Sc >  0. Hence dhI\u=Q >  dhl  and therefore:
dih\u=o <  dih.
The frequency djh  is therefore bounded from below by the frequency of the system 
with u =  0. Notice tha t this frequency only vanishes for 7 =  0. Moreover, for u =  0 
an expansion of the frozen Hamiltonian about {v, V) =  (0,0) gives:
A =  i p "  + 1  ( x / T k ^  -  1)  V  0 (c")
=  - P "  +  -  +  0 (u ^ )^  +  0 { e ^ ) .
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Therefore consider p small and let u u =  p ^v, V V =  p such tha t the 
truncation gives
pv =  (? V ,
Now, b y  i  pf the Hamiltonian is transformed into:
h =  p - %  =  i l 7 2  +  I (^  +  p^O(v^)^ +  0 { ê p - \
The constant p is small, but otherwise arbitrary, and it may therefore be assumed that 
€ <^ p. After some calculations it can be shown that the truncation in action-angle 
coordinates is given by
A(7) =  c «  0.150. (7.17)
The equations on the full space after applying u u =  p~^v, V  V  =  p~^V, 
Ui-^v, =  u, U i-* U  and ty-^pt are Hamiltonian with:
H  = p -“H  =  i p - V "  +  i y "  +  p-*P(û, pi),
UJ — e~^p~^du A d û  +  dv A dV.
Now, there exists, see e.g. [52], a generating function s{v, V ; u) tha t via the equations:
V ^  P  ÔyS,
generates a transformation (u, P )  i-> (û, P )  with dv A dV =  dv A dV  tha t puts the 
frozen system given by h into action-angle coordinates:
h{v,V-,u) =  h{î;u),  (7.18)
where v =  V 2 7 c o s P  =  \Z 0 js i n A s  in [52] this transformation in (u, P)-plane 
can be lifted to a transfo:
dv A dV  via the function:
formation on the entire phase space preserving ^ d û A  dÛ +
S { ù , Ù , v , V ) = ' ! ^  +  S{û ,i ,V ),
with s(û ,v ,V )  =  s(u ,P ;w ), and the equations:
Û =  e p ^ d f r S  — Û, Û  =  e p ^ d ù S  =  Û  -f- e p ^ d a s .
^We shall throughout use z, H  or h to  denote blow-up variables and Hamiltonians, respectively. 
Moreover, z, z, z  will denote variables which are close to £ and used successively in the averaging 
procedure to move angle dependency to higher order in c.
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This transformation is identical in û and ep^-close in Û. The existence and regular­
ity of this transformation for e sufficiently small follows from the implicit function 
theorem, see also [52]. The new Hamiltonian reads:
H{u, V,  0 ,  V) =  fO^ +  +  Â(ü, / )  + e p - 'iJ i  (S, Î ,  Û ,  ÿ ;  £),
' ------------------------------------------------ V------------------------------------------------ '
=H(o)
where R i{û ,v ,Û ,V\e) =  p { û  — By (7.17) it follows tha t outside the
cylinder 7 =  1 we have w  =  dfh  >  >  0. Moreover, È  is real analytic outside
7 >  1 with Ü <  0. Through the generating function:
~U
g(6, Û, U, P) =  ÛP 4- ^  -I- ep-: g^(ü, Ü, Û, P),
and the equations:
Ü =  cp^d^S =  ü +  û'p^dfys, Û =  cp^dûS — Û-\- c^p^dûS,
V = dpS  =  ü -I- ep~^dps, V  =  d^S = V + ep~^dÿS, 
we then transform the Hamiltonian into:
V, Ù, ÿ) = û , hi?  + iÿ2)
+  ep“  ^ -  R i{ü ,v ,Û ,V ',h)j  +
where v  =  \ /M  c o s ^ ,  v — sin<^. To remove terms of 0{ep~^) we choose s as the 
unique solution with zero average, [52] Lemma 4, satisfying:
R\  — Ri
d^s =
TjJ 
r2-r
Ri =  —  [  R i (Ü, V 2 Î c o s Û, V 2? s i n e)d^.
J o
Then:
77(u, Ü, Û, V) =  77(1) (u, V,  7) +  C?(eV""),
where 77^ ^^  =  +  eR\. Since H  is real analytic outside 7 >  1 with w <  0 this
procedure can be iterated n times to obtain, see also [52]:
H{u, V, Û, V) =  (u, V, I) -t- 0 (c "p -" ) ,
where 7 =  7 -h 0{e^p~‘^ ), or by un-doing the time scaling:
H{u, V, Û, V) =  pH^^\u, V, I) +  0 (e "p -"+ i) .
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In fact, in [52] it is shown th a t the remainder can be made exponentially small using 
estimates by [108, 109] on the optimal n =  n(e) =  If > 2c this therefore
shows (ii) in Theorem 4. Henceforth we shall therefore assume F^ <  2c. Then on the 
level set c >  0 it only takes 0 { l / e )  time before u =  0 again, provided p is
sufficiently small. Therefore:
L em m a 1 While u < 0  and 7(0) >  1:
| / ( i ) - / ( 0 ) |< C e p - ‘, C > 0 ,
or since 7 =  7 +  0{ep~^):
c > o ,
for e sufficiently small. □
In terms of the original action 7 =  p^I we have:
| /{ ( ) - /{ 0 ) | =  O(£p").
while u. <  0 and I >  p .^ If 7(0) <  p  ^ then either 7 (l/e ) <  p  ^ or I  {to) =  p  ^ for some 
t  =  to. For 1/e >  t  >  to Lemma 1 applies. Since ep~^ 1 then ep  ^ <C p  ^ and 
therefore as a corollary:
C o ro lla ry  1 While u < 0  we have:
] / ( ( ) - /(0 ) | =  O(p=),
for any 7(0) =  O(p^).
In the following we show that a set of trajectories cross the (ghost) séparatrices 
near the bifurcation and henceforth remain captured inside the lobes. We do so by 
applying a blow up transformation near the bifurcation u =  0 but with iz >  0.
2°  Capture
If u >  0 then (u, V) =  (0,0) is an unstable equilibrium of the frozen system with 
homoclinic connections. From (7.15) it follows th a t the separatrix lobe is 0{u^^^) in 
u-direction and 0{u)  in P-direction. In particular, the area of the lobes satisfy:
Area of lobes =  0{u^^^). (7.19)
Furthermore, since the quadratic part, in terms of v and P , of the frozen system 
(7.15) is |P ^  — it follows that the growth rate of the unstable equilibrium is
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Vku. Now again consider p >  0 small. Then if u =  p^û and U =  Û, then v  =  pv, 
V =  p^P blow up the separatrix lobes to 0 (1) in both v  and P-direction. Similarly, 
the transformation of time ty-^t =  pt blow up the growth rate. Finally, we obtain a 
new Hamiltonian system:
H  =  p - “ H  =  +  i y "  +  P a ( û , & ,  £),
id =  e~^p~^du A dû  + dv A dV,
where
P a {u , v -,p ) =  p “ ^ P a ( p " u , P u )
= -  — û v ^  + + 0(p")^ + — ( p ~ ^  (l — p^u") + 0(e^p“ ^)) .
Hamilton’s equations now read:
d û  ' dv >
—  =  -epdaPA, -77 =  -O vPa - 
dt dt
For Û to  be slow we assume e p^. We say th a t the séparatrices are not fully 
developed when this inequality is violated by for example u =  0(e^/^). Now, if 
ê =  ep~^ is sufficiently small, then =  Û does not change sign on long time
scales. Through the transformation t  y-^  r  =  +2c-r^ we therefore obtain the
equations:
V2c -  F2 d f  ’ \/2c -  F2 dr
which are Hamiltonian with:
K^{v,V:u,h,c) =  -p -^y /2c -T ^ Û {v ,V -,û ,h ,c )
=  - p “ V 2 c -  F 2 ^ 2 c -  p4(p2 + 2 P ^ (u ,u ) )
=  _ ^ - 4 ( 2 ,_ r ^ )  +  i ( , + r ^ ( 3  +  ^
+  gP " +  2 +  0 ((" ,p "), (7.20)
id =  dv A dV,
with Ü as a slowly varying parameter, ^  =  V2c — F^ê, and where Î7 =  Û{v,V]û,h, c) 
solves H(u, Û ,v ,V ;h )  =  c. Now, K  satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 1 of [23] with 
e replaced with c =  ep~^:
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T h eo rem  5 For t  sufficiently small the measure of the set of initial conditions 
{vojVq) of (7.20) that is not captured is of order:
o
The change in action is:
A7 =  C>(€lnê-i), 
or in terms of the original action:
A7 =  0 (e ln ê - i) .  □
As a corollary we obtain the following result:
C o ro lla ry  2 For every c >  0 and p, ë =  ep~^ sufficiently small consider the set Nc 
of initial conditions {u,v,U,V){0)  =  (0,uo,Uo,Vo) € H~^{c) satisfying Uq >  0 and 
I  — 0{p^). Then there exists a subset of initial conditions Nc C Nc with measure 
m{Nc\Nc) =  O and a u* =  0{p^) so that the following holds true: The
projection of the set:
Nc,u* = {se t of first return of Nc to the section u =  u* with U >  0},
onto the {v,V)-plane will be contained within and be bounded away from the unper­
turbed séparatrices. The change in action is A7|j^ =  O(p^).
R e m a rk  3 We call the projection of Nc,u* onto the (v, P)-plane for Nc%*- o
P r o o f  For u =  O(p^) the measure of the lobes is O(p^) cf. (7.19). Therefore, 
since 7 is adiabatically invariant away from the séparatrices [16, 23, 110], it follows 
th a t the trajectory of any initial condition in Nc satisfying, say, <  I{vq,Vo) <  
Bp^, for some R  > 0, remains bounded away from the séparatrices for u <  ü, 
V, — û{B)  =  O(p^). These initial conditions apply to  Theorem 5. In particular, only 
an exponential small set does not cross the séparatrices and the change in action 
through the crossing is 0{e\rxë~^). On the other hand. Theorem 5 does not apply to 
the set of trajectories th a t crosses the séparatrices before they were fully developed. 
The change in the action for this set of trajectories may be as large as the area of the 
lobes a t u  =  Ü: A7 =  O(p^). Finally, since the lobes are expanding it follows th a t 
if (u, P )  at some i =  to is within one of separatrix lobes then (u, P )( t  >  to) remains 
within that lobe at least while p~^u =  0 (1 ). See also the proof of Theorem 1 in [23]. 
The existence of Nc and u* >  ü with the given properties therefore follows. ■
We shall in the following introduce A  such th a t u* =  Ap^. In the next section we 
investigate the further destiny of the set Nc,u* by averaging near Mi.
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3° Averaging near Mi
Consider M f  =  M\ n  {±n >  0} =  {{u ,v ,U ,V)\v  =  f±{u)  =  ± -^«(2  — w), V =  
0 ,u  e  (0,2)} and 2 — u* >  u >  u*, u* =  Ap^ >  0, with p sufficiently small so 
th a t Corollary 2 applies. As a first step, we straighten out M f ,  see also [52], of the 
Hamiltonian (7.13) through the generating function:
s{u, v ,lJ ,V ) =  vV  +  ~ -  Vf±(u),
and the equations:
u — — î/j
V  =  d y S  =  v -  f±{u),
U =  eduS =  fj -  eVduf±{u),
V  — dvS =  V.
In the new coordinates (û,û, Û, V) we have M f  =  {û =  0, P  =  0} and the Hamilto­
nian reads:
H  =  lû ^  +  i p 2  +  1 .
2 2 2 (1 _  û)2 -J- e2({) ±  y / û { 2  — û ))2
^  ± 2vy /\+  —(  2v\ u{2  — Û) +  1 — 1 I 4P ^—7====== +( J V { 1 - U )  , 1 2 P " (l-f i)"
y/u{2 — Û) 4 Û(2 — Ü)
By the discrete symmetry: (u ,P ) ( — v , —V)  we may restrict attention to .
We now introduce the proper scaling û =  v — pv, U =  U , V  =  p^V, t t -^ p t  
such that:
É  =  p-^H =  lp -*Û ^  +  1
2 2 2 (1 — p2|i)2 e^p^(v +  y/û{2 — ■u))^
+  ( ^ \ / +  2pH \/û{2  — p^u) +  1 - 1 ^
_  ,_ 3 ^ P ( l - p " n )  l.g _ _ g P " ( l - p " t i ) "
^  ^ iz (2 -p 2 tz ) 4 ^ ^  6 (2 -p 2 « )  '
w =  e~^p~^du A d û  +  dv A dV.
The corresponding frozen system is given by:
h =  l p 2  +  p - 4 |  +  2p'^vy/u{2 -  p ^  + 1 - 1 ^  +  0(c). (7.21)
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By assumption c =  tp~^ 1 so we may initially ignore the perturbation. A Taylor 
expansion about 6 =  0 then gives:
A =  _  p2^)6^ +  0(6^).
From the quadratic part of the Hamiltonian we obtain the linear frequency:
\ f  kû{2 — p^u)
which is >  y/kA{2 — Ap^). In particular, we conclude, using Corollary 2 and the 
fact tha t the flow map is continuous, that, provided A  is sufficiently large and ë is 
sufficiently small, there exists an Nc such tha t Nc,u* is contained in a neighbourhood 
of M f  with a corresponding frequency th a t is bounded from below by 1.
We are then in a position to apply the averaging procedure from [52] also used 
above in 1°. First, we transform the frozen system (7.21) into action angle variables:
h{v,V;u)  =  A(/;6),
via a generating function s{v,V]u)  and the equations:
V  ^  d y S ,  P  =  d y S ,
where v  =  x/EF cos P  =  sin Secondly, this transformation is lifted to  a 
transformation on the entire phase space preserving A dÛ +  dv A dV  via the 
function:
S{n,Û,'i,V) = i ^  + s(û,v,V),
with s{ii, V, P ) =  s{v, P ; u), and the equations:
u =  cpdpS =  u,
Û =  epdaS =  Û +  epd^s.
This transformation is identical in 6 and ep-close in U. The new Hamiltonian reads: 
R(6, Ü, Û, P) =  +  A(fi, 7) +€p-^72i (6, Ü, Ü, P; c),
--------- V-----------'
=H(o)
where Ri  (it, v, Ü, P ; e) =  e~^p 1^1 —1 7 .  Through the generating function:
~U
S(ü, v , Ü , V ) = v V  +  ^ +  ep-^s(û, V,  Û, P ),
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and the equations:
Ü =  ep d frS  =  û  +  û^p^dps, Û  — ep d û S  =  Û  +  e^p/ j j w  —u. ^  ^ y Kyjj
) ^ S  =  v  +  tp -^dxr  
we transform the Hamiltonian into:
V =  dp Û e  P  =  =  P  +  cp ^dÿS,
H{ü, V,  Û , V ) =  (fi, Ü, Ifi" +  |ÿ " )
+  ep"^ ( tn a ^ s  -  f l i ( f i , f i ,  C/, ÿ ; e ) ^  +  0 ( e ^ p “ ° ) ,
where u =  x / i J  cos^, 6 =  x / i j  s in^  and ru =  dfh. To remove terms of 0{ep~^) we 
choose s as the unique solution with zero average, [52] Lemma 4, satisfying:
Ri =  - ^  I R i { u , y / ^ c o s ^ ,Û ,y/2Û sin^■,h)d^.
27t Jo
Then:
R (6 , u, [/, P )  =  u, 7) +  0(c"p-^).
Again the averaging procedure can be iterated to obtain:
É{u, V,  Û, V) =  (u, V,  7) +  0{e~^ /%
For p sufficiently small it only takes C?(l/e) time before |1 — u| =  1 again. There­
fore:
L em m a 2 There exists a set Nc with the given properties from Corollary 2 such that 
for initial conditions (uo,P o) € Nffu*, uo =  u* =  Ap^, Uo <  0, with p, ep~^ <K 1 
sufficiently small and A sufficiently large, {v,V) remains bounded away from the 
séparatrices and particularly:
| J ( i ) - / ( 0 ) |  =  O(£), J(0) =  O(p^),
while 2 — u* >  u >  u*. □
This finishes the proof of Theorem 4. In the following section we will discuss a 
generalisation to the full two-element Galerkin approximation.
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7.4 Discussion on general planar system
The general planar system can be written as
77 =  ^  +  fy "  +  +  J ( ( n  -  i f  +  (r2 -  1)^) +  0(6), (7.22)
where r i =  \ / ( u  +  w)^ +v ^ ,  rg =  \ / ( u  — w)^ +  and the symplectic form w =  
e~^du A dU +  dv A dV  +  dw AdW. To extend the result of Theorem 4 to this system is 
not straightforward. The problem is now complicated by the presence of resonances 
near the slow manifold M. The averaging procedure used in 1° and 3° in the proof 
of Theorem 4 does therefore not generalise directly.
On the other hand, the procedure in 2° can be repeated in conjunction with 
partially averaging of the fast variables (w,W ).  We show th a t this can done with­
out addressing resonances since near the bifurcation the time-scales associated with 
(w,W)  are well-separated from the time-scales associated with (v,V)  and {u,U). 
First, we note tha t if we expand the frozen system ((7.22) with u and U fixed and 
e =  0) about M\ and Mg we obtain the quadratic parts:
respectively
In we have introduced û =  u +  V l — and V =  V  and for convenience again 
dropped the tildes. The quadratic parts show that the linear frequency associated 
with {w, W)  only vanishes at u  =  0 near Afy. If F ^  0, however, then from (7.22) it 
follows tha t |u| >  6 for some <5 > 0 depending upon the angular momentum F and 
the energy H  =  c. The bifurcation a t |u| =  1 is therefore only associated with the 
(u, P)-variables. Furthermore, if we extend the blow-up transformation from 2° near 
the bifurcation value u =  1 in the following way:
u =  1 — p i^i, U =  U,
V =  pv, V =  p^V, 
w =  p^v, W  — p^W,
and t pH, with p small but e <K p (p =  C?(c^/^) for example will do cf. (7.23)), 
then we transform (7.22) into:
H  =  p -“H = +  I w ^  +  ttl?  +  +  I  f -û v ^  + +  0 + ) ,
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now equipped with the symplectic form w =  e~^p~^duAdU +  p~^dv AdV +  dw Ad\V. 
Finally, û — s/ëpü and JJ =  transform the system into a singular perturbed
(now through p) Hamiltonian system with one fast degree of freedom w:
Ü =  pdfjH =  p (^p~^U^ , (7.23)
Û =  —pdùH,
V  =  pdyH,
V  =  —pdyH, 
w — d\vH,
W  =  —dujH.
We can then for p sufficiently small with exponential good agreement: 
restrict to the level set of an action I  =  \  (w ^  +  kvP^ +  0{p)  obtained through the 
averaging iteration [52]. On these level sets we can then repeat the arguments from 
2° to conclude tha t every trajectoiy, except for an exponentially small measure set, 
crosses the unperturbed séparatrices with a small change in the continuous action. 
The only obstacle to a generalisation of the result in Theorem 4 to the full two- 
element Galerkin approximation is therefore the averaging procedure in 1° and 3°. 
Perhaps a combination of the method of MacKay [97] with the energy method could 
be of use here. We shall not pursue this further within this research, but will discuss 
this possible extension and the energy method further in the concluding chapter when 
addressing the open problems for future work.
7.5 Conclusion
In this chapter a Galerkin approximation of the full massive tether model was anal­
ysed in the singular limit of vanishing thickness for a stiff tether. The singular 
perturbed, truncated system was shown to possess a slow manifold with bifurcation. 
This problem is not well-studied within the Hamiltonian setting where the interesting 
lower dimensional slow manifolds often are normally elliptic. It was shown that the 
slow dynamics on the normally elliptic branches of the slow manifold coincided with 
the slack-spring approximation and a theorem on the adiabatic invariance of these 
branches of the slow manifold was proven. This analysis provides further insight into 
the slack-spring approximation.
We believe th a t extending and generalising this result to more degrees of freedoms 
would attract considerable interest from mathematicians, physicists, astronomers and 
chemists. Indeed, it is very common for mathematical models from the various fields
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to have a separation of time-scales giving rise to  slow and fast variables. The slow 
manifold bifurcations are traditionally thought of as limitations of the slow-fast the­
ory. In this research, however, we have both obtained further analytical and nu­
merical results, supporting previous results for slowly varying one degree of freedom 
systems, th a t a reduction principle may still be valid near these points. We shall in 
the concluding chapter. Chap. 10, suggest a detailed direction for future work on this 
topic.
In the following chapter we consider geometric attitude control and provide ana­
lytical expressions for L^-optimal control. The optimal control is shown to be possibly 
quite powerful in applications to formation flying.
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C h a p t e r 8
Optimal Relative Attitude 
Control
8.1 Introduction
The control of the attitude of a satellite is crucial in meeting any mission requirements. 
In this chapter we develop an appropriate geometrical setting for optimal attitude 
control based on a linearisation about a reference attitude solution. W ithin this 
setting we obtain explicit expressions for the constrained L^-optimal torque. The 
method is at the end of the chapter applied to two different realistic formation flying 
mission scenarios. For simplicity we shall neglect any external torques such as gravity 
gradient. First, however, we will revisit the attitude dynamics of a rigid body.
8.2 A ttitude Dynam ics
The attitude of a rigid body B is described through a rotation m atrix R (i) € S0{^)  so 
tha t every point of the rigid body X  is mapped to a new point in space x(i) =  R (()X . 
In the absence of external forces the energy of the system coincides with the kinetic
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energy which is given by:
i f ( R ,R )  =  i  /  p(X )lx(i)pdX
=  1  /  p(X)|R(t)Xp<iX  
=  (R (i) is an isometry)
=  1  /  p (X ) |R - 'R ( t)X p d X
=  1  f  p (X )|0 X p d X
= ((n,nj )^>,
where ((A, B)) =  itr (A B ^ )  and ft  =  R "  R  G so(3) is a skew-symmetric matrix. 
Physically, f2 is the angular velocity of the rigid body in body coordinates. We have 
here also defined the coefficient of inertia matrix [64]
J =  /  p(X )X X ^dX . 
Jb
We have in fact through the hat-map isomorphism (7.10) reduced the kinetic energy 
to a function on M®:
i ( n ) s x ( i , 0 )  =  i{ n ,in > ,
where I  is the moment of inertia satisfying:
I =  tr  J I  — J.
There is no loss in generality in assuming th a t I  is diagonal. The angular momentum 
of the system in body coordinates is G  =  If2 and by Lie-Poisson reduction theory 
[64] it follows th a t G  satisfies the reduced equation:
G =  G a I -^G.  (8.1)
The Euler equation is Hamiltonian with the reduced Hamiltonian {H =  k expressed 
in terms of angular momentum):
77(G) = i ( G ,r iG ) ,
and the Poisson brackets:
{ f , g }  =  {dG f,G  Adag)-
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This equation is known as the Euler equation for a rigid body. The angular mo­
mentum G  conserves the Hamiltonian and the magnitude of the angular momentum 
vector (see also (7.12)) so tha t
C(G)  =  i |G p ,  (8.2)
is also conserved. In G-space the dynamics is therefore restricted to the intersections 
of the level sets: C (G ) =  ■|c^  (note: |G | =  c), c > 0 (sphere) and H{G)  =  h 
(ellipsoid). The attitude dynamics is therefore integrable and can be solved using 
elliptic functions. The attitude of the system is finally recovered by the definition of
n .
R, =  RH.
Since the Euler equations have been reduced by the S0(3)-sym m etry of the system, 
the relative equilibria coincide with equihbria of the reduced system given by the 
Euler equations (8.1). If the rigid body does not possess any symmetry axis, then 
the rigid body has only three types of relative equilibria. The three types of relative 
equilibria correspond to the rigid body spinning around each of its three principle 
axes, i.e. only one component of G  is non-zero. The equilibria in which the body is 
spinning around its largest and smallest principle axes are both stable, whereas the 
third type of equilibrium is unstable [64].
If the spacecraft is equipped with a reaction wheel then the angular momentum 
of the wheel h  enters Euler’s equation in the following way:
G +  h  =  (G +  h ) A r ^ G ,  (8.3)
see e.g. [152, 135]. Here G  +  h  is now the total angular momentum of the system, 
whose magnitude is still conserved, and in equilibrium the total angular momentum 
is now parallel to the angular velocity of the spacecraft: G  +  h  || I~^G. In the 
following section we shall consider the variational attitude problem.
8.3 Variational attitude dynamics
According to Chap. 3 section 3.3 the variations 6G  conserve:
ÔH{ÔG, G) =  (<5G, r ^ G ) ,  (8.4)
and
6C (6G ,G ) =  (6G ,G ), (8.5)
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and satisfy:
<5G =  G A Ôg S H  +  S G A  d ÿ ^ S H
=  G A r ^ < 5 G  +  ( 5 G A r ^ G .  (8.6)
The Euler equation (8.1) and its variational equation (8.6) can also be recovered by 
the variational Hamiltonian ÔH  and the Poisson bracket:
{ f , g } 6  =  { d G f ,  G  A d ÿ ç . g )  +  ( % g / ,  G A +  <5G A dg^.g) .
Both (8.2) and (8.5) are Casimir functions of this bracket.
W ith an internal angular momentum (8.3) the variations take the following form:
<5G +  S h  =  (G +  h) A r ^ 6 G  +  (6G +  <5h) A 1“ ^G, (8.7)
and conserve (6G +  <5h, G  +  h). To obtain the attitude we solve for the rotation 
matrix R  =  R (i) G 50(3):
R  =  Rf2, Cl =  I~ ^G  G so(3).
By variations we obtain:
^  =  R m  +  <5Rn. (8.8)
but how do we interpret 6R  G T r5 0 (3 ) , let alone solve it using coordinates? We 
shall in the following make use of the group structure of 50 (3 ) and the fact tha t 
7 /5 0 (3 )  =  5 o ( 3 ) .  See also Fig. 8.1 and [64]. First we rewrite (8.8) as:
m  =  - ( R - ^ 6 R ) n  +  R -^ 6 R , (8.9)
and set S  =  R “ ^5R G so(3). Here S  is easily interpreted, we can particularly 
identify it with an element S  in using the hat-map. We therefore aim to obtain 
an equation for S , in tu rn  S , and then recover 6 R  by the definition. From R "  R  =  I 
follows that
^ R - ^  =  - R - i R R - \  (8.10)
Therefore, differentiating S  gives
d è
=  _ r - i r r - i <5R +  R-^(5R.
dt
Inserting this into (8.9) gives:
5ct = -s n  + + us
at
=  f +  [ « ,2),
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5 0 ( ^ a s  Z D  subm anifold
Figure 8.1: The variation <5R lies in the tangent space of 5 0 (3 ) with base point R . 
By the group structure and the fact th a t T /5 0 (3 ) =  so(3) it follows th a t 6 R  =  R S  
with S  e  so(3).
or undoing the hat-map:
S  =  6 0  -t" S  A O
=  ï ï - ^ 6 G - t - S A r ^ G .
We recover 6R  through the definition of S :
6R  =  R S .
The linear approximation of the attitude is therefore given by:
R  +  6R  =  r ( i  +  s ) .
This approximation is almost orthogonal in the following sense: 
(R  +  m ) - '  -  (R  +  (5R)’’ =  O (iS p ) .
(8 .11)
(8 .12)
(8.13)
(8.14)
A skew-symmetric matrix also appears implicitly in a linearisation of an attitude 
matrix in Euler angle coordinates. Consider for example the rotation matrix:
/  1 0 0
R - û , / î,7 =  j  0 c 7 - s 7
\  0 «7 C7
c a  —s a  0 
s a  c a  0 
0 0 1
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where q,/3 and 7  are roll, pitch and yaw, respectively, =  sinu, =  cosn, Vu G 5^
and expand about a  =  0 , /? =  0 and 7  =  0:
/ I  - a  ~ ( 3 \
Ra,j3,7= Û 1 - 7  + 0 ( a ^ , / 3 ^ 7 ^ )
\ / 3  7 1 /
= 1+ f ia j  +o(a^f}\Ÿ)-
The calculation also highlights th a t we may think of the components of S  as small 
angles. This view-point shall be useful later on when we shall apply the theory to 
examples and quantify the error introduced by replacing the nonlinear system with 
a linear approximation.
As an introduction to the method we later apply to attitude control, we will in 
the following section compute an explicit expression for the T^-optimal control with 
boundary constraints for any general non-autonomous mechanical linear system.
8.4 Linear quadratic optim al control problem
We shall as in [115, 22, 21, 114] consider a linear quadratic optimal control problem 
with finite horizon. Let T  be the period of time considered. We shall throughout 
abbreviate by L f , but let L \ =  and use the following notation:
( ( f , g ) ) z = /  {f{t),s{t))Ridt, 
Jo
for the inner product.
We consider a linear mechanical system x  6  with m  degrees of freedom:
X =  A (f)x +  Tu, (8.15)
with boundary conditions x(0) =  xq and x(T) =  xy  where =  (Omxmlmxm)- 
We assume th a t a fundamental m atrix $ (f)  is known. We also define # ( t)  =  
^ijr(i)(i)$(2)(^)^ =  $ ( T ) $ ( ( ) - \  ^(')(<) 6 Z =  1,2, which by repeating
the argument tha t lead to  (8 .10) can be shown to satisfy:
^  =  - ^ A .
We then show the following theorem using standard variational calculus:
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P ro p o s itio n  1 Assume that the “controllability Gramian”:
is invertible. Then the control u that minimises the L'^-norm subject to (8.15) and 
boundary conditions a;(0) =  xq and x[T) =  x r  is given by:
u { t f  =  (8.16)
where the Lagrange multiplier A satisfy
A = ^ j T $(2)(g)^(2)(g)Tjg'j ( z ^ - ^ ( 0 ) % ) .  (8.17)
P r o o f  We consider the linear quadratic optimal control problem through the La- 
grangian [159]:
^ (u ) =  -  <^,x(T) -  xr)R2m, (8.18)
with A 6 and variations of constants:
x(t) =  $ ( t)$ (0 )-^ x o  +  f  $ ( t)$ (a ) -^ ru (a )d a . (8.19)
Jo
The control u  is optimal if the variation of (8.18) vanishes at u. Through (8.19) (with 
t = T )  the variation of L  becomes
F
SL{u){(l>{s)) =  {X, ^ {s )T 4 ){s)ds)pj2m, (8.20)
Jo
for G We re-write (8.20) as
6L =  {(u, (h))m -  {(A, '^V(j)))2m 
=  ((u ,^ ))„ -{ ((® < ^ > ) '"  A ,,;.))„
=  ( ( u - ( * < ^ > )
It now follows tha t for the variation to vanish for every (f> G the control u  must 
satisfy
u  =  A.
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Inserting this into (8.19) then gives:
rT
xt =  '®'(0)xo+  /  '$'^^^(s)’$^^^^(s)^dsA,
Jo
or by assumption:
A = ^ ^  ^ r ( 2 ) ( 5 ) ^ ( 2 ) ( x t  - ’^ ( O ) x o )  .
This completes the proof. ■
Wlien A  is independent of time then we may set $  =  exp(At) so tha t ^ ( s )  =  
^ {T  — s). Therefore as a corollary:
C o ro lla ry  3 Assume that the “controllability Gramian”:
is invertible. Then the control u  that minimises the L'^-norm subject to (8.15) and 
boundary conditions æ(0) =  xq and x{T) =  xr  is given by:
u { t f  =  \ ^ ^ ^ ^ \ T - t ) ,
where the Lagrange multiplier A satisfy
X = (  r  $(^)(T -  a)$(^)(T -  s f d ^  {xr -  $(T)%) •
This result is known, see e.g. [114]. The m atrix inverse appearing in (8.17) only 
needs to be computed once as it is independent of the boundary conditions. For the 
satellite applications considered in [115, 22], for example, it could easily be computed 
off-line and stored on-board within the satellite software.
In the following section we will apply these ideas to the computation of the optimal 
control of the attitude dynamics with reaction wheels. Here, however, as opposed 
to  the “classical” form considered in Proposition 1, the torque 6h, th a t is sought 
minimised, enters along with 6h  (cf. (8.3)).
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8.5 Optimal control o f variational attitude dynam ­
ics
Consider any reference solution of Euler’s equations and set I  ^G(Z) =  c{t) and 
C{t) =  c{t) -  (G{t)  +  h{t)j  I - i .  Then:
and
6G  =  - C 6 G - c 6 h - 6 h ,
s  =  - c s  +  r ^ S G .
(8 .21)
(8 .22)
Let $(Z) be the fundamental m atrix associated with (8.21) and (8.22) with 6h =  0 
and 6G =  0, respectively. Notice th a t $  has the following form:
where
with inverse:
(8.23)
The function
- 1
(8.24)
^ {t)  z= (^ (D (t)  ^(^)(Z)) =  $ ( T ) $ ( ( ) - \  (8.25)
is also defined. From (8.23) and (8.24) it follows th a t the upper right block of ^  also 
vanishes so tha t
and
/  - C  0 \
V i - i  - c  ;  •
(8.26)
(8.27)
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Furthermore, let
X =  r  \  (8.28)
SO that by variations of constants (8.21) and (8.22) read:
x(f) =  $ (t)$ (0 )-^ x o  -  $ (()  $ (a )-^  ^ c<5h(s) +  (5h(s) \  (g.29)
The following L^-norm of the torque :
1 f'^
J  =  -  |h  +  <5hpds, (8.30)
^ Jo
is now sought minimised subject to (8 .21) and (8 .22) and boundary conditions x (0) =  
xq and x(T) =  xy. Initially, both 6h(0) =  5ho and 6h{T) =  are assumed 
fixed. Saturation levels are neglected. This constrained minimisation is again studied 
through variations of constants and by considering the Lagrangian:
L =  J  — (A,x(T) — x t ),
with A 6  R®. Through the variations of constants ((8.29) with t  =  T) the variation 
of the Lagrangian gives:
5L{Sh, S h M ,  =  ({Sh + h, +  <(A,
for every (f> Ç.W =  { f  €. C°°([0,T];R^)|f(0) =  0}. By integration by parts and using 
th a t (j) vanishes at t  =  0 it follows tha t
SL = - ( (6 h  +  h ,4>)h +  ,l>)h -  ( ( ( t ' ^ y A , ,j,)U
+ {Sh{T), ^ {T))3 + ÿ(T))3
=  ( ( - â - h +  -  ( # ' ) ^ A , <t>))3 +  {Sh(T) + h (r) +  As,<t>{T)U,
(8.31)
where Ai =  (Ai, A2, A3) denotes the first three components of A. Therefore SL =  0, 
for every </> G W , implies the natural boundary conditions:
<5h(T) +  h(T) +  Ai =  0 (8.32)
and —6h  — i i  +  A — A G W-^ — {0}. The last equality follows
from the denseness of W  in !/§. The optimal torque therefore satisfy the differential 
equation:
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But by (8.27) this may be re-written as
6 h -k h  =  r ^  ( c T h )  -  ^  A. (8.33)
Integrating this equation once from T  to t < T  and using (8.32) give:
<5h h  =  -A i  -  ( c T h )  -  ^(2) j  ^  dsA.
From (8.23) and (8.24) it follows tha t
J o  Jo
=  (using th a t =  $ (^ '^)(r)$(^ '^)(t)-^)
=  /  $(^'^)(a)E-:^d3 -  [  ^(^'^)(3)E-^da
Jo  Jo
=  j f  '®r(2’2)(s)I-lds.
rT
This could also be obtained through (8.27). Therefore:
i'h + h =  (G + h) +(^ g' ^(2,1) ) )  A. (8.34)
We collect the conclusions in the following general result:
P ro p o s itio n  2 i4ssume that the controllability Gramian, which is defined below, is 
invertible. Then the contrained torque minimising (8.42) is given by (8.34) where the 
Lagrange multiplier satisfy (8.29) with t =  T . This linear equation in A defines the 
controllability Gramian. □
Z ero  a n g u la r  m o m en tu m  case
If |G  -h h | =  0 then (8.33) does not depend upon the first three components of A. It 
follows from (8.21) th a t in this case |6 G + 6 h | is conserved. Therefore when restricting 
attention to variations compatible with the zero angular momentum condition: 6G  +  
6h =  0, (8.21) becomes:
S'G =  -S h . (8.35)
This reduced equation can also be obtained directly from taking the variations of
(8.3) with G 4- h  =  0. In particular, (8.3) is linear when restricting to G  -f h  =  0.
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Prom Proposition 1 with u =  —6h it then follows tha t the optimal torque is given by
Sh +  h =  (8.36)
with /J, as Lagrange multipliers. This is also consistent with (8.34):
6'h +  h  =  - A i +
Here A2 =  (A4, A5, Ag) denotes the last three components of A. Finally, (8.36) is 
recovered by identifying (—Ai, A2) with fi as Lagrange multipliers.
These calculations are in the following made a bit more explicit by considering 
the particular class of zero-angular momentum reference solutions where I“ ^G =  
(0,0, ta^), with to >  0 and h  =  —G. These reference solutions are particularly 
relevant as three-axis stabilised satellites operate in such configurations. Then it 
follows from (8.11) that
(cosw t sin w t  0 \— sinw t cosw t 0 I ,0 0 1 y
so th a t by (8.23):
/  I 0 \
. . _  c o s t v t  s i n z j t  0
 ^ J q  — s ) I “ ^ d s  — s in z z 7< c o s w t  0 ’
V 0 0 1 y
where for tu ^  0:
I.t /  El  ^sin (-07*) Eg  ^ (1 -  cos (zu*)) 0^(2,2)(^  — s)l~^ds =  tcr~  ^ I —E]"^  (1 — COS {zot)) Eg  ^sin {zat) 00 \  0 O f
Otherwise if ct =  0 then
" ^ ^ ^ '^ \t-s )r ^ d s  =  t r \
I<0
For ZÜ =  Q one therefore obtains:
/  -A i \  /  A4E[^ sin (o7(T -  *)) 4- AsEg  ^ (1 -  cos (w(T -  *)))
6h  =  I —A2 I 4- 37"^ I —A4Ej^   ^ (1 — cos (-o7(T — *)))-|-AsEg  ^sin (-:z7(T — *))
V - A s  y  V
/  -A i 4- tu-^AsEg  ^\  /  r  sin (îu (T -  *) 4 -<f!)io) \
=  I -A 2 -  -07“ ^ 4!]"^ I +  I r  sin {w { T - t )  +  (620) I .V - A s  \ A e2^  /
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Here the last equality has introduced r, <j>\o and ^20 given by the equations:
sin ^ 10 =  —r~^t37~^A5l2 
sin ^ 20 =  r~^za~^X4lï^.
Therefore:
I^Ai I <  I — Ai +  07A5I2  ^I +  rmaXfg[o,T] sin {w  (T — *) -(- ^ 10) <  | — Ai +  cjA^Eg  ^I +
\Sh2 \ <  I -  A2 -  i37A4l]"^| +  rmaXfç[o,T] sin (07 (T -  *) +  ^ 20) <  | -  A2 -  o7A4lj"^| +  r,
max l^hsl =  max (jAsI, | -  A3 +  AsIJ^Tj).
(8.37)
As the instantaneous torque is bounded in practice, these inequalities are very useful 
as they provide sufficient conditions for whether the given manoeuvre is feasible
within the given limitations. For 07 =  0 it follows tha t
This is in agreement with known results for the double integrator see e.g [114] p. 232.
In a formation flying mission the satellites are to  be synchronised in order to 
perform a unified mission objective. For example for an inspection mission or building 
a telescope in space, the attitude of one satellite is often only a small variation with 
respect to  the attitude of the neighbouring satellites. This is why it is believed tha t 
the derived solutions could be very useful in formation flying missions. Indeed, given 
one reference manoeuvre of, say, a leading satellite, then the solutions derived in this 
section provide the L^-optimal relative manoeuvre. For clarity the simple algorithm 
is described in the following list:
1. Identify a reference solution (Gref(*), R-ref(*));
2 . From the prescribed initial conditions: (Go, Rq), manoeuvre time T  and desired 
final solution at * =  T: ( G t ,R t )  compute the relative quantities 6 G 0, SG t 
and So, S y  through the equations:
Go =  Gref(O) +  ÔG0 ,
G t  =  Gref(T) +  SGt ,
S o = ( R r e f ( O f R o - l ) '^ ,
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Here (8.13) has been used for the last two equalities and (A)"^ =  ^ — A ^^
denotes the skew-symmetric part of the m atrix A;
3. From ^Go, ^ G y a n d S o , S y  compute the L^-optimal relative torque through
Proposition 2.
In the following two sections the possible potential of these results is demonstrated 
through two realistic mission scenarios.
8.6 A pplication to an inspection mission
In this section we apply the L^-optimal torque to a mission scenario where a chaser 
satellite is inspecting a target satelUte. We will assume that the target satellite is on 
a slightly eccentric orbit and tha t the chaser is controlled on a circular orbit with the 
same semi-major axis so th a t the relative dynamics is approximated by (Theorem 1 
(3.45) with Sp =  0,Sh =  0,&2 =  0):
<5q =  - p  Sto +
— (l +  sin^i^) & il +  f  fucospsinuSeij. (8.38)
For simplicity we shall also set SI2 =  0. The rotating Hill frame is described by the
orthogonal basis { i ', j ',k }  which is related to  the inertial frame {i, j,k } , i =  (0,0,1), 
j  =  (0,1,0), k  =  (0,0,1), through the rotation m atrix Rref(i^):
i' =  Rref(z/)^h j '  =  Rref(l^)^j,
(cosu — sini/ 0 \sinu co sr 0 I . (8.39)0 0 1 ;
The satellite is assumed to be spinning around its third principal axis with a reference 
angular momentum vector Gref =  (0,0, Igc;), where za =  ^  is the orbital frequency, 
so th a t the body principal axis coincide with the Hill frame { i ',j ',k } . It is also 
assumed th a t the satellite is three-axis stabilised with zero total angular momentum 
so th a t G  -f h =  0. Half of the angle of the sector in the {i', j'}-plane indicated by the 
dotted lines in Fig. 8.2 (a) is given by arctan The corresponding angle
in the {j% k}-plane in Fig. 8.2 (b) is given by arctan Therefore let us
imagine th a t the chaser’s camera is mounted along the second principal axis, which 
by assumption corresponds to Then the target satellite will be within the chaser’s 
camera’s field of view provided arctan —11 jg gmall enough. To obtain
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higher precision pointing the analytic solutions for the control developed above is 
applied to the full non-linear system. In particular, the aim is to apply the control 
so that the second principal axis of the chaser satellite coincides with the relative 
position vector at perigee f/ =  0. apogee v =  tt and semilatus rectum i/ =  7t/2, 37t/2 
as indicated in Fig. 8 .2. The range of validity of the linear approximation can be 
quantified by varying the ratio Sei/wSto assuming for simplicity that Slil~^ =  Sei. 
Let ^ denote the corresponding required net rotation.
=  nJ2-
-0.5 0.5
0"
-0.5
(a) Relative orbit of target satellite projected (b) Relative orbit of target satellite projected 
onto the {!', j'}-plaue onto the {j',k }-p lane
Figure 8.2: An example of the orbit of the target relative to the chaser in a rotating 
Hill’s frame. The target is contained within a sector emanating from the chaser. Half 
of the angle of the sector indicated by the dotted lines in (a) and (b) is given by
arctan and arctan j  respectively. The perigee =  0, apogee
V =  -K and semilatus rectum z/ =  7r / 2, 37t/2  are indicated on the relative orbit.
The relative position (8.38) is in Hill’s frame given by <Sq' =  Rref(i^)^<5q. Similarly, 
in the body frame of the chaser, described by the perturbed rotation matrix R  =  
Rref +  6R  + C l(|Sp) =  Rref(I +  D +  0 (|ZI|^), the relative position is given by
Therefore
<Sq" =  ( l  -  Ê  +  0 (|S |^ ))  
6q" =  ( l  -  S  + 0 ( |S p ) )  «q',
everything evaluated at i =  T, and to obtain the desired pointing it is the aim to 
bring both 6q"(^T) and 6q'^{T) to zero. From this it is obtained that:
= - i ’
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and for simplicity Zg (T) =  0 so th a t the satellite has no net rotation about the second 
principal axis.
To quantify the difference between the full nonlinear solution and the linear ap­
proximation the following skew-symmetric matrix is defined:
Here Rexact is the attitude matrix from the full nonlinear system. If Rexact is replaced 
with the linear approximation Rref +  ^ R  (8.13) then Sexact =  53. Therefore if Zexact 
is close to S  then the nonlinear system is said to be close to the linear system. Recall 
tha t the Euler equation is linear for zero angular momentum reference solution, see
(8.3), so the linear approximation only introduces errors in R .
The satellite is initially assumed to be in its reference configuration: So =  0, 
ôG q =  0 and v  =  tt/2 . The target satellite is then regardless of Sei and 5li aligned 
along the j'-axis. It is also assumed th a t the chaser satellite has the following moment 
area of inertia values:
11 =  lOkgm^,
12 =  12kgm^,
13 =  14kgm^.
This corresponds to realistic values of a micro-satellite (10 — 100 kg). Then the 
necessary torque for changing the attitude of the satellite is computed analytically 
so th a t the target at apogee =  tt, within the linear approximation, is aligned -with 
the second principal axis and 6G {T) =  0. The computation is continued in the same 
manner to manoeuvre the satellite at increments of Au  =  tt/ 2  until u again equals 
7t / 2 ,  but at each step Sexact is used as new initial conditions for S . In Fig. 8.3 the 
orbit of the target relative to the chaser’s circular orbit is shown in three different 
frames and for two different values of ^ =  7° and 14° with Sci =  The blue
curve shows the orbit in the Hill frame described through Rref, the black dotted line 
shows the orbit in the frame described by the linear approximation Rref (I +  S ) and 
finally the red line shows the orbit in the frame described by Rexact- Recall tha t 
the frame described by the linear approximation Rref (I +  S ) is only orthonormal 
to order 0 ( |S |^ )  (8.14). It is seen th a t the full nonlinear system tracks the linear 
approximation. In Fig. 8.4 the corresponding values of Sexact and S  are shown for 
Ç =  14° and The time evolution shows good agreement between the
linear approximation and the nonlinear system. In Fig. 8.5 the time evolutions of 
the optimal angular momentum 6h  and torque 6h  are shown. Since it is preferred 
to leave the orbital period unspecified the units of the components of the angular 
momentum are kgm ^rad” .^ Moreover, the rotation about the third axis effectively 
decouples into a double integrator and the torque Sh  ^ is therefore a straight line in
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time. The two remaining components are coupled and the torque profile curves in 
time.
In Fig. 8.6 (a) the relative difference:
A S ' =  =  1 5 ^ ,  (8.40)
at the end of the manoeuvre when u again equals tt/ 2 ,  is plotted for different values 
of The last equality follows from the fact tha t the control is chosen precisely so 
tha t S  vanishes at the end of the manoeuvre. Another way of quantifying the error 
is via the angle:
i f
A4> =  a rc ta n -  , (8.41)
1^ 92 I
where {Sg"', Sq'2 , Sg'^ ') are the coordinates of the target in the body coordinates de­
scribed through Rexact* The angle A(j) would vanish if the target satellite was aligned 
with the second principal axis of the satellite. The angle is shown in Fig. 8.6 (b) for 
different values of Again there is a good agreement with the full nonlinear system 
and the linear system. For ^ =  20°, for example, there is a relative error of 2.85% 
in S . This relative error corresponds to an absolute error of approximately 0.57° 
cf. (8.40). This is also in good agreement with the value 0.56° of the angle A<j) for 
^ =  20° (see Fig. 8.6 (b)). Fig. 8.6 (c) finally shows the cost
rT
|2 ./  \0h{^ds (8.42)
Jo
of the complete manoeuvre composed of the four increments.
8.6.1 Comparison w ith a PD-controller
The satellite manoeuvre considered can also be performed using a standard PD 
quaternion feedback controller [152]:
<5h =  K p q ,-f-K d I-iG ,
where Kp and are positive definite gain matrices and is the vector part of the 
error quaternion [135]. However, as this type of controller only addresses asymptot­
ically convergence it is not possible to complete each increment of Au =  t t / 2  of the 
manoeuvre while satisfying both the specified final attitude requirement and non-zero 
angular velocity. Instead one can use this type of controller to stabilise (ÎÎ =  0) the 
system about the desired direction and “hope to choose” the appropriate gains so
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Figure 8.3: The orbit of the target relative to the chaser m three different frames and 
two different values of ^ =  5° and 10°. The blue curve shows the orbit in the Hill 
frame described through Rref? the black dottec^curve shows the orbit in the frame 
described by the linear approximation Rref (I +  S) and the red curve shows the orbit 
in the frame described by Rexact- There is a good agreement between the nonlinear 
solution and the linear approximation.
that the target satellite appears in the desired direction at the right time. This is 
not expected to be very torque efficient. In particular, torque is used to slow down 
the satellite at the completion of each increment of the manoeuvre. However, to 
match the following desired attitude, the satellite angular velocity will have to in­
crease again. In Fig. 8.7 the target’s relative orbit for ^ =  14° and 6ci =  is
visualised in the Hill frame, the frame obtained by solving the full nonlinear system 
with the optimal control and finally the frame obtained by using the PD-controller. 
For a fair comparison the gains for the PD controller have been chosen to
Kp =  1.0 rad ' Kd  =  0.87 rad-^I,
by trial and error, so that the used If^-cost (8.42) equals the optimal cost: 31.5 
kg^ m^ rad“  ^ used for the optimal controller. The trajectory has been projected onto 
the two different planes in (a) and (b). The objective was, as before, to control the 
attitude so tha t the relative position vector at the end of the manoeuvre was along the 
second principal axis (the f  axis in the figure). It is made obvious that the optimal 
controller performs better for the given cost. In fact the error in terms of A(f> (8.41) is
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Figure 8.4; The development of Sexact =  (E i, S 2, S 3) and its linear approximations 
(dotted) for the manoeuvre seen in Fig. 8.3 with ^ =  10°. There is a good agreement 
between the nonlinear solution and the linear approximation.
0.33° for the optimal controller and 12° for the PD controller. For the PD-controller 
with the given gains to achieve a similar accuracy takes almost two orbital periods 
(% 12 rad) using a cost of 59 kg^m'*rad“ .^ In Fig. 8.8 the angular momenta in the 
corresponding body frames are seen along with the torques h. The two controllers 
have very distinct torque profiles. It is also seen that the angular momentum for the 
PD controller decreases. In fact the angular momentum eventually converge to zero 
if the integration with the PD-controller is continued.
Another way of using a PD controller to match the final boundary conditions 
would be to track the desired direction reference frame, which is described by the 
relative orbit of the target satellite, throughout. This is done in [65]. This shall not 
be pursued within this research.
8.7 Application to a tetrahedral formation
In Chap. 3 section 3.6 it was shown how one could construct a tetrahedral forma­
tion at aphelion by choosing appropriate initial conditions at perihelion. To further
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(a) The time evolution of 5h (b) The time evolution of 6h
Figure 8.5: The time evolutions of 6h and 6h for the manoeuvre seen in Fig. 8.3 
with (  =  10°. Since the rotation about the third axis effectively decouples into a 
doul)lc integrator the torque <5^ 3 is a straight line. The two remaining components 
are coupled and the torque profile curves in time.
demonstrate the usefulness of having analytical solutions of the optimal control, we 
show how to change the attitude of the four satellites from given initial conditions at 
perihelion so that each satellite has a principal axis coinciding with the corresponding 
relative position to the centre point of the tetrahedron. We will again assume that 
the satellites are three-axis stabilised so that G +  h  =  0.
In Fig. 8.9 (Fig. 3.7 (a) and (c) repeated) the four satellites 1, 2, 3 and 4 are shown 
at aphelion and perihelion. For simplicity it is assumed that satellite I ’s attitude is 
at rest with a principal axis perpendicular to the reference orbital plane. Within the 
approximation of neglecting disturbances it will therefore also be at rest at perihelion 
and in particular the relative position from 1 to the centre of the tetrahedron will co­
incide with a principal axis. For the remaining three satellites: 2, 3 and 4 a reference 
solution is assumed with G  ref =  (0,0, Istu) and that the body frame, described by the 
reference attitude matrix Rref, initially coincide with the frame given by { i % k } .  
Here i' and j '  describe the local vertical and local horizontal and where w  =  ^  is the 
mean orbital frequency. In the absence of any control the satellites will at aphelion 
just have rotated 180° about the inertial k-axis relative to their initial configuration
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(a) The relative difference A S ' (8.40)
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(b) The error angle A ÿ  (8.41)
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Figure 8 .6: Figure (a) and (b) show the relative error A E ' (8.40) and the angle 
(8.41). There is a good agreement between the full nonlinear solution and the linear 
approximation: for ^ =  20°, for example, there is relative error of 2.85% in S . Figure 
(c) shows ||6h ||^2 in units of kg^ m"* rad~^.
at perihelion. The satellites 2, 3 and 4 are at aphelion positioned at (sec also [77]) 
=  R { — sin 6^ *1 +  cos6^ *k),
~  sin 6*i — sin 0*j +  cos ,
6q(^^ = R ^ s i n 6 * i +  ^ s i n +  cos6*k^ ,
(8.43)
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(a) Projection onto the first two axes (b) Projection onto the last two axes
Figure 8.7: The target’s relative orbit for ^ =  10° and in the Hill frame
(blue), the frame obtained through solving the full nonlinear system with the optimal 
control (black dotted) and finally the frame obtained by using the PD-controller (red). 
The optimal controller performs better for the given cost. The errors in terms of A(j) 
(8.41) arc 0.33° and 12°.
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Figure 8.8: In (a) the three components of the angular momenta are shown in the 
body frames given through the optimal controller (dotted curves) and the PD con­
troller. It is seen tha t the angular momentum for the PD controller decreases. In (b) 
the components of the torcjuc arc shown (dotted again corresponds to the optimal 
controller). The two controller have very distinct torque profiles.
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relative to  the tetrahedron’s centre point. Recall th a t R  =  y^3/8£, 6* % 109.3° and 
th a t £ is the side length of the tetrahedron. In this example the optimal control is 
constructed so tha t within the linear theory the following net rotations is obtained 
relative to  the reference rotation Rref:
•  For satellite 2: a rotation of 8* — t:J2 % 19.3° about the j-axis;
•  For satellite 3: a rotation of arctan (  ) — —30° about the k-axis and\  v3/2sm0*y
a rotation oi 8* — tt/ 2  «  19.3° about the j-axis;
•  For satellite 4: a rotation of arctan ~  about the k-axis and
a rotation oî 8* — tt/ 2  «  19.3° about the j-axis.
These rotations will imply th a t the first principal axis of the satellite 2 and the 
second principle axes of the satellites 3 and 4 coincide with the corresponding relative 
position vector to the centre of the tetrahedron.
W ithin the linear approximation the coordinates in the body frame of each satellite 
is given by:
all evaluated at aphelion, for i =  2, 3 and 4. Here =  d iag(—1, —1,1) (cf. (8.39) 
with 1/ =  7T at aphelion). The aim is now to  drive and {Sq^ '^", Sq^^'"),
j  — 3,4  to zero. It follows tha t
E<">(7’) = 0,
5q\
6q\
and
(i)
E«>(T) = 0,
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(a) Satellite formation at aphelion. (b) Satellite formation at perihelion.
Figure 8.9: A visualisation of a tetrahedral formation near an elliptic orbit.
for j  =  '3,4 and where i =  2,3,4, are given by (8.43).
In Fig. 8.10 the results are presented via a projection of the relative position 
between the satellites and the centre point onto each of the planes orthogonal to the 
corresponding camera-axis. The axes have been made non-dimensional with respect 
to C. The o’s are measured in the body frame when 6h =  0 so tha t 6R  =  0, whereas 
the ★’s are measured in the body frame obtained from solving the full nonlinear 
attitude problem with the analytic optimal control 6h. The D ’s are measured in 
the frame described by the linear approximation Ri-ef +  6 R  =  Rref 
construction the D ’s are all positioned at (0,0) (for visualisation purposes they have, 
however, been slightly separated). The net rotation is smallest for satellite 2 and 
the error is therefore also smallest in this case: % 1.1° compared to an error of 
% 5.4° for satellites 3 and 4. The errors can be improved if it is assumed that the 
true attitude is measured during the manoeuvre. Then the analytic optimal torque 
can be re-computed from the measurements. In Fig. 8.10 the o’s arc obtained by 
re-evaluating the optimal control half-way through the manoeuvre. From a single 
re-computation of the analytic torque an improvement of % 55% is observed in the 
attitude of satellites 3 and 4. The improvement is % 20% for satellite 1.
8.8 Discussion on perturbations
In this paper attention is focused upon the variations of Euler equations and the 
attitude dynamics using a geometrical and analytic approach to obtain optimal atti­
tude control. Perturbations such as structural deformations and vibrations, sloshing 
effects and the gravity gradient are neglected. In practice these effects and uncertain-
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Figure 8.10; The figure shows the projections of the relative positions between the 
satellites and the centre point onto each of the planes orthogonal to the corresponding 
camera-axis. The axis have been made non-dimensional with respect to The o’s 
are measured in the body frame when 6R  =  0 whereas the *’s are measured in 
the body frame obtained from solving the full nonlinear attitude problem with the 
optimal control <5h. The O ’s are measured in the frame described by the linear 
approximation Rief +  ^ R  =  Rref By construction the O ’s are all positioned
at (0,0). Finally, the o’s are obtained by re-evaluating the optimal control half-way 
through the manoeuvre.
ties cannot been neglected and will somehow have to be accounted for via feed-back 
laws. A simple feed-back law can be added on top of the open-loop solutions by re­
evaluating the anal}dic optimal control using updated measurements. This was done 
in both examples above. One could also use the open loop solutions in conjunction 
with a PD law to track the linearly optimal trajectories. However, the net effect 
of perturbations depends on the size of the perturbation and also on time scales. 
Therefore, the solutions may in fact be a good approximation to the true attitude 
dynamics near certain reference solutions over a large period of time. For example, it 
is expected that the gravity gradient is only significant in low Earth orbits. Indeed, 
it decreases as l/ |q |^ . Moreover, the effect is also negligible for almost spherical 
satellites. The approach could nevertheless easily be extended to account for gravity 
gradient. In fact the calculations would go through almost unchanged. Then the 
orbit dynamics would effect the attitude dynamics and in particular it would prac­
tically limit the relevant reference solutions to relative equilibria with principle axes
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aligned with local horizontal and local vertical.
8.9 Conclusion
A general geometrical setting to variational attitude dynamics was developed for the 
purpose of obtaining analytic solutions of JC^-optimal control subject to boundary 
constraints. First, through variational calculus we obtained an analytic expression for 
the optimal control for a general linear mechanical non-autonomous system. Next, 
this method was applied to attitude control with reaction wheels. Simple explicit 
expressions was provided and applied to  two formation flying mission scenario. The 
effect of torque saturation levels and reachability can easily be addressed through 
the explicit expressions. See also (8.37). The first application was to an inspection 
mission scenario. Here the range of validity of the linear approximation was also 
quantified. For a net rotation of 25° an error of «  1° was observed. A comparison 
also showed th a t for this example the optimal controller out-performed a standard PD 
controller. The second application built on top of a previous application considered 
in Chap. 3. The attitude of a tetrahedral formation of satellites was controlled so that 
each satellite in the formation had a principal axis aligned with the relative position 
vector to the centre of the tetrahedron. W ith the recent interest in tetrahedral 
formation flying this mission scenario provides a realistic example where the use of 
our solutions has been demonstrated.
C h a p t e r 9
The Two-Body Problem of a 
Pseudo-Rigid Body and a Rigid 
Sphere
9.1 Introduction
In this chapter, which is based on joint work with Mikhail Vereshchagin, the gravita­
tional two-body problem of a pseudo-rigid body and a rigid sphere is considered. In 
the first section this model will be discussed and the unreduced Hamiltonian system 
will be presented. This is followed by a section on the symmetries of the system, the 
related conserved quantities and the appropriate reduction procedure undertaken. In 
the final section the relative equilibria are studied. Here it is first shown th a t the 
notions of locally central equilibria and planar equilibria coincide. The problem of 
a rigid body and a sphere is a natural subsystem of our equations, and this result 
therefore also extends to this case. Another advantage of the approach undertaken 
here compared to [113, 134] is th a t the analysis goes through essentially unchanged 
if the pseudo-rigid body is assumed to be incompressible. Finally, it is proven tha t 
Riemann’s classical theorem for pseudo-rigid bodies has a natural extension to planar 
relative equilibria of the considered two-body problem.
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9.2 The model
We consider a sphere and a deformable body with masses m i and m 2, respectively, 
interacting through Newtonian gravitation. See Fig. 9.1. We assume that the config­
uration space of this system is x x GL'^{3). The former two spaces describes the 
centres of masses of the sphere and the pseudo-rigid body while the latter describes 
the deformation of the pseudo-rigid body B with respect to its centre of mass. Ap­
plying a GL'^{3) matrix to the pseudo-rigid body preserves the centre of mass. The 
self-gravitating potential and potential interaction between the two bodies only de­
pend on the relative position and the configuration of the body described by GL'^{3). 
The system therefore possesses translational symmetry, the centre of mass moves with 
constant velocity, and we can reduce the system by introducing a centre of mass of 
the system and relative coordinates. Let x  be the relative position of the two centres 
of masses and let Q G GL+(3). Then upon proper scaling, see e.g. [96], the kinetic 
energy of the system is:
Ji-(*,Q) = i|xp + ((Q,QJ)).
where we by
« V ,W )) =  |tr (V W ’’) (9.1)
again denote the Riemanian inner product^ on the tangent spaces of GL+(3), and 
Jf e  diag"*"(3) is the moment coefficient of inertia of the reference configuration, see 
e.g. [64]. We assume that the reference configuration Bq is spherical. It is then 
without loss of generality to assume th a t J  =  I. Indeed, we can just replace Q by 
to achieve this. By the singular value decomposition:
Q =  R À S ^ , (9.2)
where R , S € SO{3), and À  G diag"^(3), it therefore follows tha t the configuration of 
the pseudo-rigid body at any time is ellipsoidal with principal axis half-lengths equal 
to the diagonal entries of À.
The potential of the system naturally splits into three parts U =  î/grav +  t4eif +  
Ueias- The first part I/grav is due to the gravitational interaction between the sphere 
and the pseudo-rigid body. This potential is simply the Newtonian inter-particle 
gravitational interaction integrated up over the pseudo-rigid body B:
t/grav
“  L x  +  Zl''^’
^The reason for including the factor of ^ will become apparent later.
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Figure 9.1: The two-body problem of a  sphere and a pseudo-rigid body. Here x  
denotes the relative position. The m atrix Q € GL'^{S) describes the configuration 
of the pseudo-rigid body so tha t any point, say, w  of the pseudo-rigid body in its 
reference coordinate is mapped to a new point Q w  in the deformed pseudo-rigid 
body. We assume that the reference configuration is spherical and it therefore follows 
tha t the configuration of the pseudo-rigid body is ellipsoidal a t all times.
where fi is the universal gravitational constant. There are simplifications available 
for ellipsoids, see [11], but we do not need them. The reason we are concerned with 
such configurations will be explained later.
The second part of the potential Useit is due to  self-gravitating forces on the 
pseudo-rigid body. The expression for th a t for a homogeneous ellipsoid with unit-
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density is given by Dirichlet’s formula:
t^seif ^  ^  ^  z)di?j dz,
 ^  ^ ( 4  +  u) {di -Hu) 4  + «  )  ’
where di are the half-lengths of the principle axis, see [113]. The final term in the 
potential Ueias are due to  possible elastic forces on the body and its surface. Such 
potentials arc considered and described in [91]. Compared to [113] we do not require 
the body to be homogeneous. Instead we restrict attention to the larger class of 
spherically symmetric pseudo-rigid bodies:
D efin itio n  1 We call a pseudo-rigid body spherically symmetric if in its reference 
spherical configuration the potential U is rotational invariant. □
A pseudo-rigid body is only spherically symmetric if material parameters, such as 
density and elasticity, in Us reference spherical configuration only depend upon the 
distance from the centre of body. We collect the hypotheses:
HI The rigid sphere is external to the pseudo-rigid body.
H2 The reference configuration is spherically symmetric.
From the kinetic energy we define the following Legendre transformations : ^
(FZx(x), v) -b ((F fq(Q ), V »  =  dZf (x, Q )(v, V) =  (x, v> -b 2((Q, V )),
for every v  G V  G TqGL~^{S), s o  th a t y  =  x  and P  =  2Q are the momenta 
canonically associated with x  and Q, respectively [100]. The Hamiltonian is the 
function on the phase space V =  T* (R^ x GZ/'^(3)) defined by:
^ ( x ,  y , Q, P) =  (y, x) -b «P, Q)) -  i^(x, Q) -b [^(x, Q)
= 5(x.y) + i((P,P» + î/(x,Q), (9.3)
equipped with canonical symplectic structure associated with the Poisson bracket:
{/,p}(x,y,Q,P) =  ( 9 x /A / )  -  (9xS.9y/> +
^We identify the dual TqGL+(3) with TqGL+(3) via the inner product (9.1).
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for f ,g  E C°°{V). This system is not very convenient to work with. First of all 
Hamilton’s equations will include m atrix equations. Furthermore, it is not straight­
forward to account for incompressibility within these equations. This would have to 
be done through Lagrange multipliers. We can, however, circumvent these issues by 
choosing appropriate coordinates th a t allow for reduction of the system. In these 
coordinates constraints such as incompressibility are also easily accounted for.
9.3 Sym m etry and reduction
In this section we shall make use of symmetries to reduce the system. We shall 
throughout make use of the hat-map (7.10). This map defines an isomorphism 
between the Lie-algebra so(3) and (R^, • A •) but also between (so(3), ({•, •))) and
(R^, (•, •)) as inner-product spaces. The latter property is the reason for the factor
of ^ introduced in the definition of the trace inner product. Finally, it also has the 
following properties [125, 96]:
T  T  -—T—— — ^ —z =  —z , zw =  wz — z w, z A w  =  zw  — wz, 
g(z A w) =  gxw  =  gzgw =  (gz) A (gw),
and
zw =  z A w, (9.4)
gz =  gzg^, (9.5)
for any z € R^, w  G R^ and g G SO(3). We now define two actions of 5 0 (3 ) on V  
by:
l g : V 3  (x, y, Q, P ) (gx, gy, gQ, gP) G P ,
rg : P  9  (x, y, Q, P ) ( x , y, Qg, Pg) G P ,
for g G 50 (3 ). We then have the following consequence of the hypotheses:
P ro p o s itio n  3 The Hamiltonian system (9.3) is subject to the hypotheses is invari­
ant under Ig and rg, i.e. H{vh o /g(z)) =  H {z), Vz G P  and V (g ,h) G 50(3)^ . □
The first part regaiding Ig is precisely what is exploited in the work in the two-body 
problem of a rigid body and a sphere. See for example [150, 96, 132, 11, 149]. By 
Noether’s theorem [64] the symmetries Ig and rg generate conserved quantities J; 
and Jr, respectively. Since the symmetries are due to the left and right actions of 
50 (3 ) the conserved quantities are maps from P  to the dual so(3)* defined by:
((Ji(x, y, Q, P ), S )) =  (y, S  A x) -h {(P, SQ )),
{{J ,(Q ,P ),S )) =  ( (P ,Q S » ,
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for every S  G so(3), see for example [64] Chapter 8. Therefore we have:
(<J,(Q, P), S)) =  (x A y, S> +  ((PQ’’, S)> =  { ( iA y  +  PQ^, S)>, 
{{J,(Q ,P),S)) =  ((Q’"P,S>),
SO tha t upon identifying so(3)* with so(3) through the inner product and taking the 
skew-symmetric part to ensure th a t J^, Jr G so(3):
J , ( x ,y ,q ,P ) = iT Â ÿ + i( p Q ’’ - Q P ’’) ,  (9.6)
Jr(Q,P) =  i ( Q ’’P - P ’’Q ). (9.7)
Here J j and J r  are the total angular momentum and the circulation, respectively. 
See also [125, 64]. The momentum maps are left and right equivariant to the action 
of 50 (3 ) in the following sense:
Jz(gx, gy, gQ, gP) =  gJ((Q, P)g^ =  gJz, (9.8)
J r(Q h , P h ) =  h ^ J r(Q , P )h  =  l ? 7 r ,  (9.9)
for every (g ,h ) G 50(3)^. We have here used (9.5) in the last equality. Furthermore, 
the momentum maps are right and left invariant in the following sense:
J /(x ,y ,Q h ,P h ) =  J z(x ,y ,Q ,P ),
Jr(gQ,gP) =  Jr(Q,P).
We shall make use of these facts in the following lemma which will be useful later on 
when proving the extension of Riemann’s theorem. Here we will also make explicit 
use of the singular value decomposition (9.2) and define the skew-symmetric matrices:
Cl =  R ^ R , A =  S^S G so(3).
At a relative equilibrium the trajectory follows an orbit of a one-parameter subgroup 
of the symmetry group 50(3)^:
x(t) =  exp(Ui)xo, Q(t) =  R(i)ÂoS(t)^,
where A q is a constant diagonal matrix and
R (t) =  exp(fît), S(i) =  exp (At). (9.10)
Here Cl and A are the angular velocities associated with the rigid body and orbital 
rotation and the internal rotation of particles of the body, respectively. We then have 
the following property:
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L em m a 3 At relative equilibria:
Jz A n  =  0, J r  A A =  0. □
P roof The conservation of J / and J r  imply that:
(9.11)
(9.12)
J,(x(«), y(«), Q (i), P (t)) =  J ,  (x(0), y(0), Q(0), P(0)),
J ,(Q (t) ,P (< )) =  J ,(Q (0 ),P (0 )).
By setting g =  exp ((It) and h  =  exp ( —A t) in (9.8) and (9.9) we have:
Jl(x (0 ),y (0 ),Q (0 ),P (0 )) =  exp (Ô t)  J,(x (0 ),y (0 ),Q (0 ),P (0 )), 
J ,(Q (0 ),P (0 )) =  exp(Â t)J.(Q (0),P (0)).
Differentiating with respect to t  a t t  =  0 gives:
ClJi = 0, AJr =  0,
or simply by (9.4):
S7AJ/=0 ,  A A Jr =  0.
An almost identical calculation is made in [125]. ■
9.3.1 Decom position
In our reduction procedure we will make use of the singular value decomposition 
Q =  R À S ^ (9.2). This decomposition is not unique. However if Q (t) is an analytic 
path in GL'^{3) then there exists analytic paths R (t), Â(<) and S(t) such tha t Q (t) =  
R (i)Â (t)S (i)^  [64]. This will, in particular, hold at relative equilibria. For a more 
detailed discussion see [125, 64]. The reference [64] also gives the following easy 
interpretation:
•  rotates the coordinates in the reference frame.
•  A  stretches the body along the instantaneous principle axis of S^(Hq).
•  R  rotates the deformed body.
See also Fig. 9.2. Upon replacing GL+(3) as configuration manifold by the product
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Figure 9.2: The action of Q can through singular value decomposition be decomposed 
into the following steps: 1) a rotation of the reference sphere; 2) a deformation 
A  along the instantaneous principle axis; 3) a rotation R  of the ellipsoid.
5 0 (3 ) X diag'*'(3) x 5 0 (3 ), we obtain a new expression for the kinetic energy:
A(x,(RÀS)-) =  i (x ,x )  +  ((R ,R a 5 )  +  (<À,Â))
+  2{(R Â S ^,B À S ’’»  +  { { S , S k \
and, through straightforward calculations, momenta:
R M  =  R A  - R A  -b2R A S SA,
B =  Â,
SN  =  SÂ^ -  SÀ^ +  2SÂ R ^R Â .
(9.13)
(9.14)
Here we have again taken skew-symmetric parts to ensure th a t M  and N  belong to 
so(3). The Hamiltonian then takes the following form:
H (z) =  (y ,x) +  {{R M ,R » +  ((B .À )) +  ((SN ,S)) -  J(T(x, (R À S) )
+  t /(x ,R Â S ’’) (9.15)
equipped with the canonical symplectic structure associated with the Poisson bracket: 
{ /,5}(z) =  ( f t ./ ,9 y /)  -  (a^g,dyf) +  -  W J r ’
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for /,£f G C°°{V)  and where z =  (x ,y , R ,R M ,À ,B ,S ,S N ) . The action rh o Ig is 
through the decomposition mapped to the action
^gh(z) =  (gx, gy, gR , gR M , À, B , hS , hSN ), (g, h) e  SO {Sf ,  (9.16)
which leaves the Hamiltonian (9.15) invariant. The Hamiltonian therefore descends 
to a Hamiltonian function h on the quotient space V / S O {3) .^ We may define a model 
for V/S0{3)^  by taking (g, h) =  (R ^, S^) in (9.16) so tha t
z =  (R ^x, R ^ y , I, M , À, B , I, N ) e  T.
Let A =  R ^ x , =  R ^ y  and
R  =  R O , S =  SÂ. (9.17)
In particular, (9.13) and (9.14) then simplify to:
M  =  w  -  G ,  (9.18)
N  =  C a  -  C n ,  (9.19)
with inverse
where
n  =  +  F N , (9.20)
A =  ®  +  F M , (9.21)
Id =  trÂ ^I — =  diag +  d^, +  d^ ) , (9.22)
Ic =  diag (2d2flÎ35 Zdidg, 2didz), (9.23)
(9.24)
r = ( l 5-I^ )-'le , (9.25)
and À  =  diag(di,^2, ds).
R e m a rk  4 (Singularities): Notice from (9.24) and (9.25) th a t and do not exist 
if di =  dj, for some i, j  G {1,2,3} with i ^  j ,  i.e. if the body is spheroidal. This 
is a consequence of our decomposition. The spheroidal configurations are, however, 
exceptional. There is therefore little loss of generality by restricting attention to 
ellipsoidal configurations, as in Riemann’s classical theorem. □
Upon identifying (Â ,B ) with (A =  (di,c?2,c?3)sB  =  (6i , 62,&3)) E T * R \ a 
straightforward calculation shows that:
A(w) = H(z) = + ^{,1 , 11) + i(M,I'‘M) + i<N,I'*N) + (N,rM)
+  u(A ,A ), (9.26)
w =  (M, A, A ,B ,N ),
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where w(A, A ) =  U (A, À).
The Poisson structure also descends to a non-canonical Poisson structure on the 
reduced space. In [150] it is shown how one obtains the reduced brackets for the 
system of a rigid body and a sphere. One can repeat the exact same calculations to 
obtain the part of the reduced bracket related to the left invariance. Similarly, it can 
be shown that the reduced bracket related to the right invariance is just the standard 
reduced rigid body bracket, see for example [64]. We therefore have:
T h eo rem  6 The reduced system on V /S0{3)^  is described by the Hamiltonian (9.26) 
equipped with the Poisson structure matrix:
J  =
/ M A A 0 0 0
A 0 I 0 0 0
P - I 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 N 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 IV 0 0 0 0 - I 0
n and d^^h — +  ¥ M
(9.27)
read:
M  =  M A Î2-I-AA  
Â = A A fl + /r, 
fl =  fl A f t  — dy^U,
N  =  N  A A,
À  =  B,
B =  —dpji'.
The initial Hamiltonian system has now been reduced by its symmetries and rela­
tive equilibria therefore coincide with equilibria of the reduced system described by 
Theorem 6 and the equations in (9.27).
Now, L =  M +A A /i and N  are the body angular momentum and body circulation, 
respectively, so tha t 3i =  R L  and J r  =  SN  (see (9.6) and (9.7)). By virtue of the 
reduction we have:
P ro p o s itio n  4 The functions C  =  C (|N], ]Lj), are Casimir functions of the system. 
In particular, |N | and |L| are conserved. □
Besides decreasing the necessary degrees of freedom, the introduced reduction also 
allows us to decouple the dependency of the effective rotations R  and S (9.17).
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In particular, in the rotational frame the mutual attraction between the bodies is 
independent of the attitude of the pseudo-rigid body. Instead, the rotation affects 
the orbital motion, and vice versa, via the dependency of the angular momenta M  
and N.
9.4 Relative equilibria
By the reduction, the relative equilibria of the system are solutions of the following 
system:
0 =  M A f2-|-A A  dy^u, (9.28)
0 — X ACI +  fjb, (9.29)
0 =  fi ACI — d \u , (9.30)
o =  n a a . (9.31)
0 =  B, (9.32)
0 =  ÔAh, (9.33)
We shall assume throughout tha t the pseudo-rigid body is not spheroidal. For further 
simplifications it is advantageous to eliminate fi from (9.29) so th a t (9.30) and the 
total angular momentum read:
o =  x \ n \ ^ - d y ^ u .  ( 9 .3 4 )
and
L =  M  +  f l \ Xf  - X { X , n ) ,  (9.35)
respectively. At relative equilibria (9.8) and (9.9) give:
L =  J /(xq, Yq, Â q, P q)j N  — J r  (Â q, P q)- 
Lemma 3 may therefore be restated as:
C o ro lla ry  4 At relative equilibria:
L A (1 =  0, N a A  =  0.
P roof Here we show that this results can also be deduced directly from the reduced 
equations. Indeed, the latter condition coincides with equation (9.31). For the former 
condition, take the right outer product of L expressed by (9.35) with Cl, so tha t
M  A n  — A A Cl{X, Cl) — 0.
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The first item of this equation, using equation (9.28), is equal to —A A dyu.  In turn 
dy^u can be eliminated from (9.30). After these substitutions, the first item is equal 
to  the negative of the second one, and hence L A f i =  0. The corollary is therefore 
completed. ■
As for the rigid body case [132], the relative equilibria can be divided into two types: 
locally central and non-locally central We also define planar equilibria in the following 
definition:
D efin itio n  2 1. A relative equilibrium is said to be locally central if the mutual 
attraction and relative position vectors are parallel, i.e. A A dy^u =  0.
2. A relative equilibrium is said to be planar if the total angular momentum vector 
L is perpendicular to relative position vector A, i.e. (L, A) =  0. □
However, the following theorem implies th a t the two notions of locally central and 
planar equilibria actually coincide:
T h e o re m  7 Assume that the pseudo-rigid body satisfies the hypotheses. Then a 
relative equilibrium of the system is planar if and only if it is locally central:
(L, A) =  0 <=> A A dy^u =  0. □
P r o o f  First notice th a t by using (9.35) th a t (L, A) =  0 is equivalent to (M, A) =  0.
Let A A dy^u =  0. Then from equation (9.28) it follows tha t M  A f2 =  0. Taking 
the left outer product of the last equation with A, we obtain:
n (M ,A ) = M (A ,f î) . (9.36)
Then, taking the left outer product of equation (9.30) with A, and applying the 
assumption A A dy^u =  0, we obtain A A fî(A, f2) =  0. Thus, there are two feasible 
cases. If A A f2 =  0 then from equation (9.29) it follows th a t fx vanishes and from 
equation (9.30) it then follows th a t the gradient dy^u vanishes. This can only be true 
if the sphere is internal to the pseudo rigid body. This contradicts hypothesis HI. 
Thus, (A, f2) vanishes, and then, since Ci does not vanish, from equation (9.36) it 
follows th a t (M , A) vanishes. Thus, the sufficient condition has been proved.
Let (L, A) =  0. By Corollary 4 it follows tha t {Ci, A) =  0. Therefore, by eliminat­
ing M  in (9.35) and inserting this into (9.28), we have:
A A d \u  =  0. a
Thus, the necessary condition has been proved.
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We note tha t the two-body problem of a rigid body and a sphere is a natural 
subsystem:
M  =  M A fî-t-A A  
Â =  A A f2 -f- /ij 
p, =  fx A Q  — d \u ,
with A  fixed, and hence the Theorem also holds true for this case.
Riemann’s theorem describes geometrical properties of the angular velocity and 
the circulation of a pseudo-rigid body in a relative equilibrium. In the following, 
we show th a t Riemann’s theorem extends to the relative equilibria of the two-body 
systems of this paper whenever A is aligned with one of the principle axes of the 
ellipsoid. First, however, we note th a t from Corollary 4 it follows th a t L and Cl, N  
and A are parallel pairwise. Here 0  — 0 would imply tha t fx =  0 and dy^u =  0 
and therefore contradicts th a t the system is in equilibrium. If A 0 we therefore 
introduce kfi and k \  so th a t L =  kçiCÏ and N  =  A:aA.
T h eo rem  8 Assume that the system is in a relative equilibrium where the pseudo- 
rigid body is not spheroidal and where A is aligned with the I ’th principle axis of 
the pseudo-rigid body. Denote by the integers m  and n, m  ^  n, m, n ^  I, the two 
remaining principle axes. Then:
1° A 7^  0 and either of the following equations hold true:
— 3 (df — (df — d^)
or
+  2^A,
and < kA <  f  Af and dn arbitrary so that df — d“^  =  or finally
Riemann’s theorem hold true: (i) the angular velocity of the pseudo-rigid body 
vector O and the internal rotation velocity vector A lie in the same principal 
plane of the body and (ii) if one of the vectors is aligned with a principal axis, 
then the other vector is aligned along the same axis.
2° A =  0 and either
d f  =  - X f ,
and 2Xf <  A.*n <  4Ap or Cl is in a principle plane of the body.
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P r o o f  For 1° assume th a t A 7^  0. Then from (9.35), (9.18) and (9.19) it follows 
that
, , 4 i ) ( a ) = “ . (9.37)
Since A is assumed to be aligned with one principle axis, it follows that AA^ =  
diag (A i, Ag, Ag) with only one diagonal element non-zero. Therefore there exists a 
non-zero solution for (Hi, Ai) if and only if the determinant of the linear system
((IId)„ -  t e  +  |A P -  A?) Oi -  (I»)„ Ai = 0,
((^d)ii — te ) Ai — (Ic)ii Hi =  0
vanishes. We compute:
{kn — |Ap -t- Ai) k \  — (Ed)^ i {ka +  Ua — |Ap +  Xf) +  (Ed)ii — (Ic)ii =  0. (9.38)
From the definitions of Id (9.22) and Ic (9.23) we then obtain the following lemma:
L em m a 4 7/(f2i,Ai) and (Clj,Aj) are non-zero solutions of (9.37) with i 7  ^j ,  then 
either Ai =  Aj =  0 and di =  dj or the following two equations hold true
kci kA — di fij — 2d]. -|- |A|^
— Af (dj -t- d | — Ua) (di — dj) 4- Aj (d? + d ]  — Ha ) (dj — df) , (9.39) 
kçikA =  d?dj -f- (di -|- d j) d |  — 3d .^ 4- A;a|A|^
“  Ai (d? 4- dfc) (dj 4- dfc -  A:a) (d] — dj)
+  Aj (dj 4- d |)  (di 4- d | — A:a) (dj — d?) ,
where { i ,j ,k )  is a cyclic permutation 0/(1 ,2 ,3 ) .  □
P roof We solve (9.38) for k^ 4- &A and fcn^A for i =  i and i =  j .  ■
If Riemann’s theorem hold true then one of the pairs (Hi, Ai) vanishes. Now assume 
otherwise. Since the numbering is arbitrary, we may without loss of generality assume 
th a t Ai 7^  0 and A2 =  0 =  A3. Since the pseudo-rigid body is assumed to be ellipsoidal, 
it follows from Lemma 4, and in particular (9.39), that:
dl +  d l~  2dg 4- Ai 4- Ai (d^ 4- d§ -  A:a) (df -  d |) “ ^
=  dg 4- di -  2d | 4- Af +  A? (dg 4- df -  A:a) (d | -  df)"^
=  df 4- dg -  2df 4- Af.
After some straightforward manipulations this can be shown to imply that either
^A =  df 4- dg — 3 (df — df) (df — d |)  Aj
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or
di =  g|A|^ +  - k \ ,  dj =  —-|A |^ +  - k \ ,  (9.40)
and dfc arbitrary for j  ^  k, j ,k  G {2, 3}. The conditions di <  Ai and dj >  0 yield 
the inequalities: |A f < k \  <  |A f . Moreover, by solving for it also follows from 
the latter equation in (9.40) tha t
d \ - d ]  =  ^Af.
In the following we will show the last part of Riemann’s theorem. Since Ic is invertible 
it follows from (9.37) that
n  =  I -^ {I d -k A l)A .  (9.41)
Assume then th a t Aj — Aj — 0, i ^  j .  Then by (9.41) it follows th a t either Cli =  flj =  
0 or di =  dfc. The latter contradicts the body being elhpsoidal. We can repeat the 
same arguments for Qi =  Qj =  0. The last part of Riemann’s theorem has therefore 
been shown.
For 2° let A  =  0. Then the first rows of (9.37) give
(id  -  (ka -  |A|2) I  -  AA^) 0  =  0. (9.42)
All component of O may only be non-zero if the matrix appearing in (9.42) have zero 
rank. This implies that
d i  =  ^ k n  -  Af, d f ,  df  =  ^ k n .
From 0 <  df <  Af it follows tha t 2Af <  kçi <  4Af. The proof is completed. ■
The proof of the theorem did only rely on Corollary 4 and the properties of the 
conserved quantities and the angular velocities f2  and A . Therefore the result applies 
to other similar two-body problems, for example in molecular dynamics. By making 
use of other properties in a relative equilibrium of the considered gravitational two- 
body problem we can show the following:
P ro p o s itio n  5 The second property of Riemann’s theorem, see (ii) in Theorem 8, 
can only hold true in a locally central equilibrium. □
P roof Assume otherwise so tha t fli =  0 =  Cl j ,  i  ^  j  and therefore A* =  0 =  Aj. 
Then from (9.37) we have:
=  0 =  Aj(A, n ) ,
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so th a t (A,fi) =  0 or Ai =  0 =  Aj. The former implies through (9.34) tha t the 
equilibrium is planar. By assumption the latter must therefore hold true. But then 
A II n and through (9.29) and (9.30) it follows th a t /i  =  0 and dyu  =  0, respectively. 
This is absurd in equilibria. This completes the proof. ■
It can also be shown that the exceptions to the validity of Riemann’s theorem in 
Theorem 8 cannot hold true in a locally central relative equilibrium. This follows 
from Theorem 7 and the following lemma:
L em m a 5 In a locally central equilibrium the point mass is located along a principal 
axis of the body. □
P roof This follows directly from the fact that the pseudo-rigid body is ellipsoidal. 
See also [132]. ■
Indeed, we have the following:
T h eo rem  9 If the system is in a locally central equilibrium, then Riemann’s theorem 
hold true: (i) the angular velocity of the pseudo-rigid body vector Cl and the internal 
rotation velocity vector A lie in the same principal plane of the body and (ii) if one 
of the vectors is aligned with a principal axis, then the other vector is aligned along 
the same axis. □
P r o o f  By the assumptions of the theorem and Lemma 5 it follows that: (a) A is 
aligned with a principle axis, say i, and (b) (D, A) = 0 so tha t fi is contained in 
a principle plane with Cli =  0. Therefore by (9.41) it follows tha t either kA is such 
th a t (Ij^  (Id — ^'Al))ii =  0 or Ai =  0. By inserting (9.41) into (9.37) we obtain the 
following equation:
0 = ( ( l a - ( t e  + |A n i - A A ’’) l j ‘ (H , - teI ) -f c )A .  ,
From this equation it follows tha t if (l~^ (Id — A:aI))^^ =  0 then Aj =  0. The first 
part of Riemann’s theorem has been completed. The last part is proved by repeating 
the arguments in Theorem 8.
It is now natural to ask what happens when the equilibrium is non-planar. We 
do not expect a generalisation of Riemann’s theorem beyond Theorem 8. In the 
following we shall instead investigate the non-planar equilibria with the particular 
aim of diminishing the necessary equations while gaining further insight into the 
underlying geometry. Although, we pretty much follow the method proposed by 
Scheeres in [11], we find our approach clearer and simpler as unlike [132] we present 
explicit formulas for obtaining all the variables describing the relative equilibrium 
once A is found.
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9.4.1 Non-locally central relative equilibrium
Let A A dyu ^  0. Then if we take the inner product of equation (9.28) with Cl, we 
obtain th a t the vectors Cl, A and dyu  all lie in the same plane. Furthermore, by- 
taking the inner product of equation (9.30) with Cl, we obtain th a t {Cl,dyu) =  0. 
Hence, the vectors Cl and dyu  are perpendicular. The vectors A, dyu  A A and 
dyu  A {pyu A A) therefore form an orthogonal basis in E^. Let us denote this basis 
by Py.  In this basis the vector Cl has only one non-zero component as it is parallel 
to dyu  A ipyu  A A). This allows us to  write Cl in the following way:
Note tha t since the system is symmetric with respect to  the reflection {Cl, A ,  pC) 
—{Cl,A,fi) the choice of a sign in (9.43) is not important. The magnitude of Cl can 
be found by taking the inner product of equation (9.34) with dyu:
“  (A .aju )’ (9.44)
Here {X,dyu) does not vanish. Indeed this would imply dyu =  0 and therefore 
|A| =  G O . Moreover, it is strictly positive. Finally, after some simplifications, the 
vector Cl can be rewritten in terms of A and the potential in the following way:
"  , 8 x ^ a (8) , u A X )  (9.45)
Let us now first assume that A  7  ^0 .  Then from (9.41) it follows tha t
(Id -  A:aI)A =  IcCl, (9.46)
where k \  is a parameter. The m atrix (Id — A:aI) is diagonal and may only have one 
zero non-diagonal component, as otherwise it would imply th a t the pseudo-rigid body 
was spheroidal. We therefore consider two different scenarios. In the first scenario 
the matrix is invertible so that:
A  =  (Id -  k A i y X C l .  (9.47)
Next, let the m atrix have a zero component so tha t Cli =  0. From this k \  can 
be determined along with the other components of A  by inverting corresponding 
diagonal elements of the matrix. We then leave the remaining component Aj, rather 
than kA as above, as a parameter. We have:
Ai =  Aio, A j  =  (9.48)
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where ( i,j ,k )  are in a cyclic permutation. After the introduced eliminations of /x, f l  
and A  equations (9.28) and (9.33) form a closed subsystem, which should be solved 
for the position A  of the relative equilibria. These equations are vectorial. It means 
th a t there are six scalar equations. However, the amount of equations determining 
the relative equilibrium position can be diminished. Each of the equations can be 
treated as a vector which should vanish. Any vector can be resolved in a unique way 
along an orthogonal basis, and the condition tha t a vector vanishes is equivalent to 
the condition tha t all its components in an orthogonal basis vanish. We shall use the 
basis T'y for this purpose. In this basis equation (9.28) has a zero component along 
the vector dyuA(dyuA\).  This allows us to reduce the equation (9.28) to two scalar 
equations, and together with equations (9.33) they give us the minimum number of 
equations for finding the relative equilibria position:
{ M \ d x n )  +  (A, dxu) -  (A, = 0, (9.49)
(M*,AAa;^u)=0 (9.50)
dAh = 0. (9.51)
Here
M* =  ±  (id — Ic(Id — ^aI) ^Ic) a  {dyu A A ) , (9.52)
is a re-normalised angular momentum of the pseudo-rigid body valid only when (Ic — 
kAÏ) is invertible. Otherwise we replace this vector by:
M* =  dzld^^w A {dyu  A A ) — IgA, (9.53)
where A  is given by (9.48).
We now consider the case when A  vanishes. Then M  =  IdfZ and condition (9.31) 
is identically satisfied. We therefore have the same three equations as above but with 
M* given by (9.53) evaluated a t A  =  0 .
Compared to the equations found by [132], we have obtained five equations as 
opposed two due to  the extra degrees of freedom in our system. The angular mo­
mentum vector also has a more complicated form. Again the rigid body case can be 
considered as a subsystem considering A  =  0 and di, dg and dg as constants.
9.5 Conclusion
By extending the reduction procedure of the two body problem of a rigid body and 
a sphere we reduced the system of the two body problem of a spherical symmetric 
pseudo-rigid body and a sphere so tha t the corresponding rigid body problem was a
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natural subsystem. We showed th a t the pseudo-rigid body problem possesses similar 
properties and structure to the corresponding rigid body problem. In particular, we 
showed that the notions of locally central and planar relative equilibria coincide. This 
result also includes the rigid body problem. We also showed th a t Riemann’s theorem 
of pseudo rigid bodies had a natural extension for planar relative equilibria.
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C h a p t e r  10
Conclusion
In this final chapter the thesis is concluded. First we summarise the findings and 
conclusions. We finish the chapter by first listing the main research achievements 
tha t contribute to the state of the art and follow this by discussing the open problems 
for future work.
10.1 Summary of conclusions
The research has addressed several topics related with satellite relative motion and 
has primarily with mathematical rigor sought to analyse, develop and unify relative 
motion models of free and tethered satellites. First, analytical solutions of the varia­
tional equation of the Kepler problem with variational mass parameter were obtained 
about any reference orbit in a compact form by relying on the super-integrability of 
the Kepler problem. The solutions provide approximations to the relative motion of 
satellites near any Keplerian reference orbit and were written in terms of the rele­
vant conserved quantities: relative energy, relative angular momentum and relative 
eccentricity vector. The geometrical setting, in which the solutions were derived, 
also allowed for a straightforward design of tetrahedral formations. The inclusion of 
possible variations in mass parameter is thought to be very powerful in comet dust 
tail modelling. In the inversion of light intensity measurements for comet related 
data, millions of test particles are usually propagated numerically [50, 73, 105]. For
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such a large number of particles, the analytical solutions certainly relax the required 
numerical effort significantly.
Next, several different tether models were related mathematically to provide a 
unified framework and it was established in what limits they could provide insight 
into the full tether dynamics. Firstly, the massive tether model was linked to the 
slack-spring model through a conjecture on the limit of vanishing thickness. Then 
the slack-spring model was related to the billiard model in the limit of an inextensible 
tether. Next, the motion of the dumbbell model was identified within the dynamics 
of the billiard model through a theorem on the existence of invariant curves. The 
existence of the invariant curves within the planar billiard model with an underlying 
circular orbiting centre of mass imply tha t the tethered system cannot reach these 
practically relevant, stable regions of phase space without control. Numerical compu­
tations provided some insights into the dynamics of the billiard map for the case of an 
underlying circular orbiting centre of mass. It was also shown that the classical tether 
model was ill-posed due to the development of shock waves when in compression. The 
equations were regularised by the addition of bending resistance. A symplectic inte­
grator was then developed for the regularised, massive tether model by using a spatial 
discretisation by Hermite elements of the variational form. Using this integrator the 
motion of an orbiting tether system with and without the inclusion of the regularising 
bending term  was compared. The examples showed th a t the effects of bending may 
be severe even on very short timescales, at least when the tether is in compression. 
For an initial condition near the stable relative equilibrium it was shown th a t the 
two systems with and without bending evolved similarly with the bending energy 
remaining small. However, even for this example the system without bending was 
more sensitive to numerical instabilities and the energy difference grew because of 
the development of shock fronts. The developed integrator was also used to provide 
numerical evidence for the validity of the conjecture on the relationship between the 
massive tether model and the slack spring model. The rate of this convergence was 
through the numerical experiments estimated to be of order where h is the
thickness of the tether.
Further insight into the slack-spring approximation was also provided through a 
Galerkin approximation of the full massive tether model. The singular perturbed, 
truncated system was shown to possess a slow manifold with bifurcation. This type 
of problem is not well-studied within the Hamiltonian setting where the interesting 
lower dimensional slow manifolds often are normally elliptic. This is quite a surprise 
as the slow manifold bifurcation is a general phenomenon. A theorem on the adiabatic 
invariance of the slow manifold was proven using rigorous averaging and a blow up 
near the bifurcation. It was finally shown th a t the slow dynamics on the slow manifold 
coincided with the slack-spring approximation.
Next, a general geometrical setting to variational attitude dynamics was devel­
oped. The geometrical framework avoided the use of coordinates to describe the
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relative and reference attitude. Constrained L^-optimal torque was then obtained for 
the attitude dynamics controlled with reaction wheels. This result does not extend 
trivially from previous studies as the torque th a t is sought minimised generally enters 
the equations along with its anti-derivative. Explicit expressions were nevertheless 
provided and applied to two realistic formation flying mission scenarios. The first 
application was to an inspection mission scenario. Here the range of validity of the 
linear approximation was also quantified. For a net rotation of 25° an error of % 1° 
was observed. In the second application the attitude of a tetrahedral formation of 
satellites was controlled so tha t each satellite in the formation had a principle axis 
aligned with the relative position vector to the centre of the tetrahedron. W ith the re­
cent interest in tetrahedral formation flying this mission scenario provided a realistic 
example where the use of the analytic solutions were demonstrated.
In joint work with Mikhail Vereshchagin, the thesis finally considered a gravita­
tional two-body problem of a pseudo-rigid body and a rigid sphere. For the case of 
a spherical symmetric pseudo-rigid body we reduced the system by its symmetries 
through an extension of the standard reduction procedure of the two-body problem 
of a rigid body and a sphere. This way the corresponding rigid body problem became 
a natural subsystem. We then showed th a t the pseudo-rigid body problem possessed 
similar properties and structure to the corresponding rigid body problem. In par­
ticular, we showed that the notions of locally central and planar relative equilibria 
coincided. We also showed that Riemann’s theorem of pseudo rigid bodies had a 
natural extension for planar relative equilibria.
10.2 Research achievements and contributions to  
the state of the art
For clarity we list the main research achievements th a t contribute to the state of the 
art:
•  Complete, geometrical interpretable solution of the variational Kepler problem 
expressed in the physically relevant relative position coordinates;
•  A unification of conservative tether models including:
— A theorem on the well-posedness of the bending regularised massive tether 
model;
— The formulation of a conjecture on the relationship between frill massive 
tether model and finite dimensional slack-spring supported by numerical 
evidence;
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-  The identification of the dumbbell dynamics within the billiard model 
through a theorem on invariant curves;
•  The identification of an interesting, both mathematically and practically, and 
rich process of reduction near slow manifold bifurcations;
• A theorem on the slack-spring model as a limit system of a Galerkin approxi­
mation of the massive tether model;
•  The development and application to realistic mission scenarios of constrained 
L^-optimal torque of attitude control;
•  Reduction of the gravitational two-body problem of a pseudo-rigid body and 
rigid sphere;
•  A theorem on an extension of Riemann’s theorem to  the two-body problem.
10.3 Open problems
The research has highlighted many interesting routes for possible further research 
exploration. We will in the following presents some of these possibilities for future 
work.
Comet tail modelling
First of all, it would be interesting to investigate the usefulness of having analytical 
expressions for comet dust tail modelling. In comet dust tail modelling it is of interest 
to invert light intensity measurements in the tail to obtain the distribution of dust 
particles sizes, ejection velocities and the distribution of the true anomalies when the 
particles were ejected from the nucleus [47]. Usually the dust tail is assumed to be 
collision-less [47, 50, 73, 105]. W ithout further modelling this problem is in fact in 
general ill-posed as the objective is to invert a map from a four dimensional space 
{Sfx, ÔPq, ôu), assuming tha t the tail is co-planar with the nucleus orbit, to the plane 
in which the light intensity measurements are made. However, with further modelling 
on the ejection velocities the problem may admit a general solution. In particular, 
if all particles are assumed to leave the nucleus with zero velocity then through 
the analytical solutions obtained, the tail can be equipped with synchrone/syndyne- 
coordinates and the inversion can in fact be done analytically. For more complicated 
models of the ejection velocities numerical methods are required. These are very 
computational intensive and typically involve propagation of millions of test particles 
[50, 73, 105]. For such a large number of particles, the analytical solutions may
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relax the numerical effort considerably. Future research may also show that they can 
provide further insight into the tail formation.
Slow manifolds w ith bifurcations
The research on tethered satellites begun the unification of the different conservative 
models. The research in this direction highlighted several interesting topics for possi­
ble further exploration. The massive tether model was, for example, conjectured to be 
related to a slack-spring model in the limit of vanishing tether thickness. We did not 
manage to prove this conjecture within the three years of research. However, it is be­
lieved th a t the general theory of multi-dimensional, singular perturbed Hamiltonian 
systems is not yet at a stage tha t allows for rigorous investigation of this problem. 
The problem is related to the persistence of an almost everywhere normally elliptic, 
symplectic, lower dimensional slow manifold with bifurcations embedded within an 
infinite dimensional symplectic phase space. In fact, we saw through a discretisation 
of the full system that even the finite dimensional analogue had received little a t­
tention. In a post-doctoral EPSRC research proposal we have proposed to use this 
real-life application as a guide into the development of a new mathematical theory of 
slow manifolds with bifurcations in Hamiltonian systems with several fast degrees of 
freedom. We will in the following present a list of projects th a t aim to enhance the 
understanding of these systems and this type of behaviour and ultimately to bring 
the theory to a level in which a proof of the tether conjecture, Conjecture 1, can be 
given.
Project A: D ynam ic bifurcation in a Galerkin approxim ation o f teth er  
system
To encapsulate and demonstrate the dynamic bifurcation of the tether system further 
within a finite dimensional analogue, it may useful to consider higher order Galerkin 
approximations of the full planar system. We saw in section 7 th a t the Galerkin 
approximation with two elements was equivalent to a system of two end point masses, 
the satellites, connected to a third particle with small mass e via unit natural length 
springs. On an invariant, two-degree of freedom symplectic subspace, we showed that 
a  relatively large set of trajectories behaved like th a t of the slack-spring model. The 
difficulties with extending this result to  the higher order Galerkin approximations 
are due to resonances, but also due to the fact th a t more fast degrees of freedom 
bifurcates when the distance between the end-points equal the natural length. By 
considering higher order Galerkin approximations we may gain a further insight into 
the bifurcating modes and what is needed to provide a general proof of the conjecture. 
This system may also provide a relatively simple example where the proposed method
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of combining MacKay’s method with an appropriate energy method, see Project C, 
can be applied.
P roject B: D ynam ic transcritical and centre-saddle bifurcations in slow- 
fast HamiltoniEui system s
We believe it is possible to apply the geometric approach of Chow and Young [23] on 
dynamic bifurcations to other types of Hamiltonian bifurcations. The transcritical 
bifurcation, for example, was considered in [87] for a  one degree of freedom Hamilto­
nian systems with a slowly varying parameter. Contrary to the pitchfork bifurcation 
their results show that it is an exception for trajectories to remain close to the stable 
branches as the slowly varying parameter drifts through the bifurcation value. This is 
due to the presence of a (collapsing) separatrix in the frozen system which separates 
bounded motion from unbounded motion. Trajectories which are initially bounded 
eventually cross this unperturbed separatrix and moves into the region of unbounded 
motion. On the other hand, which the authors do not note, this implies tha t tra ­
jectories coming from infinity may be trapped within the séparatrices bounding the 
stable equilibrium after bifurcation. The results are not presented as rigorous results, 
and it therefore seems natural to try  to obtain a geometrically motivated proof for 
the crossing along the lines of Chow and Young’s proof for the symmetric pitchfork 
[23].
In [33] the centre-saddle bifurcation is considered. The authors also consider 
slowly varying one degree of freedom Hamiltonian systems. The corresponding frozen 
system has two centres and one saddle before the bifurcation. At the bifurcation 
value one of the centres coalesce with the saddle to form a nonlinear saddle in a 
centre-saddle bifurcation. After the bifurcation there is therefore only one center. 
The authors show, primarily using asymptotic expansions and results of [110], tha t 
trajectories initially inside the collapsing unperturbed séparatrices eventually cross 
the séparatrices and continue after the bifurcation to oscillate about the remaining 
centre, for which the averaging is again valid, with a small change in the action. Again 
we believe th a t these results could be obtained rigorously using more geometrical 
motivated ideas and methods.
P roject C: A lm ost invariance o f  slow m anifolds for analytic slow-fast H am il­
ton ian  system s using th e geom etrical m ethod o f M acK ay
The classical averaging procedure in general fails for several fast degrees freedoms. 
However, in my opinion this may just be a consequence of the method. In fact, the 
geometrical method of MacKay presented in [97] is an alternative iterative procedure 
th a t improves on a slow manifold without noticing the presence of resonances. This 
method, valid for any numbers of degrees of freedom, simply makes use of the im- 
phcit function theorem to obtain an improved slow manifold as critical points of the
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Hamiltonian restricted to the fast normal space. For G’' systems this procedure may 
be iterated r  times. In fact, Mackay conjectures th a t this procedure could be iterated 
in the analytical case using the Neishstadt estimates [108, 109], also used by Gelfreich 
and Lerman in [52], to obtain an almost invariant slow manifold with exponentially 
small error. One of the benefits of Mackay’s method is th a t the slow manifold a t each 
step includes all nearby equilibria of the real system. This cannot be guaranteed in 
general by the averaging method. Furthermore, Mackay’s error-estimates are point- 
wise in the slow vector field and therefore improve near equilibria. Another advantage 
is th a t it only relies on the implicit function theorem and is therefore applicable on 
any Banach space, making the method suitable for PDFs. The third project of the 
research will be to prove the conjecture of MacKay [97] and obtain slow manifolds 
with exponentially small error vector field. It will be the aim in the research to do 
so in general Banach spaces so th a t the results also apply to PDFs.
The geometrical approach of MacKay benefits from the fact th a t it does not ad­
dress resonances. However, this is also why extra work is required to obtain powerful 
results on the long-term stability near the slow manifold. This is of great importance 
in the problems of dynamic bifurcation. Indeed, this will be crucial in Project A and 
ultimately for the validity of the tether conjecture: Project D. For this maybe one 
could develop the energy method further by providing sufficient conditions, perhaps 
something like: definiteness of the Hamiltonian restricted to the fast space, and a 
procedure for identifying proper adiabatic Lyapunov functions for slow manifolds.
P roject D: P roof o f teth er  conjecture
The previous projects all natural lead up to a proof of the tether conjecture of Con­
jecture 1. The success of this project depends on the success of the previous projects. 
To prove the conjecture, we will need an understanding of slow manifold bifurca­
tions (Project A and B) but also invariance and stability of slow manifolds for PDFs 
(Project C). A natural starting point would be to identify dynamic bifurcation phe­
nomena in simpler, scalar PDFs. An example could be a perturbed, scalar, nonlinear 
wave equation with homogeneous, Neumann boundary conditions and a slowly vary­
ing parameter tha t unfolds a pitchfork bifurcation scenario of homogeneous steady 
states:
d]u — dgU = X u -  u^, 5su |s=o,i =  0, A =  e <  1, e >  0.
We believe this could also be of interest in the theory of nonlinear wave equations. The 
dissipative analogue, including a term  proportional to dtu  or —dtd]u  on the left hand 
side, might also be a good, tractable starting point. In general, dissipative infinite 
dimensional systems are thought to be easier than their conservative counterparts so 
we believe initial progress could be made this way.
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Effect of dissipation on tethered satellite system s
In this research, attention has been focused on conservative models of tethered satel­
lites. It would be interesting and relevant in future work on tethered satellites to 
address the effect of energy dissipation in more details. In particular, it would be 
interesting to obtain results on the massive tether system’s global attractor. Here 
one might speculate or conjecture tha t the global attractor is the set of relative equi­
libria. It is, however, believed tha t this problem is very difficult to address rigorously. 
Perhaps the methods used by Ball in [7] to show a similar statement for the damped 
semi-linear wave equations could be of use in this direction.
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